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Gold road fi:ne print awaited 
single lat~;est hareholder. 
Access to the area is now only 
by air with companies in the 
area using Wrangell, Alaska as 
a base, 
That lead to a government• 
study'last fall which indicated a
Canadianmad access' would not 
only reduce transportation/and 
development costs but in~rease 
':benefits O northwest B,C. 
TERRACE --  It'll be some time 
yet before all details of the plan 
to build•a road into the gold- 
rich lskut Valley area north of 
Stewart are known, say those 
involved, 
The plan, announced : last 
week by Premier Bill Vander 
Zalm, will result in a road com- 
pany being formed with the pro- 
vincial government•'being • the 
- : . " "  ~,  . . . .  . , . 
• Three  companies 'with mines panies paying the rest. depend on final design work mine are located at the end of 
or:pr0pertiesiin 'the ,area will ' That's basedon the province now underway," said McRae the scheduled main portk~n of 
also.be shareholders:in the road ,being responsibl~ for: a; main who expected the work to be the road. It's72km long,~ :i~ ;~ 
Company bu/il/to Wh~it.lextent section :ieading iin •from• Bob completed insix to seven weeks, Cominco spokesman Merlyn 
dependsion theii';Shareof~the :Quinn Lake aiHwy37witi~:the The three companies are Soyea and Skyline's Bill P~ce 
Constructi0d~co~ts]i~said a mines: companies belng?esp6nsible for Prime Resources, which wants said they are both ~walting for 
ministrylofficial~ila~t'~eek. ' ,  the road as it confinu*es to  their 
• In:general/t'e~,ilsaid Bruce properties, he Said. i r 
MCRae, the:pr0vince iwill pay ':We have ,commitments 
for one:third ~0f:thel estimated (from• the ,companies)/ to 
$20 million cost w~th:.the ~ com- negotiate, final c0sts and those 
to build a section leading south more details of the road plan.' 
of the main road to its Eskay "Obviously there are further 
Creek gold property, Comi~co negotiations to take place. The 
and Skyline Gold, Comin¢o's government has taken the iw  
. . . . . . . .  , : SNIP development property itiative," said Royea. 
: ~ _ - ' . . . . . . . .  and Skyline's Johnny Mountain . . 
. . . . . .  ¢ont'd A2. 
Companies 
Detox p lan  planting 
• motiOn has increased by 50 per cent the 
amount of trees it wants to TERRACE - -  A local drug and 
plant this year because natural alcohol counselling service 
regeneration ofloggedoffaxeas wants to convert a former 
hasn't worked, nurses' residence at the hospital 
The increase, from 1.2 into a detox centre. 
The facility could contain up 
million to 1.74 million seedl- to 10 beds and be open to peo- 
ings, will go to specific areas pie from Kitimat, Prince 
where expected new growth is Rupert, Terrace and Smithers, 
inadequate, said company says June Campbell of the Nor- 
forestry supervisor Archie Mac- thwest Drug and Alcohol 
Donald. Counselling Service. 
He said the areas are ones cut Northwest residents now 
in 1987 and that the company must go to Prince George for 
leaves logged off blocks for the closest detox facility, she 
several years to see i f  natural said. 
. . . .  That's an eight-hour bus regenerati~on meets expecta- 
tions, trip and a Person in withdrawal 
; or with a chemical dependency 
- Planting to •~bo0st natural just can't do it," said Campbell J une  Campbell 
regeneration is-'also'the major of the journey to Prince 
Component mSkeena Sawmills' . George. 
corporations in the area for plans to plant 550.~00 trees this "For that reason we don't money to visit detox centres in 
Season, says .~ i~ Keating~ send marly people to Prince cities similar in.s~e to Terrace. 
oneof its f6~s~: .  ~:- ''• i".: . , .  George:!Of o~ four.offices:(!n -'/'-Mone~"f~,~he 'e "ncre :WoUld.- 
left to naturaily regene~a~e,ex- - . . . . .  , . . . . .  come from the provincial ann ~m~[ners) we proDaoly sena. ~'~overnnlent wh;eh ~. ,  n,o . . . .  
cept rwhere' Slash burhifi8 had on average ~wo i~ednle a ~ ~-" . . . . . . . . .  ~-'- . . . . . . . . . . . .  
month," she continued. = ttte counselling 'cen~re: 
One advantage of having the taken: place or on rich, sites The only medical alternative detox centre in the former 
where .there were potential to a detox" centre in,the nor- 
brush problems. ::~ ; thwest arehospitals but they nurses' residence isits proxirnity 
, . to the hospital for medical treat- While concedingthat natural aren't equipped and nor is it 
growth is cheaper than full-scale their function to provide the ment that might be required, 
replanting, he emphasized it service, said Campbell, said Campbell. 
She added that a local detox was also a preferable from a As well, RCMP officers often 
centre -- a patient might bead- forestry practice, find themselves dealing with mitred for three days to one 
Factors such as a wider gone people in need of detox yet their week -- would provide a good 
pool meant "it's much superior only alternative is the drunk starting point for people as they 
tank, she said. 
in probably 99 per cent o f  the "A drunk tank isn't the place lead into counselling once the 
cases to any other kind ofplan, for a person in withdrawal and procedure is finished. 
ring," Keafing said. neither is the hospital but those Michael Leisinger of the Ter- 
Adding seedlings to logged areoftentheonlytwooptions,,, race Health Care Society, the 
off areas is carried out where said Campbell. . body that runs Mills Memorial 
natural regederation falls below The nurses' residence has Hospital, said the detox centre 
the target figure Of 1,000 trees been vacant for several years proposal has merits. 
per hectare, he added, and would require renovations The hospital doesn't have the 
Keating said almost 60 per to make it suitable, she added, facilities to handle detox pa- 
tients and the specific re- cent of the trees planted would camPbell is now asking large quirements of patients in 
be balsam with equal amounts withdrawal don't easily fit with 
of cedar and spruce accounting W a t c h  out  the services it now provides, he 
for nearly all the remainder, said, 
badon ors  na T OC.  wi more 
Cellulose is.close to 50 ~er cent than likely be using aircraft his iiiiiiii!iiiiiill 
balsam, 22 per cent pine, 15 per- year to track highway speeders. 
cent spruce and 12 per cent "There's money allocated for 
cedar, it. It depends on manpower and 
)~While: both companies order availability of aircraft," said " 
most of the seedlings from the Corporal Jim Porteous, the of. iiiii~ ::: ....... " 
Thornhilltreenarsery, theyaiso ficer in charge of the area's iii i ~ i i ~ i i  
take some from elsewhe/,e, highway patrol, ii::ii::i!iiii~i ~ii~::iiiiiiiiii!::!iiiiiill 
Airborne officers cau deter, liiiiii~~~ i~ i i i~ i~ i l i  !~ Orders are spread around for mine a vehicle's peed by timing 
security: of supply, said, Mac- it with a stop watch as it drives ::iiiiiiii::ii~i ~ii~i::iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiili::i 
Donald, 'adding. •,You don~t over painted reference marks on 
~ant, t0, have all yourtrees in  the highway. The information is ~i l i~i i i i i i i i i ! i i  i
one nursery in case :some then relayed to officers on the : 
• d[s astet'/happens " -  .:~"' . .  ground and the'vehicle stopped, iii!i::iiiii~' [~ii~ii:iiiii!::i::ili::!ii::iiiiiii! '~/;:, ore:on•planting 'can be RCMP officers in southern 
foUndon Page A$. , B,C. recently~went ona training 
.. . . .  program to provide air patrols i!i! ~!  ~iiiiii!iiiiiii!iiiiiiiii  
"~ .. . .  ' ego  fU i t io  as far north as Quesnel. :: i 
" . . . .  , n . .  -i:,, .=-== 
i nc rea i  ' hwest Ro d p : i r fee$  : .... , . :  se Url U 
~ C E  ' :  Students at Nor- gram f " 's  go uP 619per~nt~ef:~i; ,  
th~estcommunity C011ege Can fectiye this .fail: .All 0~ .~::i~i: ! :i!i:~;,i,i:i i; 
!,00kl fo~v~d toa, nearly eight and:rents/f01" studentsliyl~.on~ • t~i~.~', -~ 
• mr cent increase in their tuition c~mpits bxe Unchanged.-:The'i~i~/ii~ ~i~d~(!! 
'f~.s next year, • . .creases bring the maidm'uni~.ant;i ' ~;~i!:~i 
i : ; /Col lege:board, members ap. NWCC student can pay per"  'f, 
proved thepackage of fee hikes' , semester to $~8, ~ en, 
In.:a: phone survey last Thurs.: !'~; 'Anderson defended, the in- • The~ also ~t;~,.~ !  
day,'i NWCC ,. prmldent.".. Don ~¢~#hues, Which he said are belo , -60  per. : wants to m,!~,~i!!l 
. . . . . . . . . . . .  " • ' ' - - - r  . . . . . . .  " . . . . . .  - - '~"  ' . . . .  ,. ~,~,~!.~~.:~1 :~ave.bce. n f°rward¢cl.to Vi~0tla~/i ,"~iWe ~m,t-go l0 the ml~sier and :-'~0~'~:~.~'!1 
,~o.r. formal 'provincial g6~ern; for more money when other col. ". " ,  ~~;i~ 
~t  approval, .,,~ ,. : .  ' .  ',,,, . l e .~  hr .  kt~_t*lno th,,It~ ~=t= |n ' -  in -  I ~; :~I~ 
: !  i, ••• i'iln•i•::•/ • ~r:; • ' '~- 
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Road plan backed 
Tom Waterland 
" , , , : : y  , 
TERRACE - -  The president of ing companies operating'in the".: 
the Mining Association of B.C. Iskut as the provincial presence. 
ensures continuity, Waterlandi*: says he's happy with the way the 
Iskut road will be built because 
it takes the needs of many par- 
ties into account. 
Tom Waterland said mining 
companies won't be the only 
ones to benefit by access into 
the area. 
"It's more than just a mining 
road. There'll be public access 
and it'll be open to other 
resource users," he said. 
He added that government i - 
volvement in financing the road 
with mining companies also en- 
sures the risk is spread. 
The concept also makes ense 
given the large number of min- 
said. 
He said he concept is much 
better than the situation of 
several years ago in the Toodog. 
gone resource area northeast of 
Smithers :where one company 
built a road with the help of. 
government financing and then 
charged other companies who 
wanted to use it. 
"That  was a b loody 
nightmare," said Waterland of, 
complaints that the company 
which built the road into the 
Toodoggone. was charging for 
its use despite it receiving 
government assistance. 
" I .  
:,,. p rilE: 
- "At  this point;there is no 
Meal. All he(Premiez' Bill 
Vander zalm)said wasa  
crown corpoi-ation Will be 
formed to build the road," 
said, Skyline's Bill Price in 
adding he expects to find out 
more this week. 
Skeena MLA Dave 
Parker, also the miniKer 
responsible for northern 
development, said the road 
will have a significant impact 
on the northwest economY. 
"I expect in time that the 
road will become another 
highway of the province," 
said Parker. 
He said there will be  no 
charge for general public use 
eL the single-lane with. 
c d I Economi impact rives 'eommercialenterprisewillbecharged a fe  for u keepand 
Iskut access proposal 
TERRACE --  Last week's an- 
nouncement that the provincial 
government will form a com- 
pany to build a road into the 
gold-rich Iskut ¥alle~ is the 
latest in a series of events dating 
back to last fall. 
That's when the provincial 
government and mining com- 
panies released a report sug- 
gesting a ground route from 
Hwy37 would be cheaper than 
air transportation and reduce 
mineral exploration and 
development costs. 
It would also replace using 
Wrangell, Alaska as an air 
transport base and bring more 
spin off benefits to nor- 
thwestern B.C. 
Negotiations soon started on 
who would build the road, how 
it will be financed and who 
would pay for its construction 
and maintenance. 
The negotiations were based 
on building one road from Bob 
Quinn Lake on Hwy37 to Bron- 
son Creek near Cominco's 
SNIP property and Skyline 
Gold Corporation's Johnny 
Mountain gold mine. They're 
the two main companies in the 
Iskut. The route would be 72kin 
long and cost an estimated 
$12.5 million. 
Those talks ran into difficulty 
when the provincial government 
commissioned a cost-benefit 
analysis suggesting Cominco 
and Skyline Gold, pay the ma- 
jority of the construction cost 
because they would be the main 
beneficiaries of the ground 
route. 
The companies had wanted 
the province to build the road 
and recoup costs through user 
fees and objected to what they 
said was a provincial position 
they should pay 75 per cent of 
the cost. 
A second cost-benefit  
analysis, this one done by the 
companies, suggested they 
should only pay 12 to 18 per 
r N isga's ponder road 
. . . . .  :. ,- : ~,: (,;,,,:~,::',~-!'~,,, 
,Di, 
that 
if:PrOof of id( e ,  
~ : "tr"ansacbons?' ' ' We can ' 
jour insurance ,._~., 
.,~::,/needs most effectively if 
,yo -,bring ID when you 
iLcome to see us,.• . '. [ to. pay back construction L 
• . -~  ~i l Costs. Those companies who .Thanks!-.~., [ - : : / . re  shareholders inthe road 
:?i~:i:" ' : : :~~i : ' , !  I cbhapany won't be expected 
. . . .  .:i : ' ~ ,: : I~.t6piiy:ihe,donstruction cost ' 
cent of the cost.based on their • | toll l~rtion, i,:: ' : , 
claim that other mining corn- [ P~-ker added that heex- 
panies, forestry companies and I pects'the {~[ t'segment from. 
recreational users..would also Hwy37 to tb,z jufiction.where [ 
benefit from th e road.. ~: Prinle's section tO Eskav I . I :: 
Last week's announcement Creek to be 'completed this : "* '  : * 
indicates the province has decid- year. I W 
ed to pay more than the 25 per "There'll be 'smaller con- ] 
cent it at first waswilling to tracts (to build the i'oad).] 
contribute. They wili "beL: more l  W: t n&ma 
Total expense has gone up manageable and thei-e'll be l 
from $12.5 million to $20 less risk," he said. I igh Smith* 
million because a third corn: Mining. Association "o f l  ran : - -=-c  
pan., P.me Resources, wan. B.C. president Total Insu  e Agenc ies"  
to build a spur road from the Waterland said the road will I 
property. . and development more at- i 
In general terms, the province tractive because ground ac- I 
will provide one-third of the $20 cess is cheaper than air I 2 eet [~[  
millionwith the companies con- transport. / " 635-8361 r 
tributingthe remainder. "It'll make the difference, I ~ql 1~¢~" - - l~ J I~e~l~ ' '¢ S That's based on the province between ore and waste rock. I, [ being responsible for a main It's a matter of economics,', I ~ .... 
segment that leads to the june- 
tion where the Prime spur will 
lead south. The main route will 
lead on to the Cominco and . , 
i 
Sky l ine  go ld  proper t ies .  Don't send your mother-in-law [ 
Totem Furniture offers better ar 
connection to Kincolith 
TERRACE --  The Nisga'a 
Tribal Council wants to form a 
company to build a road to Kin- 
colith in the Nass Valley. 
The project would involve 
logging the right of way and us- 
ing proceeds from the sale of 
timber to help finance construc- 
tion, says tribal council ex- 
ecutive director Rod Robinson. 
Access to Kincolith, at the 
mouth of the Nass River, is now 
only by water or by air. 
Construction of a road, it 
would start at Greenville and 
work its way along the Nass 
Valley, is a long-standing plan 
of valley residents, aid Robin- 
son. 
"We're just trying it on for 
size. We have a commitment 
from the provincial government 
and are waiting patiently or im- 
patiently for federal govern- 
ment commitment," he said. 
That provincial commitment, 
added Robinson, is to pay half 
of the cost if the federal govern- 
ment contributes the remainder. 
He said the tribal council is in 
the process 'of applying for 
right-of.way access from the 
provincial government for the 
road way, 
At the same time, Robinson 
said the tribal council is in- 
terested in forming a partner- 
ship with construction com- 
panies to undertake im- 
provements of the road into the 
Nass from Victoria. 
Money for that work has 
been allocated by the highways 
ministry after it took over 
jurisidiction over all of the road 
this year. 
"1 found the program easy to follow; it's 
an effective way to lose weight. After 
all I lost 50 Ibs.r' 
- The Nutri/Systefl). Welpht Lo~ Program includes a variety of 
oe,cmus meals ano snacks, nutritional and behavic, ral counseling, 
light activity, and weight maintenance. 
Call Today And Begin To Losel 
638-1800 
4044 LAZELLE AVE,, TERRACE 
, ~ :he 1 • ,himt0, l l lO ~ 
'1  
4p¢*~ 
sJ UMBER 
LODGE 
TERRACE 
4702 Lake lse  Avenue 
Phone  6356302 
,d 
. ~ q  ;..-.',-.. : :. 
Licensed Premises 
HOURS: 
Weekdays 
6:30 a.m. -i8:30 p.m. 
Saturday 
7:00 a.m. - 8:30 p.m. 
Sunday 
8:00 a,m. -8:00 p.m, 
GOOD FAMILY DINING AT 
REASONABLE PRICES 
CHOICE OF 
5 SIMMON 
HID EDS 
*849..  
- :  .C  
PHi 
* In stock items only. 
Offer expires 
June9,1990 :~,  :~ 
- 1 
FURNITURE &APPLIANCE ii~i 
. . . .  ' S ince  1963 :: '!!/ i~'.:;ili~.i i , : '  ~ '  :s 
1 
::~ :~i~:i '¸ •¸ i 
• ~ ~:i~ 
To the rescue 
SKILLS OF six northwest first aid teams were tested here Ambulance Service sponsored the event on behalf of the 
Saturday as they competed on the basis of proficiency and Workers' Compensation Board Winners advance to provin 
time in responding to a simulated accident The local BC cial finals in the lower mainland 
Bear killer hunt widens 
TERRACE - -  Conservation of- 
ricers here are working with 
authorities in Quebec to have 
poaching charges laid against a 
man believed responsible for a 
northwest grizzly bear killing 
last year. 
Skeena conservation officer 
Peter Kalina said last week the 
man sought is believed to have 
moved to Quebec following the 
vinces are hoping to have the 
man returned to B.C. to face 
charges of poaching and expor- ' 
ting wildlife parts out-of- 
province without apermit. 
• Kaiina said a group of people 
are believed to be responsible 
for the shooting, and said 
charges could he laid against 
some B.C. residents when the 
investigation's results are in. 
bear shooting last fall. * * * * * * 
Conservation officers are 
"It's been confirmed that a contracting out the task of 
,gr!zzly,was~llegaily,Iake~,¢,,'he 'rembVing pr0t)lem bears this 
~a~d. We'~e,stil ,inv6Jfi~t;,- 'th . . . . .  ""' "~ I~; ,..-~,~-==,..,,=s year, Kalina added. Northwest 
e matter, ant! our in~,estiga- resident Ron Young successfub 
t ion has now gone iiaterprovin- ly bid for the job, he said, and 
ciai." . has been on call since May 15. 
. H._  • said officials in both pro- Northwest bears make for a 
busy summer for the Skeena 
region's two conservation of- 
ricers - -  who last year received 
more than 200 bear complaints. 
Contracting out bear emoval 
is expected to reduce the load on 
the conservation officers, who 
say they are forced to concen- 
trate on high use areas at the 
neglect of more remote areas. 
"It's no secret hat two men 
covering 25,000 square miles is 
laughable," Kalina explained. 
So far there is no word on 
possible increases to conserva- 
tion 'officers in:th~ n0rthwesf, 
promised two weeks ago in Ter- 
race by environment minister 
John Reynolds. Peter Kalina 
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Recyc l ing  ....... . . . .  , ,' . , f i 
expana rl 
TERRACE - -  Students plann. 
ing to recycle paper at Skeena 
Jr. Secondary school may have 
overcome the biggest problem 
in the north associated with 
such projects - -  the high cost of 
transportation to the south. 
The local Safeway store may 
be able to arrange to send 
recycled paper back to markets 
in Vancouver on *its empty 
trucks, 'says Dan Houpt, the 
Skeena science teacher organiz- 
ing the project. 
Safeway manager Eric Johan- 
son says logistics are still being 
worked out and the plan needs 
head office approval. 
"We have the room --  that's 
no problem," he said. "We pay 
a small amount for backhaul, 
but it's very minimal," he ex- 
plained, adding the sale of the. 
paper would probably more 
than cover the transportation 
costs. 
Johanson said any money left 
after paying transportation 
costs would likely be turned 
over to the school. 
Houpt says large amounts of 
high-quality paper are thrown 
out each day at area schools. 
He said last week boxes of 
paper have been piling up in a 
/iii!~ i :!i  ¸  
room at Skeena since students 
began collecting the paper, He 
estimated the  students are 
already a quarter of the way to 
their goal of collecting a tonne 
and a half of paper. 
"The kids are really hyped 
about his," he said. "They feel 
this is already on the way to 
becoming a much bigger 
thingi" 
Other schools and businesses 
are indicating they also want to 
get involved, he said. Stewart 
Secondary School in Stewart, 
Mount Elizabeth Secondary in 
Kitimat, and Booth Memorial 
Jr. Secondary in Prince Rupert 
have all expressed interest, 
He said the students are aim- 
ing to have enough collected to 
send it to Vancouver near the 
end of June. If extra space was 
available on the truck at thai 
time, he said students might 
organize a newsprint collection 
one weekend before the ship- 
ment to send away local 
newsprint, for which there is no 
local recycling depot: 
The school board is now con- . 
sidering his suggestion that it 
endorse recycling and en- 
courage all schools in the 
district o join the project. 
House building 
hits its pea k 
of multi-residential units has 
also increased given the second 
phase 30-unit Twin River Estate 
housing project and the 13 
duplexes being built by the 
Muks-Kum-Ol Housing Socie- 
ty. 
There's also a lot of commer- 
cial and business construction 
activity either planned or under- 
way. " , 
Lafieur said the city is waiting 
for building plans on several 
projects, including a large retail 
store and an office buildin=. 
TERRACE --  The number of 
permit applications for new 
homes eems to have peaked for 
the year, building inspector Bob 
Lafleur said last week. 
He said 45 permits have been 
issued while another three are 
waiting to be processed. 
"Everybody that's going to 
build this year has probably 
made up their minds by now," 
said Lafle~." ~ .... .  ' . . . . .  
' And 'although the' rush may 
be over, the figure is con- 
siderably higher than last year 
when 32 permits were issued. 
At the same time, the number 
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Yes to reading 
" Library expansion backers are talking operating budget of  $242,000. It con- 
about a slogan to promote their cause, tributes nothing to paying any capital 
It's "Take a friend (as in a book)'to debt. 
bed." Better yet is to take a friend to the Of course, the regional district should 
polls, help pay for an expansion yet not one 
That may be the only way to achieve word has been heard about the same 
some sort of  balance over the issue of principle applying to a convention- 
building an expansion to the library in community centre. Council's position is 
• contrast to council's plans to foist a that it will need time to negotiate a more 
convention-community centre on the ci- equitable Tmancial position with 'the 
ty. regional district for a library expansion. 
The latest is that council has That's why it now says it will consider 
torpedoed the idea of a referendum to such a referendum next year. Surely, the 
expand the library - -  it says it will con- same kind of  thinking should apply to 
sider the idea next year. the convention-community centre plans. 
Instead council is carefully manuever- 
ins its plan for a convention-community And when counci l  reveals its 
centre. Expect grand announcements convention-community centre plans it 
artfully timed to coincide with a referen- will point to the economic development 
dug  for this November's municipal elec- potential of  attracting out-of-town 
tions. After all, convention-community visitors. But while that's ,all well and 
centre is bigger, thus meeting the Freu- good, the track record of local govern- 
dian impulses that drive all politicians, ments in economic development - -  and 
It's also perceived as being more ego ap- its affect on local taxpayers - -  hasn't ex- 
pealing as an election issue, actly been stellar. 
::/S~clal l~nki lo all 
= uan~ +:: our conldbulors and 
i-. _ , :: i:eOrmlpondenls for. 
-,m 12?:th+ir:ume and :: 
SP. P OPINIO £. 
# l i l . l~ . .~ . .mml  ! - 
, ..... ~?+ - +: 
Get to the heart +`. 
of the matter 
To accomplish council's desires, it has Overall the impression is that the fix is 
adopted several specious positions. One in. The library board has asked for alot- VICTORIA -- You've seen 
is that the rural area surrounding Ter- tery grant. You can bet council will ask and heard those before-and- 
race should contribute to construction for the same when for its convention- after testimonials onTV, tell- 
ing you how some guy turned costs. As things stand now, the rural community centre plan. You can decide from a 90.p0und weakling into 
area pays $42,000 in taxes toward an for yourself who will win out. a l l0 -pound weak l ing .  
+++ ++. .++ rm +,feel Have I got one of those for "++ ................ + - - -+"-~,  ~ ..... ':' t'+~'++ : you. :well; I+got he befote+~, + 
"" ..... w a  . In ,n ,  ..... " ............ ,~phr~.:~e;af~z 911,have:lo,.:, 
• ~ • wmt a week or 3; I'm about . ,  l l  1 .... . ,  : . .... 
• to become part of British'Col- 
umbia's latest export articles There's hope yet for the world now damming rivers at will, it is concen- --heart surgery patients: 
that businesses have re-discovered the trating on the little things to reduce Actually, by the time you 
old adage -- a penny saved is a penny energy demand and thus horrendously " read this, I will already be 
earned. Conspicuous consumption is out expensive projects to produce electricity, recovering from double.bypass 
- -  conspicuous conservation is in. It may be ironic that B.C. Hydro  has surgery in Seattle. I'd like to 
One of the more prominent converts undertaken the measures to save money, " mention at this point that I 
had no intention of boring you 
in B.C. is the provincial crown corpora- but it is a sign that public corporations with my health care tales, but 
tion B.C. Hydro. Where once B.C. are beginning to act as they should-- in the columnist in me picked up 
Hydro  was the engine for the province's the best interests of the people they a few things along the way I 
growth by striding across the land and serve, thought might interest you. 
A lot of people, I found 
She suffers gladly out, are playing games with open-heart surgery. Some 
surgeons have long waiting 
lists, others have short ones, 
To be beautiful, you must but nobody tells the patients 
suffer. ~ _ _ _ _  that. 
That was one of my mother's gh I I ~- -~ Cardiologists, I found OUt, 
maxims. She adopted it in the Throu don't seem to be very keen on 
a l~ i i1=.~l  f informing their patients that 1920-~ .when it was fashionable BIfo¢ they can go to Seattle to have 
,for young women to coil their 
party hair-dos with a hot curling by  C laudet te  ,~ lndock l  I ~ /_.,7 bypass urgery. One might 
iron. - - - - - -~  r almost hink they try to 
And today'Mom's maxim ap- discourage the option. 
The Hospital Employees' plies equally to the greening of Always I reach the crunch gathering up the peels and Union, I found out, is using 
our environment, where 1 must deal with the toting them to the compost con- the issue for its own purposes, 
In my fervor to reduce, re- discards and debris. What to tainer.'That's why I'm buying lying through its collectiv'd 
use, and recycle, portions of our dot more apples, As a kid I learned teeth to its members and 
residence resemble the storage Guilt, rather than a holier, to eat the entire apple except the anyone lse adventurous 
section of a moving company's than-thou attitude, motivates stem, as a way of disposing of enough to read its publication, 
warehouse, me. Burning plastics or other the evidence. We were an The Hospital Guardian. 
We have  shelves of garbage in the wood stove is a average income farming family And all the while, the 
.magazines, pillars of no-no; too much risk ofreleas, and apples, like all fresh fruit government is takingtheflak, 
newspapers, crates of glass jars ing toxins into the atmosphere, from the store, was next to a even though it is probably least 
and bottles, steeples of Stuffing refuse willy-nilly into a luxury item. I tended to eat to blame for the backlog of 
styrofoam containers, and garbage can disregards the more than my share of McIn- patients waiting to get open- 
heaps of cardboard cartons that ultimate limitations of our land- tosh. heart surgery. 
i~:9~ me with hardware items from fills. So I wait for an environmen- More than three months 
my suppliers. To curtail the amount of tally friendly option, tackling ago, the governmententered 
If a local recycling depot packaging we must sort and my weekend cleaning with a into contracts With four Seattle 
doesn't open soon, I fear our store, we grocery shop not by Rubbermaid bucket of hot hospitals to do bypass urgery 
/ home will be condemned by the brand, but by container. Thus water, an a/i-purpose cleaner, ~ on 200 B.C. patients. The idea 
fire marshall. Already whenever we give preference to return- and keys to a forklift. Doesn't was trim the waiting list which 
the fire chief's truck ap- for-deposit bottles, glass, or everyone? is somewhere at the 700-mark. 
'iproaches, I hunker down below biodegradable paper. Edibles But now and then I remind The Hospital Employees' 
the dash like a hostage taker packed in plastics, foil,' or myself, to be beautiful, you Union says in the latest issue 
:running a police roadblock, styrofoam are choices of last must suffer. So I suffer. Gladly. of the Guardian that the Seat- 
:.. While provincial and local resort. 
governments discuss, and delay Muironey's consumPtion is 
.establishing a recycling depot, 
: i:the world is closingin about me. 
/i$oon our house won't need par- 
:~ititions. We'll creep around like 
ii:i:;fleld mice in a stack of hay 
~i!~bnies. 
i!i~ ': I've never had trouble war- 
iicilng.off compliments about my 
:/housekeeping, but I find myself tion, or risk a tongue.lashing 
i!;~er less inclined to plug in a for depriving the earthworms of
vacuum cleaner or to take a their rightful rations. 
b'toom~ifrom.+its.:~ho0k,~ for: 'L ~ ~ :Before I choose an or e I 
t++get dd of the .clutter, weigh the inconvenience of 
+: 
J ,  . . ~ +,..+:++,+++.~+~,.+++.+:++ , , :+ . , . ,  . . ~ .++, , .  . . . . . . .  ~+~.+.+.  
safeguarded by his food taster. 
My diet is regulated bylaziness. 
No longer can I snack on a 
banana t my desk and absent- 
mindedly discard the peel in my 
Office wastebasket. Instead I 
must rek to the kitchen and add 
the peel to the compost collec- 
From the 
Capital 
by  Hubert Beyer 
++ , +~. .  + 
itl+ :~5~'6+i-~mi:has a~6tii+d "eiiib" 
tions comparable tothe fren- 
zied anticipation of a lottery 
draw." It goes on to say that a 
71-year-old White Rock patient 
is begging the government to
"pick me, pick me" tO go to 
Seattle. 
"That's absolute rubbish," 
says health minister John 
Jansen. So far, he says, only 
60 people have gone the Seattle 
route. The government wishes 
it c0uld~onvince more people 
to go, but some don't like the 
idea of having to go to a 
foreign country for major 
:The price was'not a ~riterlon 
in the selection of the four 
hospitals. We had detailed bids 
from 10 Seattle hospitals, and 
we based our decision solely 
on the quality of patient-care 
they offered," the minister 
says. 
NDP health critic Tom 
Perry doesn't criticize the Seat- 
tle program. He says the level 
of care at the Seattle hospitals 
is every bit as good as in 
British Columbia. On the other 
hand, he adds, he understands 
some people's reluctance to go 
to another country for such an surgery, ,an understandable 
albeit needless fear, while 
others probably aren't even 
aware Of'the possibility. 
Contrary to popular belief, a 
belief not discouraged by the 
union, it's not budget 
restraints that have caused the 
backlog of people waiting for 
heart surgery. 
When the government decid- 
ed to have 200 operations done 
in Seattle, B.C. hospitals were 
300 to 400 cases behind last 
year. The money was there. 
Funding 'wasn't creating the 
bottleneck. 
"We needed a short-term 
solution and a long-term solu- 
tion. Sending200 people to 
Seattle would help reduce the 
backlog, opening up new heart 
surgery wards, at the Royal 
Columbians and in Kelowna 
after that, will provide the 
long?range solution," says 
Jansen. 
Jansen puts another myth to 
rest. The price tag of an opera- 
tion done in Seattle is not a lot 
higher than if it were done 
here in B,C; Inthe Case of one 
hospitai: it's about $!,000 
more; the other three charge 
about $1,000 less. 
"But/don't get me wrong. 
' "t'~eDE~rAt.Am0i~rm~m--I " 
/ I ':+ 
,,oo . . . . .  , / I  , m-oe-rom+ rm'mm-. - -  ,++ o+o,+++ = ,+ 
operation. 
Perry says it's difficult to 
pin down the reasons for the 
backlog. A shortage of critical. 
care nurses, may be one. "It's 
a high-stress job and people 
get fed up with it," he says. 
Another eason, according 
to Perry, is probably ad- 
mininstrative inefficiency. 
While Some surgeons have very 
long waiting lists, others have 
very short ones. 
As far as the patients are 
concerned, it doesn't really 
matter who does the opera- 
tions, says Perry. The pro- 
cedures are so routine and 
standardized that one heart 
surgeon is as good as another. 
There's one aspect hat 
speaks against sending patients 
out of the country. None of 
the money the province sl~nds 
• comes back here. At $20,000 
each, the 200 operations tO be 
- done in Seattlewill cost about 
$4 million. If that money were 
,spent here, at least some of it 
would come back into pubfic 
• coffers in the form of taxes, 
Still, I '  " " m glad I fan get'it;: 
done with quickly. It beats 
waiting for six months or so, 
Talk to you when I get back.:; 
We'll  reap what. planters sow 
[3~,t,, ~I UAMP, Craig Sutton relaxes after a day of planting seedl- 
ings and waits for supper to appear. That night's menu offered 
hungry planters a choice of sole or red snapper to go with a dish 
that rejoiced in the name of vegetable cha-cha-cha. 
Yes cottonwood 
could be tree 
of ou r future 
TERRACE - -  There may not 
be much of a demand now for 
cottonwood fibre but one local 
company is convinced that'll 
change. 
Skeena Cellulose established 
a cottonwood nursery two years 
ago near Esker Bar, approx- 
imately 30kin west of Terrace, 
says forestry supervisor Archie 
MacDonald. 
Results from that area -- it's 
moist, well drained and the site 
where cottonwood already 
thrived --  and research lead the 
company to believe the bard- 
wood can be used to produce 
pulp and then turned into 
paper, he said. 
Cottonwood is now used 
primarily to produce soft paper 
products such as toilet paper 
and napkins. 
But, he said, some mills in 
northeastern B.C..are aiready 
using aspen, another hardwood, 
for lower quality pulp. 
Repap (Skeena Cellulose's 
parent ~:ompany) has also 
achieved "very, very positive 
results" from research on pro- 
ducing high quality paper from 
hardwood fibre, said Mac- 
Donald. 
MacDonald said the nursery 
was stocked with cuttings taken 
from trees growing on the 
Skeena River islands and in the 
Nags Valley. Explaining the cut- 
tings were planted so that only 
the last bud was above the sur- 
face, he added, "Cottonwood is 
the type of species that you only 
have to put into the ground and, 
so long as its under the right 
conditions, it will sprout roots 
and start growing." 
The cuttings were harvested 
last fall by removing six to eight 
feet tail shoots produced by the 
parent plant, or stool. 
• From these, it was normally 
possible to obtain two cuttings 
(12-18 inches in length-with at 
least a lcm, top diameter) and 
one "whip"' (the top three to 
four feet of the shoot). 
The latter are planted where 
heavy brush is anticipated 
because they are already taller 
than that unwanted growth. 
That harvest has produced 
51,000 cuttings and 6,700 whips 
now being planted on selected 
sites in the Nass Valley. The 
nursery has been expanded 
from 1.2 to 2.2ha, bringing the 
target up to 100,000. 
MacDonald said spruce plan- 
tations devestated by leader 
weevil infestations are good 
sites and that cottonwood is 
also ideal as a heavy brush com- 
petitor now that the company 
has reduced use of chemicals. 
The company is also ex- 
perimenting ~with underplanting 
cottonwood with cedar and 
spruce. 
"The idea is we'll come back 
in 25 years, harvest he cotton- 
wood and the spruce-cedar will 
have (by then) grown to a height 
where the brush cannot en- 
croach on it," he explained. 
Thornhill nursery manager 
Tom Harvie adds the idea of 
planting large amounts of cot- 
tonwood in the northwest 
shouldn't come as a surprise. 
All varieties of trees fit into a 
large cycle of growth that over 
hundreds of years repeats itself, 
he said. 
The nursery has been testing 
Cottonwood growing for several 
years for the forest service using 
varieties from southern B.C. 
and other parts of the country. 
Harvie said uses for cotton- 
wood can be expected as the 
market for fibre changes and as 
different philosophies of forest 
practices are adopted. 
TERRACE -- It's 4:30 p.m. 
and another day in the ;field has 
finally come to an end/The hot 
bowl. o f  soup . 1~;~. especially 
welcome because :today .was a 
rough one --  tl~ terrain was 
steep and littered with~ab~tndon. 
ed trees. It  was hot andthe mos. 
quitoes were htihgry. 
Tomorrow morning they'll 
roll out of their tents at 5 a.m. 
and head out to do it all again. 
They are the tree planters; the 
men and women who work their 
way around the province each 
year making a reality out of the 
carefully crafted silvicultural 
plans of  the forests ministry and 
companles. 
But for Craig Sutton and 
Richard Erickson, two members 
of a crew working in the Terrace 
area at the moment, the hard 
work is worth it. 
"It's alright, it doesn't bother 
me at all," says Ericks0n, one 
of the crew,s rookies. With only 
~o nays experience behind him, 
he ~tdmit.s, " I 'm green." And, 
he says, tt shows in the number 
of seedlings he plants each day. 
While most;average 700,800 
and some even exceed 1,000 on 
good days, "Ira still plugging 
away trying to get 400 to 500 a 
day." Yesterday was his best so 
far and with "~' 485 total 
translating to about $130, he's 
not complaining. 
The rewards are even greater 
for Sutton who is in his third 
season and can earn around 
$200 a day. That kind of money 
helps him pay for school -- he's 
taking kiniseology, the study of 
body movements. 
Pointing out every site is dif- 
ferent, he says the contractors 
bid based on the terrain involv- 
ed and ground conditions. 
That, in turn, means the rates 
paid per , , seed l ing. -~:  In': I 
general, he says, ff the contrac.. 
tot is getting paid 50 cents a 
tree, the planter will get between 
30 and 35 cents. 
Terrace is a popular destina- 
tion for Sutton. it offers some 
of the best rates so he works 
here as much as possible. 
Another attraction is the base 
camp located on Ferry Island. 
"We're usually out in the 
boonies, not in a campground," 
he explains. 
This year his planting season 
started at the end of April and 
he'll continue through until the 
end Of July, take a month off 
and thenEegurn to his studies.' 
But that'S a short season com- 
pared to some, he adds. Most of 
the crew worked Vancouver 
Island, where planting can 
begin as early as late January, ] 
and some will keep going 
through until October. 
~,,n~. ~ u~rr t~_,~L;~ a year makes. SCI forestry supervisor Archie MacDonald points out the single- 
season growth achieved by cottonwood "stools" at the company's Skeena Valley nursery. Some of last 
year's crop were not used for cuttings so that growth rate, winter snow damage and the effect of brows- 
ing moose could be assessed. In the foreground, new shoots are already flourishing on stools cut back 
during last fall's harvest. 
Nursery shifts to meet demand 
creased (cutting) rotation in the 
first generation but there is a 
greater risk of genetic muta- 
tions," said Harvie. 
Overall, Harvie predicts a 
greater mixture of tree varieties 
in order to spread the risk and 
be prepared for future fibre 
markets. 
" I f  you're looking at a crop 
rotation in this area of 100 to 
140 years, who knows what the 
fibre requirements might be? 
Aren't we better off to hedge 
our bets a little bit? It's 
something to think about," he 
said. 
The nursery is moving in that 
direction of increasing 
sophistication in planning, 
predicting and growing by hir- 
ing a consultant o offer a 
customer a more complete ser- 
vice. 
Despite that, the business of' 
mand for fir. 
The seedlings are carried on a 
two-year rotation, atrend that's 
become popular for they grow 
bigger and thus have an improv- 
ed chance of surviving once 
they're planted, says Harvie. 
"The larger the tree, the more 
forgiving it is -- the more of an 
edge it has. Companies are 
more aware of this," said Har- 
vie. 
He  attributed the interest in 
larger seedlings to new regula- 
tions introduced by the province 
several years ago which shifted 
the responsibility of replanting 
to forest companies. 
The interest in larger seedl- 
ings also has an effect on the 
nursery's operations because ~
they require more room than do 
smaller ones and that reduces 
K/~THY GRIER takes care of a feeding machine that places tree 
seeds Into growing pallets at the Thornhlll nursery. It's the start of a 
process which will result in seedlings for replanting. 
TERRACE-  Inside a large 
building at the Thornhill tree 
nursery is something you 
wouldn't expect to see - -  a pro- 
duction line. 
It's here that the business of 
growing trees starts, Peat moss 
is mixed with fertilizer and plac- 
ed in cavities in styrofoam 
blocks. Seeds are then added 
and grit placed on top to pre- 
vent birds from pecking. 
The production line gives the 
impression of a factory opera- 
tion. It's an image nursery 
manager Tom Harvie doesn't 
mind. 
"We are a factory -- a tree 
factory," said Harvie following 
a tour of the operation last 
• week. 
And it's that combination of 
factory and nursery which pro- 
seedlings each year.: 
Its crop. conslsts of spruce 
v,arleti=,i several types of cedar, 
pine and:: :hemlock, Lately 
there's ~n ~: an in i ..... ~i ~ creasing de- 
i 
growing trees remains and will 
stay with * the basics, Harvie 
sa id .  . . . . . .  
"The biology of growth i~no 
techniques of~etu~ing seeds in different if it's a t t~  Or abed. 
the form ofseedl|ngs tothe area ding plant. It's nutrient, water 
from which they were taken to and temperature with 
ensure better :survivability but • temperature the mo~t impor. 
alSO developing tongher and tant. The' i' hotter the 
faster growit~ hybrid varieties, temperature, the more the teat. 
t a ;i~3ne:~ra~;: toh~oe'l~erancee;t~n, ftir°oam c h~UmS~s t e~a°~, : s~ib~r 
vides the 1seedlings for provin-, overall capacity, Harvie added. 
cial and private replanting pro- And although the nursery 
grams in the northwest, responds to ~what he market 
The Thornhill nursery, own- wantS, it als0 has tO anticipate 
ed by Pacific :Regeneration .what themarket will be as the 
Technologies~which bought it years go by, he continued. 
and a nuntberof ther nurseries That means not!only refining 
from the provincial government 
two years ag0,~. ows and nur- 
tures an a.vernge nine million 
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Youth 
centre 
closes 
Dear Sir: 
It is with profound' regret 
that we must advise our com- 
munity that the Terrace 
Youth Centre closed May I, 
1990. This decision was 
reached by the directors bas- 
ed,on our precarious f'man- 
cial position and the loss of  
many key people. 
This was a very difficult 
decision, but we could not 
continue without a miracle 
- -  and miracles are few and 
far between. 
We extend our heartfelt 
thanks to the service clubs 
and the businesses who have 
helped us so much over the 
past two years. Most of all, 
we are grateful for all those 
volunteers who gave so much 
of themselves to make the 
youth centre a reality. 
As well, we want to thank 
the Hds who came to the cen- 
tre - -  they are a spec-ial 
bunch, and I sure will miss 
seeing them each week. 
With much sadness, 
Betty Ruksys, 
Secretary 
Terrace Youth 
Society 
Terrace, B.C. [ 
I Fishing 
gouge 
An open letter to: 
The Hon. John Reynolds 
Minister of Environment. 
Dear Minister Reynolds: 
The imposition of Class I 
and II standards to certain 
waters of British Columbia 
has been purported to be to 
reduce the number of guides 
and guided clients, per the 
Regulations Synopsis, pg. 4. 
It is my suggestion that the 
true purpose is to gouge the 
people who ;already are pay- 
ing the most per capita of 
any sport fisherman. • 
Last year the average cost 
per day for the above 
category fisherman, 6 day 
license, was $9.17 per day. 
This year the cost is $29.50 
per day for Class I and 
$19.50 per clay for Class II. 
(based on the nonresident s~f 
day and the steelhead licens 
fees). 
This means an increase o
320 percent for Class I] 
streams and 213 percent' for 
Class II streams. 
It is obvious to me what 
the objective is in implemen. [ 
ring this program. It is to col. 
lect monies excessively, from 
the fishermen who will object 
the least, or whom it has 
been determined to be the 
least to object. 
If it truly was to restrict 
the guides and their clients 
then the only purpose would 
be to reduce the kill rate on 
the two classes of streams. It
is extremely well documented 
by trout biologists all over 
North America, that "catch 
and release" is the only time 
proven method. 
cont'd A6 
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About 
letters 
The Terrace Standar¢ 
welcomes letters to the editor 
on all topics. All letters must 
be signed and carry an ad- 
dress" and local telephone 
number. Addresses or phone 
numbers won't be printed 
with the letter, but they are 
necessary for confirmation 
of the letter's authenticity 
The writer's name will be 
published. Requests for 
names to be withheld may be 
granted in extraordinary cir- 
cumstances. 
Thank you letters should 
be submitted to the "Card of  
Thanks' section of the 
Letters, containing libelous 
or objectionable matter: will 
] be edited~ or returned to the 
[ writer; All letters are runlon 
I a space available basis, with 
| shorter letters !likely to ~be 
[published s~n=t, ii ~!i !i!/i 
i ) 
t 
I 
I 
: J I  
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FlUffy kitten - 
care plea made 
By MYLES NISYOK 
l 'm an owner of 3 little, fluf- 
fy, sweet baby kiRens.~It hurts 
me to see cats roaming the 
streets o f  Terrace without a 
home. 
Even in other towns, and 
cities I see hundreds of cats 
hbnteiess. I f  people would like 
tO ~have cats, why don't they 
look after them. 
Forexample there's one place 
in town where the cats are 
almost Wild. 
They are sick looking, scruffy 
and haven't had a decent meal. 
) I f  people cared 0bout cats as I 
do they would know what I 'm 
feeling inside and think about 
hisproblem. If  I could have my 
way I'd probably open up a 
shelter just for cats. 
With my three kittens, I've 
trained them to do different 
things, things that people pro- 
bably haven't given thught 
about or took time to do with 
their cats. 
Cats are highly intelligent 
animals. They candance, they 
understand what your are feel- 
ing, and they have feelings like a 
human does. 
Those axe my feelings and 
others to, feel the sameway I do 
about hose fluffy, little cats. 
So, if you see a cat or a kitten 
on the street just don't look 
away, do somefing to helpf 
" t ; ~ i 
~,~ -uv,-r~ ~y)es P~)syok and Angela Anundsen hold two of their 
charges. That's Dukie with Myles and Muffle with Angela. 
i":',~; ' _ Time Cleaners Ltd. " " ;  '.' ~: L r ; J ~ 
"" ,] ,' Commercial • Industrial * Rot.all • I" 
. : i I  •' 
' w,p a 1": 
Terrace, B.C.: . • ,  ,, , - - . !63  5 2838. ,  
I 
,,., .... ~ Skeena Mall 
• , , , .{ . ,  i .  . . . 
CATCH THE SPIRIT AT 
635-6181 
Fish fees grab money 
This is the so-called safe 
sex that is being offered our 
students. 
To conclude, I offer this 
proverb and examples il- 
lustrate it: "Those who do 
not know history are doomed 
to repeat it." 
In the 70s we heard that 
received a good many responses 
to this subject but I feel that if 
you ignore the message of these 
responses it will be in a sense 
"killing the goose that laid the 
golden egg". 1 know that you 
are: desperate to obtain addi- 
tional funds, as all other  
ministers but other ways might 
be much' more acceptable. 
i oneipossibility would be, to 
Sell two types Of licenses. One to 
fish. and release all fish, the 
Other to catch and keep fi@h.: In 
labrador, some sections restrict 
thekilling of brook trout to on- 
lY ~ bfie]~ophy fish per person per year.,' 
, lt,~S h i~y  likely that this let. 
tar will ieiid:up in the file 13 
rathe~ than tobe taken serious. 
iy. It is also likely that you will- 
never ha~/e the'chai~.ce to read it,' 
In fact, the results are almost as there are a multitude of 
identical to a stream closed to 
all fishing each and every year. 
This will be quite apparent o 
most experienced fishermen 
from outside Canada. They will 
understand from your regula- 
tions, that you have little con- 
cern whether the fish is killed or 
released, only that you receive 
the dally fee. 
In January I moved to Ter- 
race to be in the midst of the 
best rout fishing in British Col- 
umbia and to write of my ex- 
periences. 
I had planned to write very 
specialized articles about dryfiy 
fishing in the inland trout 
culture. I am considering the 
abandonment of my project in 
order to be true to my fellow 
' fisherman., . -. 
I have concluded that I would 
in all good consciousness have 
to inform him that his trip to 
Alaska would produce even 
more plentiful trout and cost 
him less per day. That there also 
would be far less restrictions 
and hassle. 
It is very likely that you have 
reasons to keep it from you. I 
shall continue to speak out 
among the thousands of fellow 
fishermen, trying to adopt a 
more sensible approach to this 
problem. 
I would welcome an answer 
to this letter and would also 
welcome the opportunity to 
trout fish with you. I am ex- 
culsively a dry fly fisherman, 
using only barbless hooks when 
I tie my flies. 
I have enough equipment for, 
you to fish using my approach, 
except boots, net and personal 
clothing. There is one stream 
that is supposed to bethe best 
dry fly stream in B.C., the 
Stellako in Region 7. 
Possibly we could fish this 
together, there is much for me 
to learn as most of my trout 
fishing has been back east. 
Sincerely 
John A Proctor 
Terrace, B.C. : 
Mark Twain 
Said, 
Ider looks for a 
nt who doesn't 
;e so he can spin a 
'oss his door and 
fe of uncflsturbed 
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4637 Lakelse Ave., Terrace 
635-7440 
Skeena Mall, Terrace 
635-5111 
246 • City Centre, Kltlmat 
632-3313 
IF YOUR HOME GETS 
UNINVITED GUESTS, 
MAKES SURE TH|RE,S A 
Dear Sir: know some students are 
The Skeena Board of already using street drugs, 
Health's recommendations alcohol and tobacco it would 
that condom dispensing be totally contrary to com- 
machines, to prevent the munlty standards for us to go 
spread of AIDS, be installed into the business of selling 
• in secondary schools is both them whiskey, beer, cigaret- 
an affront to ~:raditional tes, and cocaine. Concerning 
community standards of substance abuse, the best 
morality and a seriously answer is abst inence. 
flawed misreading of scien- Especially in regards to 
tific facts, cigarette smoking, our 
In this area, as in the rest governments have devoted 
Of the world, Christians, considerable effort and 
Jews, Moslems, Sikhs, money to get across the 
Bahals, Buddhists and Hin- message: "Change your 
dus all teach the practice of behavior - -  quit smoking". 
chast i ty  before and As in the present con- 
faithfulness within marriage. 
Even among those who do 
not subscribe to a specific Sexual promiscuity 
religious belief, it has always destroys the social 
been acknowledged that sex- 
ual promiscuity has the effect fabric of society. 
of destroying the social 
fabric of society, troversy, the movement to 
. Parents, educators, and eliminate~ smoking ~has been 
elected officials must set in direct "opposition to very 
~.standards of behavior by considerable_ peer pressure 
rules and regulations but and advertising especially 
most of all by the example of 
our actions. We cannot give 
students the message that we 
expect hem to refrain from 
illegal, immoral hazardous 
practices while offering the 
students the means by which 
to engage in those practices. 
For example, though we 
from A5 
couples as at the 1 in 6. This Sincerely, 
is the same '%afety"- ratio aS •. .Tom Brophy ............. 
Rus.~ian Rouiette." plaY:ei~:' ': '~ ~ ";:":":Terrac@B~C: '~' i~'. '  
who load a six-sho{ rev;o]~;&" " . ~;'. :-i 
with one bullet. [ . . . . . . . . .  
the sexual revolution is here 
to stay - -  GAY PRIDE 
FOREVER! In the early 80s 
many authorities till believ- 
ed that we could continue to 
exploit the environment 
without adverse conse- 
quences. 
Now at the beginning of 
the 90s so-called experts are 
giving our kids the message 
that safe sex can be achieved 
through the use of condoms. 
Facts show otherwise. 
Young people now are 
dubious about believing what ~ 
elders say; they are more in- 
fluenced byour actions than 
by our words. For us to pro- 
mote a false hope by install- 
ing condom machines would 
be a grave disservice to our 
youth,-- indeed for many, a 
fatal mistake. 
porarily reduce the risk of 
AIDS but don't bet your life 
on it." Anyone who has lived 
through the 1950s, before the 
pill and the IUD, can testify 
to the ineffectiveness of con- 
doms as a means of preven- 
ting pregnancy. 
Statistically, the annual 
pregnancy rate for women 
whose male partners use con. 
doms has been established by 
• various reputable researchers 
as between 12-18 percent. 
Remember that pregnancy 
can only occur two to three 
days out of the month, while 
the AIDS virus can be passed 
on at any time. 
In the prestigious New 
Eligland Journa l  ,of 
Medicine, [Vol. 316, No. 21] 
a study cites an AIDS virus 
t ransmiss ion rate  for  
monogamous heterosexual 
some years ago when non- 
smokers were labelled as 
either "health nuts" 'or 
"religious fanatics". 
AIDS statistics from many 
sources give us the same 
message - -  the message that 
we should pass on to students 
- -  "Condoms may tem- 
Condom promotion flawed 
f RIYSINESS REVIEW I CANCUN - 2 WEEKS FOR THE PRICE OF 11 Viila8 Cerdena exit Vancouver $979.00 per person -- 
Fiesta West. 
***dr  
LEa MISERABLES, THE HIT MOsICAL SENSATION, 
A getaway ~veekend package July 21 through October 6 at 
the Pacific Palisades - -  $475.00 per couple. 
• , dr dr dr 
PRINCESS CRUISES 1990 HOLIDAY CRUISES ON 
THE LOVE BOAT 
• . Early booking discounts of $300 - $500 per couple -- 
book the Carribean or• Mexico before June 30, 1990. 
dr dr .  dr 
AGAIN - -  PRINCESS CRUISES, REPOSITIONING CRUISES 
September 22 - 26, various tours available Vancouver to 
Los Angeles or Acapulco, OR San Juan OR Fort Lauderdaie 
--  check with your travel agent. 
d r***  
COSTA RICA --  EXIT TORONTO FOR AS LOW AS $499 
including air and accommodation at the Irazu Hotel 
for one week. 
d r*dr ,  
PESO SAVERS WITH MEXlCANA AIRLINES --  $249 USD 
: Seattle to Mazatl~ from May 1 to December 14, 1990. 
HOT SAVINGS --  
- • - - . . . . . .  - . . . .  T - • 
,iHabitat said at risk , .  .... : ' . .  ' 
iH'otsprings review, ,<  wanted 
ready to start Alaskans call 
for road meet 
TERRACE --  Mark July 3 
on the calendar - -  that's the 
day the area's new transit 
service for people with 
disabilities goes into service, 
the director of the local home 
support services program an- 
nounced last week. 
Betty Stewart said new 
B.C. Transit vehicles will fill 
a need by .providing 
transportation for those who 
cannot, owing to a physical 
or mental, handicap, use the 
in the past required people to 
carry cards confirming their 
eligibility to use the service, 
Stewart said it's hoped peo- 
ple won't abuse it. 
The two new vehicles will 
increase by one the number 
of B.C. Transit vehicles in 
the area, said'Coastal Bus 
Lines manager Dave Storey. 
There are now two regular 
buses in service but one will 
be sent elsewhere, he added. 
Storey said the 
conventional bus service, lO-passenger van already has 
Where necessary, she added, space for one wheelchair but 
..... tli~Se"indii, idh/ils* C0iild°~l~ ..... Seats•/:/tn" be taken out"if" 
be accompanied by a comps- room for another is needed. 
n ion; 
A 10-passenger van with a 
motor ized lift for 
wheelchairs i already in the 
city and a 24-passenger la ger 
vehicle is expected in'a cou- 
: pie of weeks. 
Stewart said bookings for 
pick up at a person's door 
the smaller van can be made 
by phone upon could be 
made by telephone on 24 
hours notice. 
Although such systems 
elsewhere in the province had 
"We'll know within two 
weeks what the demand will 
be so we can make ad. 
justmeuts," he said. 
The 24-passenger vehicle 
will also have the capability 
to handle wheelchairs when it 
is on regular runs, Storey 
continued. 
Other changes coming in- 
clude adding in-town and 
Thoruhill runs to increase the 
f requency by which 
passengers and school 
students Can take the bus. 
July. . . . . . . . . . . . . .  ~.-, -~,, ~.~= uu~.) operating early 
Transit service 
TERRACE 7 .  A northwest 
/;portfishing interest group 
wants an envir6nmental review 
into:, the, planned expansion at 
:Mount: Layton  Hotsprings 
Resort. - ',- . . . .  
, The Steelhead,societY's nor-. 
thwest chapter: is.appealing to 
the ,  fed~erar :eh'~;ir0nmen t 
.minis'try toexamine the propos- 
ed Lakelse Lake development, 
according to society spokesman 
Robert Brown. He said the 
plans - -  which include building 
an 18-hole golf course --  are 
"incompatible with the in- 
valuable fish: and wildlife 
habitat in th'e area~of the hotspr- 
ings." - " • 
The group has led past op- 
position tO the resort's expan- 
sion plans. Hotsprings owner 
Bert Orleans has been trying 
since December 1987 to buy 
Crown land south of the resort. 
Brown called the Lakelse 
River system one of the richest 
trout- and salmon-bearing 
streams in the country, and said 
removal of marshland for the 
proposed golf course could 
destroy pr ime spawning 
grounds. 
"In years of strong returns 
well over a million pink salmon 
spawn within the confines of the 
river's 11 miles," he wrote in a 
letter to the federal environment 
minister. "It is the Skeena's 
greatest producer of these 
fish." 
"We contend 
valuable habitat has all:early 
been lost to the development 
.and any further expansibn •will 
threaten, the area's ifiSh:-.and 
wildlife resources:',':.i 'i: i:i,i,; ' :.. 
Two weeks' agoi: prdvincim 
environment' minister.i:::John 
Reynolds was' given a :t0~r of 
the resort and :the. are~'iwhere 
expansion isplanned by Skeena 
MLA and lands minister, Dave, 
Parker. 
Bert Orleans' applicat'ibn to  
add nearly 100ha to his~uh'ent 
holdings at Mount La);ton 
Hotsprings i still on hold, Jands 
branch regional director- Jim 
Yardley Confirmed last week. 
The parcel in questiqn' is 
made Up0f 73.4h[ south.of the 
resort -- for which approval 
was given in March, 1989 --  
and a further 21.5ha Orleans 
subsequently said he. needed to 
complete his plans. 
A decision won't be made on 
the additional parcel until an 
environmental impact study has 
been carried out and that ;can't 
be done until guidelines from 
the provincial and federal 
fisheries branches are received, 
said Yardley. 
Once they are received a con- 
sultant hired by Orleans will do 
the study, said Yardley. 
the proposed Iskut Road 
leading to Hwy37. 
Terrace and District Chamber 
of Commerce manager Bobble 
Phillips said last week chamber 
representatives will likely meet 
.w.ith Alaskan counterparts o 
discuss the issue next month.  I l1 
They'll be participating in a 
trip sponsored by the city to 
look at ways of improvin trod 
between southeast Alaska and 
northwest B.~. ; . . , 
TERRACE- -  An Alaskan state. 
representative wants northwest 
chambers of commerce to sup- 
port ~t proposed road from his 
state into B.C. 
Robin Taylor said the Brad- 
field Canal route beginning in 
the Alaskan Panhandle 
reaching north to the gold-rich 
Iskut Valley would provide a 
connection for .commerce and 
tourism:: between;~Alaska and 
B.C. 
.. That . , road ; , i f .obu i l t ; _Wou ld  
provide th e connection through 
' to  our :  
ANNUAL GENERAL MEETING 
Monday, Juno 11, 1990 
7:30 p.m. 
2510 S. Eby Street 
open a t  7 :00  p ,m.  
Reeae  come end  v iew 
our  d i sp lays ,  T~.¢ . .~-  =. j ,~= u , . r  
- = 
-:,.,No bus 
3r now 
.TERRACE - -  The popula- 
:tion of the Kitsumkalum 
:~ village is sufficient o justify 
--- ts getting a bus service, but 
, .  B.C. Transit says that won't 
.... ~appen until this fall at the 
: : !  earliest. 
; : i - : .  Responding to a Kit- 
~. sUmkalum request for ser- 
ies, B.C-; .Transit's senior 
:.:~ planner Sandy Forman noted 
~: :~: 419.pe0ple currently lived on 
: :i: ~ the~,reserve and the band 
',! iii. i planned to construct up to 10 
:";~: new homes there this year 
' • : While that was enough to 
~ ~i i,warrant=a basic level of Ser-' 
: : :  ce',,~. he.::i~binted out the 
:-:'":i:~- osest: 'any existing route 
-, :,.:. ~me to the village was 5kms. 
: : ' "  and the estimated time for a 
'::~< und-trip to the Skeena 
~inutes. 
time means 
diverted to 
om existing 
disrupting .i 
. said For, 
man added, 
'ill examine 
iding a ser- 
when it caP- 
six-monthly 
require the 
enter into a 
zgreement 
)tween Ter- 
mat-Stikine 
)r the Thor, 
u lr HUI :P 'H l l  Q .  ~$MITH 
GENERAL MANAGER 
SKEENA BALLROOM 
Come down and see our toteJly redecorated Skeona Ballroom at The Tar. 
race Inn. It looks great and Is the Ideal place to hold that next meeting or cort- 
ference and Is certainly the finest spot In town to hold e wedding reception or 
anniversary. The Skeena Ballroom will hold up to 200 people for banquets, 
Our Banquet Co-ordinator, Jane Torgssson, will be glad to help you plan 
that next Important event. 
WEDDING RECEPTIONS 
Book your wedding reception In our Skeona Ballroom or Dolly Varden 
room and get our Honeymoon Package Bonus: 
1. A complimentary Honeymoon Suite. :" 
2. A bottle of champagne, flowers & chocolssec In your room. 
'3. Breakfast In bed. 
4. Private limousine service to TerracelKlUmss airport o start off your honey- 
moon or service to your home In the Tomes area. 
With our new Ballrooms and Honeymoon Bonus, The Terrace Inn Is the 
perfect place to hold a wedding reception. Call us soon and book a date, 
BREAKFAST AT THE TERRACE INN 
We now open our dining room el 5:$0 e.m. f0r Breakfast; Monday to Satur- 
day, Get an early start on the day with e hearty mesS In our beautiful new Ker. 
model Dining Room . . . .  
We specialize In French TOast. Pancakes end Waffles or perhaps try our 
famous Eggs Ben~edlct or Worker's BreakfsM, Prices are reMonable and the 
food is greet. 
Breakfast Is served from a:3o e.m to 11:$0 e.m. 
BUFFET LUNCH 
Monday to Friday, The Terrace Inn prepares a fine noon hour lunch buffet 
Including soup, salads, a hot entree and dessert for only $6.2a. Ire fees and 
the beat luncheon deal In town. Join us soon, 
4551 Greig Avenue, 
Terrace, B.C. VSG 1M7 
For Reservations, . • 
Call leo4) eas:ee3o r 
~i l  Free 1 '800"663:8155 '  I 
. ' FaX (e04)  B35-2788 
., , .=, 
Fail. 
rvice to Kit- 
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FEVER SALE 
," ABBEY ABBEY 
Mini  Bl inds Vertical Blinds 
starting at A at 
4* : =1 99 
~: ~ e  48'P: ~s'~are Inch ,, --pelr in"~ " 'm"  
,L. LINK WINDOW  3OVERINGS 
635-4444 
some omer special ettect whose I I~ l  I I [, pl I h~lll 
effect on you is new beauty and confidence. .A,..SK,NCA.~ 
Whatever it is, it's going on here! 
Call us today for a free consultation. 
.... i FAP!AL BY JAN D0ZZI" 
CLEAROUT SPECIAL 
OR 7"H  
o ÷lAVE 
, .  GOTTOG(O/ / 
New 1990 Toyota 
4 Runner SR5 
V6, 5 spd., two tone paint, 
running boards, pinstriping 
and much more 
WAS 
New 1990 
Camry LE 
25th Anniversary Model, V~ 
A/C,  power  sunroof, powe~ 
)•  
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na  liuups Douna 
TERRACE - -  Six years of 
service to the area ends next 
month when Captains John 
and Gall Harker of the 
Salvation Army transfer 'to 
Kamloops. 
It'll be the second posting 
for the pair since they 
became officers in the Salva- 
tion Army. 
They'll be responsible for 
the army 's  church in 
Kamloops, two thrift stores 
in Kamloops, one in Merritt 
and a variety of army-based 
programs, said Captain John 
Harker. 
"It' l l  be a challenge - -  a 
different one than here, but a 
challenge nevertheless," he 
said. 
The pair recently became 
full captains - -  they held the 
rank of auxiliary captains 
before - -  following a two- 
month course earlier this 
year in Ontario. 
Gall Harker has been in 
th e Salvation Army for many 
years while John Harker 
joined in 1976.  
Their duties here not only 
include Terrace-based work 
but also travelling to Kitimat 
regularly. 
"The army depends on its 
volunteers - -  soldiers - -  and 
that's certainly been the case 
here," said Harker of the 
organization's work. 
He described the work in 
Kamloops - -  providing 
emergency assistance, family 
services and food assistance 
as similar to what they do 
here. 
, "There's a full time family 
service worker  in 
Kamlo0Ps," Harker added. 
While in Terrace and 
• Kitimat, the Harkers became 
familiar not only for the 'an- 
nual Red Shield campaign 
but also for other activities, 
including the Terrace Chur- 
ches' Food Bank. 
Gail Harker was a book- • 
keeper and John Harker a 
steel foundry manager before 
they became full time of- 
fleers in the army. 
They'll be going on a 
month-long• furlough to at- 
tend a son's wedding in On- 
tario before taking up duties 
in Kamloops in ~ late July. 
More time needed before 
power line route's known 
TERRACE - -  B.C. Hydro is 
taking more time to decide 
which side of the Kitimat Valley 
it will build a new power line 
following new recommenda- 
tions from fisheries officials, 
project manager Mike Gwilliam 
says. 
One of the two routes being 
considered follows the existing 
power line along the east side of 
the valley, while a second op- 
tion would run the line down 
the west side of the valley. B.C. 
Hydro says it needs the new 
287-kilovolt line so it can buy 
and transfer to the provincial 
.grid up to 800 megawatts of 
surplus power from Alcan's 
Kemano completion project 
when it comes on line four years 
from now. 
Sensitive wildlife and salmon- 
spawning areas along Lakelse 
Lake and the Kitimat River 
have prompted fisheries of- 
ficials to ask both the new line 
and the existing line be placed 
on the same set of supports in 
certain areas if the corporation 
opts for the eastern route. 
"The two key areas are 
Williams Creek and Sockeye 
the south end," Gwilliam said. 
He now says a route decision 
is expected by the end of June, 
following: the completion :6f 
new studies into the sensitive 
creek areas requested by 
fisheries officials. 
Twinning the lines on the 
same supports would mean 
building large steel towers - -  in- 
stead of the existing wooden 
supports - -  in those areas, he 
said. 
Engineers are looking at the 
proposals, he said, to determine 
how much higher they would 
push the project's cost. The 
western route is being examined 
closely because environmental 
impact studies favoured it, and 
it's about 10kin shorter ~ and 
$2 million cheaper - -  than the 
eastern route. 
Gwilliam said last week B.C. 
Hydro now hopes to make its 
decision and file its application 
with the B.C. Utilities Commis- 
sion by early June. "What I 
would like to do is go forward 
with a consensus route." 
Forestry and fisheries issues 
top B.C. Hydro's list of en- 
vironmental concerns following 
A PAINT SALE FOR PEOPLE WHO WANT 
MORE THAN JUST A LOWER PRICE! 
Latex Flat 
Wall Paint 
Goes on creamy smooth 
(with less roller spatter). 
Dries fast and withstands 
years of scrubbing. 
Sale ends •June 6, 1990 
Latex Flat 
House Paint 
A durable house paint that 
goeson smoothly, easily. 
Keeps that "just painted look" 
despite sun and weather. 
Acrylic Latex 
Semi-Gloss 
House & Trim Paint 
A soft sheen finish that you 
can use on both siding and 
trim. Covers beautifully and 
braves the elements for years. 
! 
line. "Those are the two that in | 
our view tend to stand out," ] 
Gwilliam said. ':S' : 
~C.  Hydr0' officifil~:~§~ the ~ ,,I , 
line will enable them tobuy  REG:PRICEI29'00:4LiIres Rl=G-PRICE*32.004Litres REG.PRICE *33.004Liires 
large quantities of surplus 
power from. Alcan, averting or NOW ~11~',~50" NOW ~9700 '  NOW $9R40"  
ONLY ~l l~ l~4L i t res  ONLY  f i l J [  4Litres ONLY  i - ,~ l~4L i t res  
delaying the need for new 
hydroelectric projects, such as 
proposed new dams on the 
Peace and Stikine Rivers. 
Gwilliam said the new studies 
are aimed at assessing the fish 
populations that aren't current- 
ly known in some smaller creeks 
and streams. B.C. Hydro wants 
to know how sensitive the areas 
are now, he said, rather than 
part wa~ through the construc- 
tion. 
" I f  we go with that route, we 
don't want to be painted into a 
corner," he explained. 
* White and ready-mixed colors only. Custom colors slightly higher. 
Pittsburgh ~ Paints--0nly our best. We guarantee it. 
Convoy Also Carries: 
Roofing, Siding and Insulationl 
ccsvc.  
Ccnstructzcn  aterials 
4821 Kelth Ave., Terrace, S.C. 635-4611 
In a world that's short on 
ercck a t th ,  north endofthe public hearings and studies into investment guarantees valley, nd the Ki imat River at the building of the proposed 
Cancer can be beaten ' 
P,easegivegenerous[Y__,d~,, Scot abank g vesyou two, 
SOC1£T£ 
GUARANTEED 
~ : ON ONE-YEAR SALE ' l - -  NON-REDEeMABLE 
:~/;: SCOTIA GlCs* 
• : :  . . . .  : ' / :  J t 
1 
In these uncertain times, you want o keep your money somewhere safe. 
) ( But you also want o give it room to grow. That's what Scotia GICs are 
, all abouL 
• Non-redeemable Scotia GICs pay a higher interest rate because 
th ' ey cant be cashed before matunty.: 
MAY 30 TO JUNE $ Redeemable Scotia GICs can be withdrawn at any time, although 
I One draw per day for a e" hanging basket, ,( 3 early withdrawal will affei:t intb..rest rates, 
Plus many monl Improve your lawn & garden itemsl <~ ~ !~:/ 
Gard¢llla d t 1 .:Scotial  
kx~ 
4" Impatience ..................................... 9 '  
Flats asst. Marigold (4o ~==) ................... $__ .~9 
Flats Petunias (4e i~am) ............ :.................. $~,  9~ 
Flats Snaps ................................. ST , _  
Flats mystery annuals ........ , ...... $ . . . .  
GUARANTEED 
II I I 4 ) , ,~mi f~ ANNUM 
ON ONE-YEAR 
REDEEMABLE 
SCOTIA GICs** 
• L • . 
Both Rquim a minimum investment 
Interest rates may change. But the mk 
is guaranteed as long as you hold your inw 
For information on cunent rotes, olhe 
paymentoptions, call your nearest Scotiabank branch or ~ - ~, ,, 
b800,663i0678::ii  
~tufity. Rate subject !ochange. " r  
,,-USINESS R E V I E  . . . .  
Cable T.V. 
cost rise 
beckons 
in June 
. . . . . . . . . . . . .  ,, gee ~ me szuoent employment centre at the Canada Employment Centre on 
Lazelle. Nicki Karlash, left, and Ingrid Buhler will be looking for student jobs and matching 
students to available employment. 
Student Centre opens 
TERRACE - -  The local stu- have come in so far because At the same time, both 
dent employment office has 
been Open just a week and 
already things are busy, 
rep0rt its two employees. 
The two, Ingrid Buhler 
and Nicki Karlash are hired 
through the Canada Employ- 
ment Centre and work out of 
its Lazelle Ave, offices. 
They're getting calls and 
Visits from post secondary 
students and expect an in- 
crease when secondary 
students graduate and the 
secondary schools close for 
the summer. The two are also 
getting calls from employers 
looking for summer help. 
Buhler said they're pleased 
it is a combination of regular 
summer jobs and employ- 
ment which will help a stu- 
dent in his or her career. 
"There are a lot of ex- 
¢.ellent opportunities for 
students - -  research, health 
care and the like. One of our 
jobs is matching students to 
openings," she said. 
Karlash added that the stu- 
dent office offers employers 
the option of either screening 
students before they are sent 
out for interviews or simply 
placing the job notices with 
the employer's address. 
"What we are is a service 
to the employer and to the 
said students should also 
look on their Own "for work. 
Buhlerl an(i, Karlash will 
also be calling and visiting 
employers for potential sum. 
mer work on behalf of 
students. 
"We'll be making an ef- 
fort to have the student 
employment office become a
part of the community," said 
Bubler. 
Other plans call for plac- 
ing job boards in secondary 
schools and the Kermode. 
Friendship .Centre. 
They'll also be promoting 
Hire A Student Week June 
TERRACE - -  Northwest cable 
television operator Skeena 
Broadcasters is waiting for next 
month when it expects to f ind 
out how much it'll be charged 
for carrying American TV 
signals. 
The decision will come from a 
tribunal established under free 
trade provisions through which 
American TV networks will be 
allowed to:charge a cop~ight 
fees, company spokesman 
Sharon Tayior said last.week; :
Canadian ::cable :TV com- 
parties up until~ _l'an. 1 carried r
signals with.out~ making 
payments., i:!i:" '~ . : 
Taylor .~aid Sk~a Broad- 
casters might pay a min imum 
$68,000 a year forths American 
signals if the tribunal accepts 
Canadian cable operators 
arguments or $310,000 a year if 
American networks have their 
way. 
She added that matter will 
become complicated as the 
copyright fee will be backdated 
to January of this year. 
At the same time, the Cana- 
dian Radio-Television and 
Telecommunications Commis- 
siontold cable operators last 
week they can't pass on the fees 
to their customers. 
The CRTC said it regards 
copyright fees as a normal part 
of doing business. 
The CRTC's decision should 
also result in lower cable fee in- 
creases for other costs as the 
commission has now limited 
condit ions under which 
operators can increase their 
fees, 
with ,the variety of jobs that student," she said. 4-10 . . . . . . . . .  ~ J 
N free . . . .  :ride:' h L . e: re;:  " IIIGillr, BC DOlT UP
Besieged, battered and I DICBC 
bewildered[ In a nutshell that 
tells the tale of the Canadian 
stock market scene these past 
few weeks. 
Buffeted by bad news on all 
sides - high interest rates, infla- 
tion, slowing economy etc. 
it's enough to move one to fear 
--  or anger. We Canadians, 
Investment 
update i 
renowned for our milquetoast 
mien are starting to lose our pa- 
tience and 'our nice manners. 
We even appear to be taking to 
the streets protesting vocally 
over government policies. 
Strange isn't it that socialism 
is beingoverthrown all over the 
world as the failure that it is, 
while Canada marches doggedly 
down that path towards 
socialism and away from the 
free enterprise system that .has 
provided, us with one of the 
richest standards of living in the 
world today. 
What's happening in Canada 
-- "the land of the Free; the 
home of the Brave"? Have we 
drifted mindlessly into a social 
welfare state for which we can 
no longer pay? The government 
doesn't have any money of its 
First, perhaps, we can stop 
making so many demands of 
government by becoming more 
individually responsible. The 
government.is already too in- 
trusive in our lives. It's time 
perhaps to take back some of 
that personal control whether 
we be an individual, aspecial in- 
terest group or a corporation. 
Let's stop looking for the 
'free ride' -- it's not really free 
anyway - -  we all pay and pay 
and pay for it! 
Secondly, we have to find a 
way to make the government 
hear us. What ever happened to 
"government for the people by 
the people"? 
The twin flawed policies of 
Meech Lake and GST are tear- 
ing this country apart. XOur 
deficits and debt are bringing us 
foreign capital to fund our  
debt! Many Canadians, better 
known for risk aversion than 
risk taking, are increasingly 
jumping on the high yielding 
T-Bill bandwagon, while Cor- 
porate shares-,- common equity 
stocks, go begging. Who can 
blame them? Without hat sup- 
port though; the Canadian 
stock and bond markets con- 
tinue to plunge. 
However, history tells us that 
it's just at times like these that 
the astute investor is looking 
for, and picking up undervalued 
shares where she/he finds them. 
To be a well rewarded investor 
one needs courage (to buy value 
when all others panic and sell) 
and patience to await the tur- 
naround. 
own and never did havel The 
money for all the programs and 
handouts we are constantly 
demandifig more of, has to be 
paid for by taxes -- taken from 
you and me and theel Over- 
whelmed by taxes --  and the 
GST is still yet to come, what is 
to be done about it? 
i 
close to Third World status. In, Drop me-a ling if there is a 
ternationai perception of a question :or a topic you'd like 
politically stable, economically comment on.~:! ;
viable Canada has eroded Mar.vlou McDonald is a stock 
dramatically in the last several broker in Vancouver. Her ad. 
weeks and months, dress is Odium Brown Ltd., Box 
Is it any wonder foreign in- - 10012, Vancouver, B.C. V7Y 
vestors are pulling their money 1,43. She can be reached at 
out of Canada? We need that .669.1600. 
TERRACE - -  The chamber of 
commerce has had to change the 
slogan for its tourism promo- 
tion campaign because it' is also 
being used by the Liberal party. 
Chamber sp0kesman Sharon 
Taylor said the decision to 
change "Catch the Spirit" was 
made after Liberal ads used not 
only the same words but also 
the same artistic style, 
i," 
tourists. 
"The response has b&n 
great. We've got 18 businesses 
signed up already and can'han- 
risen and John Wright. 
Co-op general manager 
Lawrence Gosselin said having 
staggered elections, combined The new chamber slogan is die m e,V said Taylor, " °d" ......... with d i rec tor  training programs, 
"Show Your. Pride" with the ' *~/*  * ~'*  ensures ,continuity and ex- 
first ,:radio, television and Three dir~tor ~i~_Sitlo~i!.oh'.!i ~ ~fieh~:~/~;thebo~rd 
newspaper ads appearing this the nine'meiilberTerraceCB~°i~:~; "~Hei~dd~lthatSunday open- 
week' for an 18.week run. board ai'e up Tor.el,~ti0n at its ingj a prospect considered but 
Each ad features.alocal per- annual general meetihB June 6. ~ re ined  by  the Co-op earlier 
son ::at,his,,or her job and are , The positions are now held'by., tide:Year, nn't o ' 
meantlto encptirage r sidents to Pat Sheichuk, who'tssercinsras ~ "bfRi!~i,y,, ~'~'! ~' n the agenda 
!¢0fiiB'.iip,as a question be file!~di~' ,and-helpful :to president his y~i~pau l  Ax. frOg:,fi,=~O~r .I ' " 
I I I I  HI  ~ \~ ) I1  I( I I Ik l  It~ )UI 
I 
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KITSUMKALUM 
BAND COUNCIL 
KALUM MOTEL 
- clean rooms - -  friendly staff 
-- reasonable rates - ,: 
5522 Hwy 16 Terrace, B.C. 636.2362: 
HOUSE OF Slml-OFGhets. l 
- -  Indian art8 & crafts - -  convenience store i _J See our location at the Terrace Airport Hwy 1e West, Terrace, B.C. (3 miles west of Terrace) 638-1629 
KITSUMKALUM ROCK QUARRY i : , - :  ] 
- -  Ballast, Crush and Rip.Rap ~i :~ ,:ii: ~:~| 
Box $44, Terrace, B.C. : : i  :: ~J 
KITSUMKALUM RIVER TOURS & GUIDES 
two.boats - -  dally tours, 
- -  advanced booking up to 4 pemons 
recommended per boat 
- -  experienced & knowledgeable guides. 
Hwy 16, Kalum River Bridge 638-3735 or 635-0191 
 aftaria.  estaarzmt 
The friendliest "Inn" townl 
Make our p/ace "Your Place" Io enjoy an 
evening of inflate dining and remmnable p~ceat 
Look 
What's 
  Cookin' . . .  
LAMB FLORENTINE ............... $14.50 u 
LOBSTER CREPES NEWBURB.$14.95 '~ 
For more I n fo rmat ion  and  reservat ions  cal l :  
Men. - Sun, LUNCH: Men. - Fd. 4332 Lakelse Ave. 
5p.m. tollp.m. 11:30a.m. to2p.m. TenaceB.C. 635.9161 
Due to popular demand, we 
extend the whole fresh 
lobster special for the 
month of June. 
Whole fresh east coast LOBSTER 
flown in weekly for your pleasure. 
SPECIALS  
WHOLE FRESH LOBSTER ....... $19.95 
ROASTED WILD BOAR ........... $19.95 
STUFFED LEG OF 
HOME-BASED BUSINESS 
WORKSHOP 
MARKETING 
YOUR PRODUCTS 
AND SERVICES 
Join the 130,000 other people in 
British Columbia who are running 
successful home-based businesses. 
Learn l~ow to market your 
business and products. 
TOPICS ~ WORKSHOP: 
COVERED: B Ma 30&31 
• Marketing products and T -- )-Y . . . .  
services from the home I~ ~:~O • 10 :~O p.llrl• 
• Advert is ing, promot ion and I I  . . . . . . . . . .  ,., . . . . .  , . . .  
publ ic ity JL .  HORnwom ~. ,ommu,= W 
• Developing the r ight image T College 
: short course in selling 16  Room 2001/2002 I 
Examples of effective H BB [ [  Contact" I 
marketing 
* Managing mort, t'fficiently and T Bobb le  Phillips I 
profitably " Fee: $30.00 . 
SPONSORED BY: 
Ministry of Regional and Economic Development 
The Honourable Stanley B. Hagen, Minister 
FN PARTNERSHIP WITH 
Terrace & District Chamber of Commerce 
UPLANDS ELEM, SCHOOL WINS! 
Terrace schools held their annual Garbathon and Spring Clean-upcampalgn once again, and ~, 
Uarel~tnluclada EI.emant _ary_ was selected aS the cleanest school for the ' 990 event. Shown above~i . 
juoges Karen Polker. Vesta Douglas & Betty ~pbe l lp resent ing  Uplands student JasOn ,~{i'"~ 
Hawkins With their sward..  ,.~::~ ,:~, 
" :. • "r" ' 
' . . . . .  !: i l  
] ! 
.... ; "  ~"~'  i" "~ %-  '~' : '~ '~"  "," ~-~"-'¢ --',;',~';,"%' ' . . . . .  ~" " " . . . . . . .  ~ 
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TERRACE - -  A sedes of!car 
accidents on the Victoria Day;i 
weekend left one ~ local ~ man ~ 
dead and several.more injured.' 
i Orrin Fraser Smith, 27, o f  
4605 Scott Ave., was killed May 
20 when his car failed to 
negotiate a corner 40kin west of 
Terrace on Hwyl6. Police said 
his wife~ ,'~ BrendaSmith, and 
three children were taken to 
hospital with cuts and iacera- 
tions. " . . . . . . .  
Terrace RCMP said Smith 
was thrown from the car when it 
roiled down an embankment. 
. A May 18 crash at the same 
place also sent Peter Gilbert 
Colussi and Mike Christopher 
Wilkins, both 19 and of Prince 
Rupert, to hospital. POlice said 
the 1990 Dodge pickup crossed 
the highway and entered the left 
ditch and rolled numerous 
times. 
Police said a May 19 crash 
sent Amber Dougan'to hospital 
with a broken leg when the vehi- 
cle she was riding on Kalum 
Lake Drive left the road and 
flipped. Driver Lewis Fernandes 
has been charged with' driving 
without due care and attention, 
RCMP said. 
17 
( 
C 
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s:oo P.M. REM LEE rHE~RE, ' 
$6.00 AT THE DOOR,!$4.50 ADVANCE?(SIGHT & SOUND) 
I 
Mountain Vista I OOMEIN AND T ST DRIVE A E  [ 
TOP OF THE MOUNTAIN: Claude Comeau gazes out at the stunning views a.iiabie in ali direc. 11990 ISUZU TROOPERIll tions from the fire lookout atop Copper Mountain. The trail to the top starts just past the Thornhill 
Dump, and can be driven most of the way, or hiked in a few hours. Remember to bring boots 
there's still more than a foot of snow the last kilometre or so of the hike. 
School board shorts 
New cou rses. a pproved 
TERRACE -- Area high school 
students can look forward to a 
series of new locally developed 
courses next year ranging from 
forestry to calculus. 
The list, approved~by school 
board trustees at 'their May~8 
meeting, includes: 
* Calculus 12 to be offered at 
Caledonia Senior Secondary 
school as an option for students 
wanting to better prepare for 
first-year university maths and 
science courses. 
• Computer Music 9/10to be 
offered at Thornhill Jr. Secon- 
dary in combination with the 
drama program. 
• Current Events 11 ]s a new 
elective at Caledonia to give 
students a better understanding 
of contemporary world issues. 
Also offered at Hazelton 
Secondary will be Forestry 12, 
and Guidance 9 -- an elective to 
help students interested in peer- 
counselling. 
After a months long search, 
the school board has succeeded 
in hiring a teacher for the hear- 
ing impaired in the school 
district. 
Special instruction director Aug. 21-22. Seminars for the 
Andrew Scruton said the graduation program (Grade 11 
teacher - -  Lisa Gillman - -  will and 12)and the primary pro- 
be arriving in August. gram (K-3) are set for Aug. 23 
• Gillman is from Nova Scotia, and 24. . ~ . . . . .  
and holds degrees in teach~,  ~: sessiOns ~ be oTs~i : " !  
and special eduction: as wei[aS'~-~:b~[i]mon Fr~er On]~i~) ;~|~ 
a diploma in working with the conjunction with education 
deaf. 
Trustees were informed at the 
school board meeting that 
School District 8g's technology 
grant will be only $108,000 this 
year. The province gives 
districts the money each year to 
buy computer equipment and 
software. 
The grant is slightly less than 
last year's - -  and far below the 
more than $400,000 the district 
asked for. 
,k ~ ~r "k,k ,k 
Provincia l  government-  
organized seminars were an. 
nounced for this summer to ac. 
quaint district eachers with the 
widespread changes coming to 
the education system under the 
province's Year 2000 initiative. 
The seminar for the in- 
termediate program (replacing 
Grades 4-11) will run in Terrace 
ministry officials. Teacher par- 
ticipation is voluntary. 
Trustees referred to the 
facilities committee recommen- 
dations to coordinate district- 
wide conservation a d recycling 
programs. 
The requests came from 
Skeena Jr. S~ondary teacher 
Danny Houpt and the Terrace 
District Teachers' Association. 
"A combined approach might 
encourage more widespread 
participation and demonstrate 
in a public way the value of 
working cooperatively to 
preserve the environment," 
TDTA representatives wrote. 
AQUACULTURE sEMINAR - 
June 2, 1990 
Bulkley-Nechako Regional District 
Boardroom Burns Lake 
For  more  in fo rmat ion  contact  
AI  McCracken  696-3221 
Gary  Mc ln tyre  692 .3195 
"7., 
THORNHILL MOTORS LTD, 
3040 Hwy. 16 East, Terrace 
635-7286 
SCOTIA PLAN 
PERSONAL LOANS 
PRIME RATE  
.MONTREAL TRUST 
FINANCIAL SERVICES - 
will be in your area the 
week of June 4 . . . .  ::::'~'~ 
I sabe l ,F leck  ' ... is usually ail we necd to back toyou, ::: 
a representative of From. now until July 20th, 1990, you can apply for a Scotia Plan Loan at our Prime Rate for 
an eighteen month term, A variety of longer amortization periodsare available, : ~ : 
It's a chance to catch up, !opay off high-interest debts, to do some ofthe thin! 
:ii".i!:!: postponing. And you :don thave to be an established Scotiabank ~ustomer to
Drop into any Scotiabank branch, complete asimple application and give us a couple of ,  !~.:. ;~!ii ~i : 
. hours  to get back  to you.  ' ~ " ~ :,-.,<.: .: : : .  :;~i ~ :~-~:~.~":~ 
. CALL COLLECT 
564-1880 
for an appointment 
MONTREAL TRHi : I i$ 
I 
. . . .  :,:i";i:."( 
I . . . . . .  
uld d " ' " ' ..... _~ I t  co  make your  ay. . . . . . .  ,~ ,~. ' " 
I r 
he rote on Ihe day you apply 10r you 
k 
I Tower to go 
• DESTINED ~ FOR DEMOLITION. After dominating the 
neighbourhood skyline for more than 20 years, the water 
tower located next to Northwest Community College on Mc- 
Connell may be about to disappear. Used only .to ensure a 
sufficient water supply for fire fighters, the storage tower will 
become redundant once the college installs a loop water line. 
If that project goes ahead, the tower will be removed some 
time this summer. 
i 
Trusses probed 
. TERRACE-  An inspection of the southwest corner of the 
-~tciht,v.~Urbeld=Ccworks bui~'~g ~ a,,.-main building.was damaged in 
: ~-  consultant ano a.truss the collapse. 
manufacturer will determine An inspection carried out at 
whether morework is needed to 
beef up the roof because of 
heavy snow falls, says a city 
spokesman. 
Emphasizing there is no 
danger at the moment, opera- 
tions director John Colongard 
said 'there were worries about 
"some items in the truss 
system" in the main building. 
"We think we're possibly going 
to havesome fairly extensive 
work but we're not really sure 
(yet)," he added. 
The building was closed last 
winter following the Feb. 18 
collapse of an attached wood- 
framed structure. The wail at 
the time determined the 
building was safe provided 
snow loads were restricted to 20 
lbs./sq.ft. 
Meanwhile, repair work to 
replace the post and laminated 
beam structure damaged in the 
collapse -- it is being replaced 
by a brick block wail -- is close 
to completion. 
Colongard said the city has 
also now received areport from 
an engineering • consultant 
outlining the probable cause of 
the collapse but will not release 
details until it had discussed the 
matter with its insurers. 
I 
TERRACE 
~ j , ¸ ¸¸;.,¸¸! 
I tourist attractions when we have 
~e rivers ;;, the parks.,, the trails ~.;. '' 
udiy Share With our guests! CarD , 
Iofe~ay!s Dell, came to Terrace 
I proud tO live In such a friendly community,,, ancl 
enJoythe fishlng and the lava beds, ,. 
/ ' 
LL .  . . . . .  
bank loan guarantees 
TERRACE --  Directors of the offering tax di,~idends in return from Kitsumkalum, refur- Martin expected;~'~!elt, 
Shames Mountain Ski Corpora- for share purchases, bishing it and installing it on in place at Shan~]n'A 
guaranteesti°n will HkelYworth giVemorethanpersonal$1 Martin also said the cost of Shames was $275,000 but isnow September. ' 
million to provide capital for 
development; says its president. 
GerrylMartin said lastweek 
the gu~antees, to be signed in 
return- for bank financing, 
represent a rational route to 
meet budgetary comniitments 
for the development. 
"As in any business, nobody 
will take a flyer on you. pro. 
viding guarantees is a business 
fact Of life," he said. 
heck of a lot other than bringing 
skiing to the area," said Martin. 
The bank f inancing 
represents a substantial portion 
of the money needed for the 
Shames Mountain develop- 
ment. It's located west of Ter- 
race Off of Hwyl6 toward 
Prince Rupert and is due to 
open this winter. 
Other financing isin the form 
of a $502,000 low-interest 
federal tourism (levelopment 
loan. and $250,000 expected 
from a separate company that's 
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Ustm" 
the development has increased 
from $1,5"mill ion, based on 
costs of..~everai years i ago, to 
$2.1  million..,: .. . . . . .  
The majority o "e extra cost 
resulted from the purchase of a 
new drive iOpower the chairs on 
the ski lift-the corporation 
bought from the. regional 
distr ict 's  new,closed,, Ki t -  
sumkaium ski development, 
Total cost of removing the lift 
$825,000, said Martin, 
"There's been changes in the 
regulations with the (federal) 
department of transport. We 
also decided by ourselves a new 
drive will make the lift more ef- 
ficient," he said. 
Mueller Lifts, the company 
which built the original ift, • has 
been contracted to dismantle, 
make adjustments and install it 
on Shames. 
"That's Where it will end up 
in all likelihood,', said Martin 
of director guarantees. "In any 
kind of business ; there are . . . . .  
guarantees., - ':ii'~:.: ~: i!!il ~,~!!,#ii:! ! , : :TERRACE_ A corporation 
"The indiv idual  board - : '~  !:L": ;'V;" "/ ": providing tax deductible in. 
members are not going to gain a - vestments in the Shames Moun. 
In other 
the c0rporat; 
th f signing an agreement+Witlt 
e province , to  re-inv~st~any 
money made from Sham~s back 
into the mountain for  five 
years. 
That provision was part of '  
+the deal whereby the ~l;ovince " 
agreed to pay $2.6 million to 
build a road to the mountain. 
. , • - , 
L : . ,  L';. 
 -Fi :e 
method 
popular 
tain ski development is ap- 
proaching the half-way mark of 
its target, says one of its 
spokesmen. 
The Shames (VCC) Ski Cor- 
poration has 19 people who 
have purchased or made com- 
mitments and three probable 
ones out of a maximum 
allowable 50, George Clark said 
last week. 
Each sharepurchase i  worth 
$5,000 meaning a maximum 
$250,000 investment in the 
Shames Mountain Ski Corpora- 
tion's development. 
Investors in the Shames 
(VCC), the initials stand for 
venture capital corporation and 
it is a separate ntity apart from 
the ski corporation, receive a30 
per cent tax dividend if they 
hold the shares for at least seven 
years. 
"We have no doubt will have 
it (the VCC corporation) full by 
the end of the summer," said 
Clark. 
The Shames VCC has one 
seat on the Shames Ski Cor- 
poration's board of directors. 
l 
BACK-UP 
CARRIERS 
NEEDED 
NOW! 
Are you looking for ways to 
earn a little extra cash? 
We are now looking to fill 
routes throughout our 
distribution area. 
+i When you deliver the 
-~ .TERRACE SATNDARD there 
~ + +i i s  no collecting just 
+'  ++ 
imm • . f  
i+ l  -,,- ..... - - I'D LIKE TOBE A TERRACE STANDARD CARRIER 
+ 11;  U',Yv : , - L- 
I: ~ 1' ~ AME: " "+ . . . . .  r. , . . . .  ~ ?~!i/i !
If you areinterested in' joining 
the delivery team please fill 
out the form below and return 
it to our office. 
:/! - 
, . . ( , y+~ ~ , 
t+Z ( .  "i : , ,~  
• . ++ 
++ ,,+ ~ 
,2  •., :~  
t ADDRESS: • " 
I 
.I PHONE: - " AGE:, ~• I 
I ..., I 
t ~.~ :.~ • I 
.I'.. ~ " " " • .... :•+~;~>';" L , " - I 
I , PLEASE DROP OFF OR SENDTO . . . . .  i ' : "  I 
I :~,~' .  TERRA~L~TANDARD Attn: TERRYMILLER ~!;-+~' ' t 
I:~i; : 4647 LAZELLE AVE.,  TERRACE, a,C:~V8G ' 158 " ~;:~'.~' r ~' : = ~ I !ii,~ +' i 
• . . . . . . .  - - - - - - - - .  _ ___  .2__ , . _+ 
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Ivan Messner I ARBE 
Parks need 
a boost 
TERRACE -- British Colum- - - " 
bians want to see increased 
facilities and services in ex i s t ing  THURSDAY FRIDAY SATURDAY :: i~,:i provincial parks, the creation of ~ • . ,- 
servation and wildlife protec- 
tion in those areas. 
Figures released by parks : 
minister Ivan Messmer show - - , . 
that was the message he received _ _ 
during a recent round of public 
meetings, including one held in 
Terrace March 6. 
For northern residents - -  
Messmer also visited Prince 
George and Fort St. John - -  
completion of the parks system 
was the top priority with the 
issue being raised in more than 
one third of the presentations. 
Also high on the list were 
resource extraction, tourism 
and access. 
While northerners raised 
those subjects" more frequently 
than did southern coast/interior 
residents, the opposite was true 
when it came to questions of 
recreational facilities and multi- 
ple use of parks. 
The ministry also released 
totals from a questionnaire 
distributed at those meetings. 
Asked to identify the direction 
park management should take 
over the next five years, two- 
thirds of respondents named 
protection of natural resources 
as a first or second priority. The 
acquisition of more parkland 
ranked next at 60 per cent 
followed by developing more 
facilities at 20 per cent. 
Although these responses 
were not broken down by 
region, the summary noted Ter- 
race accounted for 20 per cent 
and was second only to Van- 
couver. 
Messmer is expected to an- 
nounce changes to park zoning 
policies next month to be 
followed later in the year by the 
a discussion paper on the park 
system plan. 
Lawyer 
removed 
TERRACE -- Justice depart- 
ment officials are deciding what 
to do after the B.C. Supreme 
Court last week found a Terrace 
lawyer couldn't continue to pro- 
secute one of the defendants in
a drug trafficking case. 
Jeff Arndt, the area Crown 
coumel for the federal govern- 
ment, is prosecuting eight men 
charged with conspiracy to traf- 
tick marijuana. 
On May 9 the court upheld a 
motion by defence lawyer Jack 
Andersen that Arndt can't con- 
tinue to prosecute his client, one 
of the eight men, because of a 
conflict-of-interest. Andersen 
argued Amdt was using as 
evidence documents he got from 
one of his law partners, who 
once represented Andersen's 
client in another matter. 
"Mr. Arndt has been ordered 
off the prosecution with respect 
to my client," Andersen said 
last week. 
The drug case resulted from 
the O~tober 1988 seizure by 
police near Williams Lake of 50 
lbs. of marijuana nd $60,000 
in cash. RCMP spokesmen said 
another $190,000 cash was 
found in a simultaneous raid of 
a Vancouver-area home. 
Eight men are charged - -  five 
f rom Terrace, two from 
Kitimat, and one from North 
Vancouver. 
Department of Justice of. 
ficials are deciding whether to 
drop the  charges  against 
Andersen's chent, or r/nd anew 
Crown counsel., to Yprosecute 
him, Andersen said,Friday. It's 
expected Arndt will continue to 
prosecute the rest of the defen.. 
dant~ in the case.,i:, i ~ ; ....... i 
~ O 
v,~ 
Boneless 
TOP 
SIRLOIN 
STEAKS 
i l Fami ly  Pack Size 
~o 
i 
l 
BULK FOODS 
POTATO 
CHIPS 
227g bag 
PRODUCE 
DEPT. 
BULK 
.... CUBE " D349 ,o- BEEF 
for KA BOBS or 
FONDUES 
BULK 
ICEC 
TEA 
BAKERY DEPT. 
GARLI( 
BREAD 3 7/l l l P,OOUOE PFIODUCE DEPT. 
II DEPT. 4 / / 1 0 f l ~ ' ~  CALIF. B.C. GROWN 
ET / ~ UU MUSH-' 
ON THE 
TOES COB / ' .  ROOMS 
KRAFT ~ 9 8  ' J~  11~ DAIRYMAID - -  
 UICE,. 
MIRACLE BRIQUETI"Eggl JAPPI 
WHIP ,,oO:~o~,;,~u~ 4.5 kg bag. j 
Reg. or light, 1L l ~J~ EA. 
KRAFT ~ ~ 
BBQ. . " '  78 , 99 
SAUCE HOME PAK 7-UP FREEZIESq~ )~ 455 mL Asst. Flavors EA, Reg. or Diet 
~ ~  355 rnL tin, case of 12 
EA. 
3.04 kg 
Limit:. 8Ix 
Additional Ouan 
titles sold at ,88 
PLUS 
DEPOS 
" I 
( 
Tar r~,a  ~#snda~ Wadnaod~t ,  It J ,st,  ~Jh 4 f~ ~A D4:  
.WHAT'S, 
,UP. 
. MAY 30  - -  JUNE 24 ,  1990  - -  
The Kltlmat~ Centennia l  
Museum presents Portraits of 
the ~ Wild , photographs by 
Joane  Monnghan and Brian 
Bagat t0 .  This  exhibit ion 
• features colour photographs of
Mt. Elizabeth, alpine flowers 
and lakes, aerial views of 
glaziers and the Kitimat Valley, 
as well as wildlife and land- 
scapes of the region. 
MAY '30, 11990 - -  Caledonia 
Music 1990 final concert. 7:30 
p.m. at the ItEM Lee Tlieatre. 
Come hear the Cal, band and 
choirI 
JUNE 2, 1990 - -E lks  Park 
Victoria Day Sports Day. Hey 
Kids! Parentsl Come on out to 
the 6th Annual Sports Day. All 
youths 14 years and under Will 
receive 3 free tickets that can be 
used for hotdogs, ice cream, or 
pop. : There will be races: 
wheelbarrow, 3-legged, sack ,  
etc,, 2 long distance races, 
treasure hunts and a parade. 
Parade: for kids 9 & older - -  
wear costumes and bring 
decorated bikes and wagons 
etc. There will be prizes - -  also 
for best costumes. Starts at 
• 9:3D a.m. at Elks Hall parking 
lot 2822 Tetranlt Street and 
goes to the Elks Park. For 
more in fo rmat ion ,  ca l l  
635-3372. 
JUNE 5, 1990 " The next 
general meeting of 'the Ladies 
Auxiliary to the Royal Cana- 
dian Legion Br. 13, before 
summer stand down. will start 
with pot luck supper at 7 p.m. 
Bring some food and enjoy 
each others company. Meeting 
will start at 8 p.m. If anyone 
wishes to join the L.A. you ~n 
call Goldie at 635-6038. 
JUNE 5, 1990 - -  The next 
meeting of  the Terrace 
Breastfeeding support group 
will be held in the education 
room of Mills Memorial 
Hospital. The discussion will 
be general as this is the last 
meeting until September, For 
further information, call Terry 
Walker at 635-3287 
,k.k * ,k  ~ 
*~ JUNE 6, 1~:~ General 
:,L~ Meeting~of • the,T~rr~cc',Thoi, 
nhill Band Parents .7:3.0 p.m. 
Rm.'i 18 Skeena Jr. 'H'igh'; All 
i" parents of band 'students are 
urged to attend. 
,k , k , ,  ,A- 
JUNE 6, 1990 - -  KERMODE 
FR IENDSHIP  SOCIETY 
family violence workshop, iThe 
last in a series of 3 workshops 
on family violence. The 
workshop will be at Kermode 
Friendship Centre Registration 
• beginning at 9:00; workshop 
J beginning at 9:30 - 12:00 and 
from 1:00 - 4:00 p.m, The 
primary objective is to make 
participants aware of the fac- 
tors that contribute to family 
violence and improve self con- 
tro l  and problem .solving 
abilities. Everyone Welcome. 
JUNE 6, 1990 - -  Order of the 
Royal Purple Annual Senior ~, 
Citizen Tea at the Elks Hall at 
2822 Tetrault Street, Terrace,. 
B.C. at 2 p.m. Admission: Free 
Lots of prizes. All seniors in 
Terrace welcome for further in- 
formation call Vi Bonick at 
635-9228 after 6 p.m. 
* ,#*  ,k 'k 
JUNE 10, 1990 - -  A musical 
Rendezvous presented by Your 
Community Band featuring the 
Terrace, Brass Ensemble, 
Lower little Park. Sunday at 
2:00 p.m. 
• ~ ~ ~ 'k 'k  
JUNE ll~ 1990 - -  The Terrace 
Child Development Centre cor- 
dially Invites you to our annual 
general meeting at 7:30 p.m. 
2510 S, Eby Street. Please 
come and view our displays. 
JUNE 16, 1990 - -  
HOWDOYODO DAY. The 
Terrace Travel "lnfocentre 
would like to invite the entire 
community to come join them 
on their open house from 10- 
a.m. tor6 p.m. This special day ! 
is the official opening of 
another busy touristl¢ season. 
Come in and se~ What the in- 
focentre has to offer you, it's 
residents, as well as it's visitors. 
The Terrace Standard 
offers What's Up as a 
public service to its 
readers and those eom- 
munity orgaalzaflons in 
the area. 
Items for this section 
are for non-prof i t  
organixations and for 
those: events in which 
there is no cost to gain 
adnfission. 
T0> meet. our produe. 
don  deadlines, we mk 
that all items be submit.  
ted ~by noon ~ on ,  the 
FRIDAY. preced!ng the~ 
following week's Issue.- 
We also ask that Items be J 
typewriQen or be printed I . m~millv. . ,  . 
, >b:~ 
~: :  ~::'~ > /! - .  ' ,  ::~ 
" Tha nks, Sis! 
KEEPING IT IN THE FAMILY. For the Lagace family, crowning night in this year's Miss Terrace pageant 
brought with it a sense of deja vue when Lisa was named winner and crowned by last year's victor, 
sister Lyne. Above, Lisa (centre) shares the moment with first princess Jillian Currie (left) and second 
princess Susan Banville. Other awards included Lagace as MissEffective Speaker, Teri Ludwig as Miss 
Talent and Janelle Iverson as Miss Personality while Mae Jir received the judges' award. 
PHOTO BY DAN HILLERT (SURE EXPOSURE) 
Delgatty's contribution 
lauded by colleagues 
It was a full house at the 
Bavarian Inn May 16 as co- 
workers, Terraceview residents 
and Health Care society board 
members and employees 
gathered for a dinner in honour 
of Kathleen Delgatt~,. 
Kathleen arrived in the com- 
munity in 1984 from Flin Flon, 
Manitoba and her six years at 
Terraceview saw her achieve a 
goal many people in the city had 
dreamed of - -  improve the 
quality Of life for the facility's 
residents by providing them 
witha caring environment. 
Tributes from those who 
worked with over those years ~ 
described her as a warm, com- 
passionate person and someone 
who could be very stubborn 
when it came to getting what she 
thought was needed. The very 
emotional speeches of many 
showed the special place she had 
!n many hearts. 
While all wished her well and 
hoped she enjoyed her much- 
deserved rest, they were als0 
pleased she will be returning to 
B!RTHDAY CELEBRIT~ Muriel O'Boyle (right)•chats with long-time 
friend Vesta Douglas during a surprise party thrown by her family. 
Douglas acted as MC .for the occasion, 
the society once it i~ over. ' ' 
I'm sure you agree we needto : ' ' 
k~ep people like Kathleen from Victoria) and daughter-in- 
law Eleanor O'Bo le w Dlelgatty in Terrace. ' l dies ~ y hile the 
* * * * * ' from the centre made the 
~Earlier this month the family Satidwicl~es. 
ofiMuriel O'Boyle marked her :. Mtiriel and her husband first 
8~h birthday by putting on a came to" Terrace in  1950. They 
surprise afternoon tea at  •the "then movedto Rocher de Boule 
i Happy Gang Centre. Approx-'-wh~r~,hei-,husband worked in 
~ ima~tely 150 friends dropped in the~Red Rose mine while Muriel 
• to ~ish her many happy returns, ttd~h'i'~at :the Hazelton school. 
" - She was greeted on arri~,,al by,  ' ' the ~" . . . . . .  , : ~n~ih~ ~n~'ciOSed in i952 
.* ,#ounds of the Terrace Pipes :: *. th6y ,~ '~to '  ~eriaee. ",
. ,and i Drums band and Vesta ;~,~i~f~y!ii'bi~fidaypre~en t 
Do dgiaS was master  of  i~<! i~e l~ '~ i , i  one-hour 
~remoiiies for.the afternoon. ~.he l l~:  ).~,~: ,ca . . . . . . . . . .  
A 
,) 
The Happy Gang centre 
hosted a busload of visitors last 
week when a group of  40 seniors 
from Prince Rupert paid them a 
visit. After lunch, the guests 
spent their time ~et  bowling, 
playing bingo or gettingin some 
shoppiiig, ~HaPpY Gang 
members will refiirn the visit in 
the fail. 
Finally, deepest Sympathy to 
William Webb and family on 
the passing of wife and mother 
Audrey 
cancer. 
)t 
New system will 
compliment old 
Although a valuable boost 
to Mills Memorial Hospital's 
capabilities, the introduction 
o f  a nuclear medicine unit 
does not spell the end of 
X-rays, says the head of the 
new department. 
While nuclear medicine 
obtained better results in 
Specific areas, Susan Winther 
said it could not match the 
anatomical results achieved 
through X-rays. "They get 
beautiful images of bone and 
organ structure and we see 
the physiology of the func- 
tion," she explained. 
Winther said nuclear 
medicine produced images of Susan Winther 
a specifically targetted organ to show what that organ was do, 
ing. For example, she said, it could show whether a bone was 
growing, what the liver was cleaning out of the blood stream 
or whether a tumour was growing or not. Some X-ray tests 
could detect he same things but not as well. 
The difference between the two systems was X-rays shot 
radiation through the body while nuclear medicine involved 
injecting radioactive material - -  only trace amounts are used 
- -  into the blood stream. 
Depending on the type of material injected, the radioactivi- 
ty accumulated in different organs or areas of the• body. 
Likening the computerized gamma camera used by the unit to 
a "glorified geiger counter," Winther said "It picks up the 
radiation coming from the body, turns it into light and ex- 
poses the film." 
Pointing out the average scan takes about an hour, she ex- 
plained the small amounts of radioactivity used meant it took 
time for sufficient to collect o produce the required image. 
The larger the organ, the longer it took. 
She said unit staff would prepare the radioactive material 
themselves using a molybdenum 99 generator shipped ill from 
:Montreal each week, "Every 24 hours there's enough in there 
" tha~ we can drain it off  and Use that for a day's studieS," sh~ •
added.- •~ ~' 
Although initially she did not expect to carry out more than 
five to six scans a day, Wifither said that would rise to as 
many as eight once she was joined by the technologist the 
hospital intended to hire. 
Although no firm start-up date has been set yet, Winther 
said the contractor installing the unit was expected to begin 
preparatory work in the very near future• 
Noting the nearest such facilities at the moment are located 
in Prince George and Vancouver, she pointed out "That's a 
long way to go for an hour's treatment." 
Exhibition opens 
Local residents will have an opportunity to view the work 
of young people from across the province when the B.C. 
Young Artists Exhibition arrives here next week. 
• Chosen from nearly 2,500 submissions, the 73 works in- 
clude paintings, drawings, photographs, prints and computer 
art. With the ages of the artists ranging from three to 18 
years, the exhibition allows the visitor to glimpse how the 
perceptions and focuses of the young artists change as they 
become older and their experience broadens. 
Titled BCYA '89, the show is the sixth biennial exhibition 
put together by the Outreach program of the Emily Carr Col- 
lege of Art and Design. The works were selected by two com- 
mittees made up of art educators from across the province. 
The exhibition opens at the public art gallery on Sund.ay," 
June 3 and runs until June 17 before continuing on its 26 
month-25 community tour of the province. 
Next up at the gallery will be an exhibition of the works of 
Smithers artist Tom McHarg whose oils and acrylic paintings 
will be on display beginning Sunday, June 24 for two weeks. 
It's carnival time! 
Thomhill Elementary students are hard at work on final 
preparations for Friday's carnival and extend an Invitation to 
all local residents o drop in and join in the fun. All grades are 
involved in the event with each offering a different attraction 
to carnival-goers. 
For those who enjoy demonstrating their acute eye-hand 
coordination, they'll be given ample opportunity to test their 
skills at the games booths being manned by grade $ students. 
Grade 4s will be running a White Elephant sale while grade 
7s will be selling tie-dyed t-shirts, string art placemgts and 
wall hangings as well ~ raffle tickets which could win the 
visitor a knitted quilt or family pass to the Elks family variety 
show. And if hunger overtakes, ustenance will be close at 
hand on the grade 6 bake sale stand. 
It all gets under way at I p.m. on June 1 and continues until 
2.30 p.m. 
Dramatic executive 
Alan Weston is the new president of the Terrace Little 
Theatre group following elections held at its recent annual 
general meeting. 
Also elected were Norah Fergtlson (vice-president), Gordon 
Oates (treasurer) and Gayle Holtom (secretary). Directors 
positions were• filled by Betty Barton, Mariaiine Broiup. 
, Weston, Karla Hennig, Kerin Mcllmoyle andGordShaben. I
[ Next up for the group is planning the 1990-91 season which I 
[ will begin:at i s next meeting, June 11 at 7.30 p.m.in the Me. ~ [ 
[ Coil PlayhoUse, Anyone interested in joining the theatre I 
i group is welcome t6 aftend. " . • ~ . . ] 
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ticles co,tributed by the--Terra-'ce 
Chi ld:Development Centre, 
So~e ~ints Oh how :to ensure a 
s~e~':environment fo r  children 
~i:they.~ groiv:~up/ T'he.centre in- 
v~ites :,::iphone calls "rom : a 
parems+:w~th concerns or ques- 
qons/::~about their child,s 
aevelopment. The number is 
M~-9388. 
i:Most parents believe that 
their baby i s  safely out of 
harm,s way: when in a baby 
~alker.: +However, there are 
potential hazards ones .which 
can prove fatall- 
Hospitals across Canada re 
reporting that hundreds of in- 
fant in jur ies,  and even some 
deaths, are related to walkers. 
~ Walkers may be unstable and 
tip Causing cuts and bruises: a 
finger can get trapped in a 
folding device; walkers also 
allow babies to reach items 
which may be, harmful; and, 
in a 
H~ 
infm 
old 
walk 
that 
baby 
neun 
inqm 
medical evidence to suggest that 
walkers improve or accelerate 
an infant's development. 
New federal standards being 
developed by Consumer and 
Corporate Affairs Canada are 
intended to prevent minor in- 
juries that occur when walkers 
collapse or tip over. 
Manufacturers will be re- 
quired to remove sharp edges, 
provide locking systems to pre- 
vent walkers from collapsing 
and to cover threaded ends of 
bolts with a protective nut. 
Many people believe that 
these proposed standards will be 
most serious of all, the walker inadequate. Some experts argue 
"baby and all" may fall down a that standards hould require 
flight of stairs.. ' that the walker's base be wide 
A: typical walker has an ad- 
justable seat supported by a rec- 
tangular base with wheels that 
allow the walker to travel in any 
direction. 
An  infant in a walker is ex- 
tremely mobile and can reach 
speeds and travel distances not 
expected of a child only a few 
months old. Reaching for 
poisonous plants, dangling 
cords, hot liquids, pots and 
pans is possible and very 
enough so it will not fit through 
a door frame, thus preventing 
many falls downstairs. Some in. 
dividuals believe that walkers 
should be removed from the 
marketplace altogether, 
One thing is clear -- parents 
and caregivers using ~baby 
walkers need to be aware that 
walkers do pose a very real 
threat o a child's afety. 
REMEMBER: when using a .  
baby walker make sure that: 
vuwb I:AUHANGED. On April 14, 1990, RitaJeanne Obzera and 
Douglas Glenn Ames were united in holy wedlock at the Thornhill 
Community Hall 
Obzte, a-Ames wed 
+ , ( op ); d 
On April 14, 1990, R i ta  uncles Marg and Dave Pitter 
Jeanne Obzera and Douglas (Smitbers), Paul and Vicki 
Glenn Ames were united in holy Johnston (Calgary) and Chris 
wedlock at the Thornhill Cam- and Wayne Harrison (Prince 
munity Hall. "Rupert). ' 
Attendants were matron of i Family members of the 
honour Manreen Olsed and groom included aunt Charlotte 
bridesmaid Cathy Morrison, Ames (Pincher Creek, Alta.); 
both of Terrace. Best man was aunts and uncles Helen and Ted 
Dave Pruden of Comox and  Ames (Lethbridge, Alta.), Alf 
Gordon Clarkson from Prince and Olga Ames (Salmon Arm) 
Rupert was usher. Angela land Art  and Aida Dwyer 
Ames, daughter of the bride (Creston); and cousins Ken and' 
and groom, was flower girl and Cheryl Lindsay (Creston). 
the ~ groom's nephew Travis Also present were the entire 
Ridler was ring bearer. Clarkson family - Gordon and 
The theme for the happy day Gloria; Jennifer and family; 
was a rainbow of  colours with Tim, Drew and family; Terry 
the room being •led with and Bob Kohmm and family 
bright, helium-filled balloons, and Bob and fiancee Patti Jenn- 
Out-of-town guests included: . ings. 
Louise Marchie, sister of the Rita and Doug would like to 
. bride (Prince George); Daniel thank all those: who helped 
Obzera, brother of the bride make their day a special one. 
(Port Simpson'); Jo-Anne 
dangerous. * All stair wells are closed off. Ames,. sister of the groom " 
A recent coroner's jury con- * Dangerous items are well out ~,. , - . ,  ¢,h~,~ • 
cluded that walkers should be of reach , ,,.,c . . . . . . . . .  otte Cxty); the 
considered a non-useful lethal * The ch'ild is -,," . . . .  = . . . . . .  bride's grandfather, Albert 
- .~t  LUU O~ u l  I .UU T 
toy and that hey should be ban- small for the walker (ed)  Johnston. (Kamloops), 
ned completely. * The floor s,,,P~- a~, . . . . . . .  ., uncles xeo Jonnston (Fort 
at~ra  y sW. a p~.i~l'+'totl~; pl~ab~)be p~d v JaC:u t'I; hnst°n s mvemgating the = Close attenfion~s ' de 1 e n monm old baby child at all times ~ . v . . . .  ~; eanne 
• ~tcalze (Langley) and Agnes 
DID f loe  INOW that Otitis " , " n 
Otmtms medina not uncommo 
• media is the most frequently 
~.diagnosed illness in children Did you . . . . . .  ..... ~ : .... : +, i 
'..ibetween birth and age three ..... 
++years? National figures indicate know thot . . . .  +'+ 
: :that it affects 15 per cent of all 
; primary grade children, but this 
:~ figure is probably higher in the 
: northwest• 
What isOtitis Media? 
Otitis Media means infection 
or inflamation of the middle 
ear. Serious Otitis Media means 
• fluid in the middle ear. A child 
" with otitis media often ex- 
: periences a temporary hearing 
loss. While such hearing loss is 
usually mild and fluctuating, it
may be a major cause of  
language delay in the preschool 
'years when the growth of nor- 
mal language development is at 
!: its peak. 
i What to Look For. 
' Symptoms may include pain 
i or discomfort in the ears, 
~. "plugged" ears, fluid draining 
) 
Courtesy Skeena Health Unit 
several visits, ask about a refer- 
ralto an ear specialist. 
2. See your audiologist. Your 
family doctor, public health 
nurse, ear specialist, or 
speech/language pathologist 
can refer you to the Health Unit 
audiologist. An audiologist is a 
professional trained to identify 
hearing losses of all types, in- 
cluding those associated with 
otitis media. 
Prompt medical and 
audiological attention could 
prevent a temporary hearing 
loss from becoming a perma- 
; from the ears, fever, irritability, nent one. 
Does Your Child Have Orris ' inattentiveness or distractibility, Media? 
:asking for frequent repetitions 
Try the following suggestions 
', and misunderstanding (not at home or at school. They can 
; hearing well). Otitis media may help your child cope with their 
!be difficult to detect because it
:can occur without any of these temporary hearing loss. These 
'.symptoms. suggestions are adapted from 
: Do You Think Your Chi ld  "Otitis Media-Effect on a 
from distractions• 
2. Gain your child's attention 
before giving instructions. 
3. Encourage your child to 
look at the speaker while they 
are listening. 
4. Periodically ask your child 
questions to see if they have 
understood the instructions or 
discussion. 
5• Encourage your Child to 
ask you to repeat information 
or to use simpler words and 
phrases. 
6. Try showing your child 
what you are talking about (eg. 
- point). 
7. Watch how fast you speak. 
Slow down if necessary. 
8. Allow time for your child 
to process and respond. Try of- 
feriug two possible answers. 
9. Try providing a quiet area 
without a lot of things to look 
at, to read or study. 
THEWORLD 
IS YOURS.../F 
YOU KNOW THE 
RIGHT PEOPLE... 
Wherever you move the Welcome 
Wagon hostess i  the right person to 
help you find a place in your new 
community, 
Katherln 635-7504 
Erllnda 835-6526 
Brenda.Lee 635-2605 
Karen 838-0707 
+ ,. /¢ "°. 
4~1 / "' "~" ~,t~.~ I - . ' : "  
0 
Whenyouputyour 
• foot down,,t'il 
blow your socks off. 
I , The exc!!ing Corrado is now avail- , Air cond tioned c~mfo'r/t and more I
aDme in very dmited quantities. Drop by for a test drive today 
°158 hP fuel-injected engine with a 
G6OIntercooled supercharger /,~,~h~ - -  I ' 
'," Electronic anti-lock braking system ~'~ ~=,=orraao  I 
"Automat ic  rear spoiler 
(~  Columbia Auto Haus Ltd. I 
3779 RIVER DRIVE, TERRACE, 635-5717 I 
John Deere 
Undercar r iage  
I : ,i  DISCOUNTED 
' :PR ICES 
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COAST TRACTOR PRODUCT SUPPORT 
COAST Q 4650 Keith Avenue, 
Terrace, B.C.. 
TRACTOR 63s.71 31 
Terrace Little Theatre 
presents 
I 
Daniel Barnswell's 
, o ,o r ,oDor ,oo  O ,ow 0 S n.e d T = o =  o u D, 
:fam'ily doctor cannoi control D ecky. You Know That..." c/o Skeena 
iyour child's ear problem after .1. ~eat. your child close to Health Unit 3412 Kaium St. -~ ' :'i 
i wnoever Is speaking and away Terrace, B.C. V8G 4T2 ~ 'i!i t~'=/)'/ 
. , mu 4 4  .=...m s .,.Gs i. t iI R sOm-,To. i 
v#,  
I Fu. m.  Fu.  r I 
". Slides & pools ~ for 
every Monday, ' ~d l  
2 for 1, 
bring a friend. 
l CALL 
I ~er 4:30 pm. a, ~oas 
i~;: : ~d  slides are 2 for 1. 
directed by • 
Daniel Barns~velil i .... 
I 
) 
i 
Room 44 plays, tomorrow 
Anyone who didn't make it to the recent 
Skeena Drama Festival in Prince Rupert has an 
opportunity to find out just what they nOssed 
when Room 44 plays the R.E.M. Lee Theatre at 8 
p.m. tomorrow night. 
A production of the Terrace Little Theatre, 
Room 44 is the story of Stanley, a schizophrenic, 
and his struggle with his "companions" Bill and 
Belle. 
While the subject matter is serious, Connie 
Silveira, who plays a dual role in the production, 
sion. 
Silveira plays the part of a woman who answers 
an ad Stanley places in the personal columns - -  
- "He wants to be in touch with someone, he's a 
really lonely person" -- and also has a non- 
speaking role as the Lady in White who dances 
through Stanley's dream. Her performance in
Prince Rupert earned her the best supporting ac- 
tress award. 
The play is the first writing effort by TLT's 
emphasizes "It doesn't hit the audience over the Daniel Barnswell who also directs. Sarah Weston, 
head." Instead, subtlety is the key with alot of Joe Zucchiatti, Kevin Lorenz and, Marianne 
comedy offered on the way to a powerful conclu- Brorup-Weston make up the rest of the cast. 
Saluting seniors 
By MARY ANN BURDETT operation and assistance of 
The success of Riverboat 
Days depends to a large extent 
on community organizations 
getting involved. By volunteer- 
ing their time, they ensure the 
annual celebration offers a full 
range of activities ~and events 
for local residents and visitors 
alike to enjoy. 
With that in mind, the River- 
boat Days society salutes B.C. 
Old Age Pensioners Organiza- 
tion Branch 73. 
"k'k 'k.k.  
Under the able leadership of 
president Fred Berghauser, first 
vice-president Lou Galr, second 
vice-president Pearl Normandy 
and secretary Arleen Frank, 
Branch 73 works to maintain a
gathering place (the Happy 
Gang Centre) where seniors and 
not-so-seniors can meet social- 
ly. 
It was established in the fall 
of 1958 with a membership of 
13. Charter president was W.D. 
Griffiths who held the post until 
his passing in 1971. ~'he group 
met in the United Church, 
Legion, old community centre 
and arena before acquiring its 
present facility. 
The Happy Gang Centre 
opened Sept. 13, 1980, the 
result of much hard work by the 
the 
people of Terrace. 
The Kalum St. facility offers 
both organized and spon- 
tan.eous recreation i cluding ex- 
ercise classes, cards, carpet 
bowling, sewing and quilting 
and just plain old-fashioned 
conversation. 
The seniors serve, at a 
nominal cost, light luncheons to 
the public each weekday and 
run a pancake ' breakfast he 
first Saturday of each month. 
Once a month there is a pot luck 
supper or dinner followed by 
dancing or other entertainment. 
The members also enjoy trips to 
many different places and have 
hosted seniors from com- 
munities as far away as Edmon- 
ton. 
Come Riverboat Days, they 
will again be busy cooking up 
an inexpensive and delicious 
pancake breakfast from 8-11 
a.m. on Saturday, Aug. 4 and 
putting the finishing touches to 
the float they will be entering in 
that .morning's parade. They 
will also be sponsoring a River- 
boat Days colouring contest for 
the younger set. 
The society salutes our 
seniors' community spirit, 
energy and accomplishments 
arid thanks them for paving the 
Connie S i lve i ra  
,% 
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Terrace Centennial Lions 
FRESH COOKED ATLANTIC 
LOBSTER SALE 
Saturday, June 2 
10:00 a.m. 
at Petro Canada, Terrace 
$10.00 each 
O • 
J ' 
j f  
tOJ 
• , ° 
,,,,,,,,,,,,,o o 
tsal Momen I 
building committee andthe co. wayforush re in :TerraCe.can ines  triumph nt I' will reca II 
i i  ¢ " 
" 1990 SEASON 
The trip proved to be well 
worth it for several local 
residents who;. with their canine 
companions, travelled to Burns 
Lake earlier this month to take 
part in four championship dog 
shows and four licenced obe- 
dience trials. 
Among those picking up 
awards were Rebbecca Sund- 
berg whose Irish setter Kulana 
Lyric took the female and best 
of breed categories in all four 
shows. Tummy Maxfield 
Dureau's English springer 
spaniel Ch. Westham's Louie 
the Lip won three best of 
breeds, one group first, a group 
third, completed his C.D. and 
took a high in trial. 
Kalypso Autumn Breeze, 
smooth vizsla owned by Donna 
'and Frank Burton came away 
with four best of breeds and a 
group fourth while John and 
Patty Dougan's giant schnauzer 
Skansen's Devil's Advocate 
scored four best of breed and 
Remember what it was like to give a speech in front of a 
class or worrying about grades? i : ~.' 
Skeena Junior Secondary School students relive those ex- 
periences and at least 27 others June 8 and 9 through School 
Daze, a comic-serious full-length play being staged at the 
R.E.M. Lee Theatre. 
The production continues the tradition of Skeena Theatre 
Arts by pointing out some of the funny and meaningful 
aspects of life through its productions. 
Included in the School Daxe experiences are deciding 
whether to tell your parents what you really learned in school, 
discovering a pimple on your nose the day school 
photographs are to be taken and learning about an attempted 
suicide. 
The rememberances are included in 19 vignettes featuring 
the students of the arts department. School Daze is directed 
by theatre instructor Brian Koven. 
j Tickets are available at Sight and Sound. The play begins at 
8 p.m. both nights. It is not recommended for young 
children. 
O._O  _adoa__ 
OffiCioa  Sponsors 
the 
1990 B.C.R.A. 
' ; ' l ' . " The B.C.R.A, is coming  to: 
Kisplox Rodeo (Petro Canada Series) 
Date: JUNE 2-3 
• At  'du~fkd  
T ime:  SAT,, 3 p.m., SUN. l p.m..,,~,-.,,,-,,: . . . .  
three group wins plus a group 
second. 
Cleo Laxton and her smooth 
fox terrier Seafox Dance 
brought home four best of 
breeds, four best puppy of 
breed, a group first, two group 
seconds, a group fourth, two 
best puppy in group and best 
puppy in show. 
Berry's Tiny Ko-Ee-Poe, a 
pomeranian owned by Colleen 
Curti, took a first, two seconds 
and a third in the groups, two 
reserve winners male and a best 
of breed while Sadie Moerman 
and her rough collie Peetanee 
Chumani Sandallum receives 
three reserve winner female 
awards, one winner female and 
a best of opposite sex. 
Dowdall Coulas scored suc- 
cesses with two entries, both 
german shepherds. Fireweed's 
Northern Star took a best of 
breed and group first while 
Fireweed's Heidi picked up a se- 
cond in class. 
Sunday, May 13 Mother's Day, Regular Races 
Saturday, May 26 Regular Races 
Sunday, May 27 Kiddies Day, Regular Races 
Sunday, June 10 Regular Races 
Saturday, June 16 Open Wheel Invitational, Regular 
Races 
Sunday, June 17 
Saturday, July 7 
Sunday, July 8 
Sunday, July 22 
Tuesday, July 24 
Saturday, Aug. 4 
Sunday, Aug. 5 
Sunday, Aug. 19 
'Sunday, Sept. 9 
Open Wheel Invitational, 'Regular 
Races 
Regular Races 
Bump & Pass 
Regular Races 
Hell Ddvers, Sponsored by T.S.C.A. 
Memorial Races 
Memodal Races and Bump & Pass 
Races 
Kiddies Day, Regular Races 
Open Day Races and Demolition 
Derby 
Saturday, Sept. 29 Year End and Awards 
SEE YOU AT THE RACESll 
Daby's Ham: Tye Cameron Brash 
Date & Time of Birth: May 14, 1990 at 5:29 pm 
WldOM: 8 ibs. 4 oz. Sex: Male 
Pmntz: Thomas and Joyce 
Baby's Name: Charles Michael Vincent McGi$coddy 
Dale & Time of Birlh: May 10 1990 at 12 38 prn 
WIll)MS 8 Ibs. 6 oz. Sex: Male 
Paints: Mike and Unda McGilllc,ddy 
hbV'z Name: Efren Vincent Gezah Rozsas 
Date & Time of Birlh: April 29, 1990 at :3:01 am 
Welghl: 7 Ibs. 9 oz. Sex: Male 
Pamnlz: Bran and Tdna 
DINOSAUR 
t N %  MayaO 
" tO 
I U OFF. Ju - 
all dinosaurs ne =J 
.Skeena Mail 635 5236 
o '---- 
FOREST 
INDUSTRY 
SUBMISSIONS REQUESTED 
ON THE 
• Contractor C lause Regulat ion,  and 
• T imber  Harvest ing  Cont ract  Regu la t ion  
The Ministry of Forests has retained Kent G. 
Woodruff to obtain through public meetings, 
written and oral submissions to examine the 
effectiveness of the above regulations under the 
Forest Act. Oral and written submissions may be 
presented at any one of the following locations: 
• May 28 Kamloops Dome Motor Inn 
555 W. Columbia St. 
• May 30 Williams Lake Sacred Heart Parish Hall 
455 Pidgeon Avenue 
• June 1 Prince George Elk's Club 
l l l6  - 6th Avenue 
• June 5 Cranbrook Inn of the South 
803 Cranbrook Street 
• June 7 Vancouver Pacific Palisades Hotel 
1277 Robson Street 
• June 12 Sn~ithers Aspen Motor Inn 
4268 Highway 16 
All meetings will be held between the hours of 1:30 ' 
and 5:30 p,m. and 7:30 to 10:30 p.m. Anyone wishing 
to present a written submission or make an oral 
submission should register beforehand. Registrants 
will receive a designated time on a first-come, first- 
served basis. To register, phone Kent G. Woodruff at 
372-1221 in Kamloops. 
Written submission must be received by 4:00 p.m. 
Friday, June 15, 1990. 
Kent G. Woodruff 
#600 - 175 - 2nd Avenue 
Kamloops, B.C. 
V2C 5W1 
Facsimile number: 372-8339 : ~" r ~ ,~ 
j i ~  Ministry of Forests 
Honourable Claude Richmond, Minister 
COLD BEER and WINE STORE • m ~ l M I  
i With a great selection of Import producte.Plue quality eportswear I~ n~i]  p ~ i  
. - 635"6300 i~ !0a,m, to!1 p.m. ~ i , : .  ! 9 alto.to 11 p.m, 11 a.m. to l l  p.m. (except Chdstmas) 
k;~," 
i!i!! 
, , !  
i 
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Mayday a 
An osprey bends his body in- 
to the wet wind, dips low over 
the river, stoops to pick up a 
whitefish from the shallows and 
veers off over the tops of the 
trees, 
: It's ~ained all day, ' Some 
droplets glisten from where they 
have been trapped within the 
frondsof fiddlehead ferns while 
o/hersaecumulate  the ends of 
• ~r  leaves where they hang 
! briefly before the leaves, unable 
I to ste]~d their Weight any longer, 
] bend and send them into space 
then  spring back to their 
original attitude so the process 
can begin anew. 
Everything is green: not one 
green but a fullpalette of grow- 
ing greens, so vibrant he spar- 
tan winter landscape of three 
months earlier seems an ira- 
possibility. 
The damp air is spiced with 
cottonwood. Paul and I move 
1,he Skoena: 
and , Angler ; j f  
is time, they respond to Some 
biological prod and ride a hub, 
i p 
through itquickly; down the re- " : ~ : / : " :  / joins, me. We take the trail, beglnto feed'fr~gicail~, i :  i::::~f~; 
mains of the old skid trail., upstream.: A few sedges are on We,re ca0ght :with 6~r waders, ~ 
through ahedge of small alders ' the Wing mid more mayflies up and our pants down. A de-' 
and hemlock seedlings, have begun:to emerge as we cent imitatiofi of an 01ivedUn! 
over the steep slope past the slide back: into the water and :would have taken a: fish 6f i  massive root wads of the old : . . . . . . . .  
wade across.: e,/ery cast. Still, we manageltA. 
spruces and hemlocks felled by Th¢light has begun to die. fool a few good trout witha 
We hold our flies up to the sky sedge pattern of similarcolour. ~ 
the: strong outflow winds of 
winter. , : : :~:. 
Each brush against a branch disappears around the bendS.  
, 
to .)hread the tippet through Ephemeral mayflies carpetthe 
"their eyes, The air temperature water and fill the air like sn0w; i ,  
has drbpped and a mistr ises  pick a coupleloffmy armand 
startles some pale green molested. I fasten a bushy flyto 
stoneflies, clouds of midges my tippet and drift it int0likely 
ble of trapped gasses to the sur-' over the river, The combination hover over our heads, yet there looking pockets. : • 
are no rises as we slip into the ~ A few mayfy duffs, having face. Usually they take l itt le of c01d and inactivity gives me a 
• time to shuck off their nymphal chill. My hands begin to shake 
river. I send out a minnow to survived the perilous ride skin and fly to the bush to begin and the spidery monofilament is 
test if the fish are still after through the water column, pop their mating flights. But on wet difficulL to work with. As I'm 
migrant fry. • .through the surface and embark days the delicate duns need a struggling With a knot, I hear 
One gullible little trout on another dangerous but longer drift to air their sail-like the call of the osprey and look 
smacks the fly and convinces me necessary journey to dry their wings. The trout know this and up to see him light in a springy 
they are not. As I bring the little delicate, ruinous wings. By their take them in purposeful head hemlock bough across river, 
fish to hand a giant stonefly yellowish-olive cast and three and tail rises, where he sits momentarily 
stumbles through the air and tails, I recognize them as before striking out after a more 
lands awkwardly on the surface, ephemerallas. As I work one riffle a crested secure perch. 
Legs wiggling against he film In their subsurface life, merganser works another  Instantly the mayflies are 
and wings fluttering, it rides the ephemerella nymphs browse the upstream. I fool the first decent everywhere -- thousands of 
riffles into the pool below then algae-covered bottoms. When it fish of the evening before paul them cover the river and the fish.. 
slip them into my flybOx;i 
Fish af t~ fish :mOve = t~01.opr 
flies then refuse them at the l~st 
instant, but it really do~sri't 
matter. Being there [o wit'riess 
the miracle of a classic dlayfly '
hatch under the perfect condi- 
tions provided by aq~lay eveni ~ 
ing is deeply satisfying. Nigh~ ~ 
forces Us from the river. It's ten' 
forty-five. 
The fish are still rising as we 
wade carefully through the 
shallows and move back up the 
PORTS NE 
trail flashlights in hand. 
'JEFF NAGEL 638-7283 TERRACE STANDARD 
Steelers 
take first 
TERRACE -- The Northern 
Motor Inn Steelers won three 
straight games to win a 
women's fastball tournament 
in'Kitseguecla two weekends 
ago. 
The Teiraee team sealed 
the win by edging out the 
Hazelton Skeena 'A's 8-7 for 
the championshi p . 
The team also garnered the 
lion's share of individual 
medals. All'star trophies 
went to Terrace's Noelle 
Bulleid, Leslie Campbell, 
Linda Black and Laurie 
o r .  . , 
~ele ' t s  pitcher Laurie 
.~." ~ifO/~,was '/i~aned best 
pit~h'~r', Gayle Deinstadt / 
picked up best outfielder I honours, and catcher Laurie Baker was picked as tourna- 
BALLET O~i,'rENNIS: Richard Kriegl (left) Ioaps to make a smash near the.net en 
route to~h~e" men s singles tennis tournament championship. Above, runner-up Matt 
Cacchia oi Smithers fields a return in his semifinal match. 
ment MVP. I T e n n i s  a c t i o n  
The team's next major 
tournament is in Hazelton 
June 9-10. 
Terrace 
Inn first 
Although the host SKB 
team finished the annual 
SKB Icebreaker slo-pitch 
softball tournament's round- 
robin in top spot, they came 
out of the championship 
round third behind Terrace 
Inn and Westpoint. 
The Terrace Inn crew -- 
who posted two wins and a 
loss in the round robin -- 
shut down SKB 6-1 and 
outgunned Westpoint 15-7 
and 10-5 to apparently lock 
up:the championship. 
But like a zombie that 
couldn't be killed, Westpoint 
beat SKB 8-3 on the bottom 
side of the double-knockout 
to come back for another 
shot~ at the Terrace Inn. 
The Inn went down to an 
initial 6-5 defeat at the claws 
of Westpoint, before pulling 
out a final 10-5 champion- 
ship game victory to claim 
the top spot and the tourna- 
meat's big money prize. 
Westpoint earned a well- 
deserved second, and the 
SKB Molsons were third in 
the eight-team contest. 
Houston romped Bill's 
Plumbing 27-2 for first-place 
on the consolation side. 
close, fierce 
rERRACE -- Terrace's Richard Kriegl 
md Hazelton's Pat West came out on 
op in singles competition atthe Terrace 
['ennis Club's first tournament of the 
eason. 
The event two weekends ago drew 
dayers from across the northwest. 
Kriegl captured the men's singles title 
,y defeating Smithers' Matt Cacchia -- 
~st year's champion --  in three sets in 
he men's final. Cacchia won the first set 
y a decisive 6-0 before Kriegl took the 
econd set 7-6 in a tiebreaker to set up 
is 6-4 third set victory. 
Kriegl entered the championship 
3und after downing Chuck C.ey 7-6, 6-4 
t the semifinal. Cacchia dvanced on a 
• 0, 6-2 straight set win over Grant 
[olkestad. 
Women's ingles saw Hazelton's Pat 
~est repeat as champion, going three 
sets' to beat Terrace's Fran Mann. West 
gave up the second set to Mann on the 
way to a 6-2, 3-6, 6-3 victory. West 
reached the final after eliminating Diane 
Cey, ~vhile Mann prevailed over Elm 
MurphY, in the semifinal. • 
In 'B' flight action, Nora Phillips 
finished\first with a 6-1, 7-6 win over 
Hester Flewin. Bill Redpath, of Terrace, 
took the ,'B' flight men's singles title 
with a win over Kitimat's Mike Gyori. 
Women's 'A' doubles aw Terrace's 
Fran Mann~and Nancy Condon defeat 
Pat West mid Diane Cey 1-6, 6-1, 6-4. 
Women's 'B' doubles saw Dorothy 
Cheyne and Brenda Denholm of Kitimat 
win 7-5.4-6, 6-1 over Terrace's Eileen 
Birkedai and Renata Weber. 
Mixed and men's doubles events were 
still being played this past weekend. 
Caledonia track 
athletes compete 
TERRACE -- Four Caledonia 
Senior Secondary athletes will 
go to the provincial track and 
field championships after quali- 
fying at the zone finals two 
weeks ago in Smlthers. 
Chad Croft, Kannin Osei. 
Tutu, Kerry Smith and Ryan 
Stevenson will compete in the 
provincial finals this weekend at 
Swangard Stadium in Burnaby. 
The four make up CAdedoala's 
4*100-metre and 4q00-metre 
senior boys relay teams. Osei. 
Tutu will also reprexnt the zone 
in the high jump, Smith will 
compete in the 800-metre race, 
and Stevenson will run the 
first or second -- for the pro- 
vlnclals~ 
Caledonia athlete Rochelle 
Pcllelier took first place in the 
senior girls javelin event, while 
teammate Alison Lindseth won 
the triple jump. 
Only the top four will go 
because only limited travel °
funds are available, said one 
team coach, and the athletes 
may have to pay a substantial 
amount of the costs out of their 
own pockets, " ' 
The 4'100-metre boys, tam 
placed first In thezone" in 
Sndthers, while the 4'400-metre 
team was second. Ryan Steven- 
lO0-metre, son  finished first in the  
. ,Although Sndthers athletes 800-metre, while Kerry Smith 
• doi~.~Uted the~zon e f lub,  a was let'ond in the, lO~.mt, ll; 
"~:, ' nyq  ned =':.by':pladn I .-!file highJamp.: .,., ~.!:i ,: ~:~,/~i;~i~:;~i~,!~.~ 
n 
Golf plans adva'nce 
TERRACE -- Although it's still a long way Designs --  about designing the course expan. 
off, local golfers may someday be able to play a sign. A feasibifity study must also be done, he 
full 18-hole course at the Skeena Valley Golf 
and Country Club. 
Club members took the first step towards 
course expansion last week when they voted 
overwhelmingly in favour of buying an adja- 
cent property for an additional nine holes. 
The club has agreedto pay around $180,000 
t'or the 64-acre parcel of land owned by Paul 
Kaminski, men's club captain Dale Shoeweiler 
said Thursday. 
"It was basically unanimously carried that 
we pay the purchase price' and purchase the 
land next to us," he said. 
But,wi~ costs per hole ranging from $50,000 
per noxe to as much as $200,000, the dubcould 
be faced with the task of f'mding money for a 
• multi-million dollar project. 
' "We're not going to be breaking round this 
year or even next year," Shoew,.iler oo~a 
.. -- . um8 an Alberta firm' called GAIf 
II ] ] " 1" 
added. 
"Then it's going to be a matter of whether we 
can afford it or not - -and I don't know if we 
can," he added. Lottery grants might cover as 
much as a third of the project's cost, but even 
covering two-thirds of the cost could have 
members trying to raise as much as $1.miilion. 
"We don't have the luxury of corporate 
sponsors like Eurocan or  Alcan. or~ being 
publicly funded like Prince Rupert." 
Club pro Dan Rosengren said only [ile of- 
ficial paperwork remains to concludea'ten. 
tatiVe deal between Kaminski and the club for 
the land. "That was our prime concern ~ get. 
ting the land m otherwise ~W¢ could never be 
He said club members h,/vededded ~ make. 
installing a dri~ng 'range a h l~ :pl-iorit~,:: They 
hope to .have'the~ range operationai, by" next 
summer.. 
It's off to 
Ithe rodeo 
It's rodeo time in Kispiox. 
The 43rd annual Kispiox 
Rodeo rides again this 
weekend, and fans are get- 
ting ready for the standard 
scene of saddle bronc riding, 
mutton bustin' and bull box- 
ing.- 
Headfining the,event are 
rodeo performers'~uch as six. 
time Australian bUll-fighting 
champion Grant Borghero. 1 
One of the world's top rodeo 
announcers, Keith Din- 
woodie, 'will be on hand to 
.keep spectators informed of 
the acQon..:.., .' " ,, .:~ :. ..... ~ ~ 
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e n s i bile e a tin  ,ke:y to perfo rm.an.ce. 
tides on fitness nutrition by. 
Skeena Health Unit nutritionist 
Sonya Kupka. 
Can one eat to win? Aside 
fronl +heredity and 
Sifffje factor plays attaining'bigger rolen° 
in the quality of athletic perfor. 
mpnce than diet. 
Mah~ athletes are willing to 
try' any dietary program or 
nutritional supl~lement to im. 
prove their performance. Many 
authors, f(]od producers and 
Sl/l)plement =manufacturers are 
willing to sell anything to meet 
this demand. 
m Don't be fooled. There are no 
agic foods or special potions. 
• Every body needs more than 50 
/' nutrients. Athletes do need 
more of some of these nutrients 
to meet he extra demands plac. 
ed on their bodies. Still, all of 
the, so nutrients can be supplied 
by ,eating a variety of foods. 
Food i s  the best fuel for 
atliletes. 
Our bodies are like cars. As 
we drive ourselves or our cars 
longer, faster or more often, we 
need more fuel. Simple enough? 
It~gets complicated. The kind of 
fuel we use makes a difference. 
Like cars, we will run better on 
some types of fuel than on 
This week is Canada's Fitweek. others." . . . .  
Millions of Canadians are mak. Our fuel - -  food - -  gives us 
ing a special effort this week to the nutrients we need to live and 
be active and become.fit. It also be active. We get energy, 
marks the first in a series of ar. measured in protein, from oniy 
three of these nutrients: car- 
bohydrates, protein and, fat. 
All foods are made up of at' 
least one o f  these three energy- 
providing ~ nutrients. Some 
foods, such as milk, Contain all 
three. By balancing your food 
choices you can comb up with a 
winning combination. 
Carbohydrates.~hould be the 
main source of calories in the 
diet for  everyone - -  active or 
not. Athletes wanting to max- 
imize their performance need 
even more of their calories from 
carbohydrates. 
The two food groups that 
provide most of the car- 
bohydrates in our diets are the 
breads/cereals  and 
fruits/vegetables groups. Many 
training diets include eight or 
more servings from each of 
these two food groups. 
Some carbohydrates are 
stored in the body as glycogen, 
to be converted into energy 
later. The more glycogen you 
have in your muscles; the longer 
you will be able to exercise 
before becoming exhausted. A 
high-carbohydrate di t will in- 
crease the amount of glycogen 
in the muscles. 
Complex carbohydrates pro- 
vide the body with energy on a 
 CORE BOARI} ' 
Terrace Men's Soccer League Scores: 
May 22 
Western Seaboard 3, North Coast Road Maintenance 2 
Skeena Hotel 2, Terrace Inn I 
May 24 
Sinjur Masoners 2, Western Seaboard 2
North Coast Road Maintenance 5, N.T.C. 4 
Terrace Men's Soccer League Standings: 
Team GPW L T GF GAP 
SkeenaHotel ' 4 3 0 1 13 4 7 
Western Seaboard 4 2 0 2 13 7 6 
North Coast Road 5 2 2 I 13 13 5 
Sinjur Masoners 3 1 1 ! 12 12~ 3 
Terrace Inn 4 1 2 1 lO 10 3 
N.T.C . . . . . . . .  4 0 4 0 ,'7 20.0 
Drop off your league's Scoreboard scores and standings at 
the Terrace Standard office on Lazelle Ave, or phone them in 
to 638-7283. 
"Let ' s  do  lunch!"  
at  
/ 
"At  I ronworks  we 
understand that you 
want  to be fit and 
healthy. But you're 
busy l  So we have 
designed a program 
that easily fits into 
your lunch hour."  
The  
22 MINUTE 
WORKOUT 
$ 
In 22 mlqutes, you'll go through a 
customized fitness circuit doslgn- 
edto  flatten you tummy, ' tone 
vour  .leos and increase your 
ONLY 
~:i,' : i "  You'll FeeI-Greatl ' ~ '~ ~. 
i!~l " ' i ~ per month 
IROnL I JORHS " 
,: Gym & Fitness Centre 
,~l!~!/~i : • . . . . .  ~;.  ~ ' : '~  ! . . . . . .  
: ~;I ii:~1545 Lazelle Ave, (Formerly Jezebele) 635-4130"  
, !  ( 
, L ! "  
slow but steady pace, desirable 
in endurance activities. They are 
found in legumes, rice, corn and 
grains and form the bulk of 
good athletes' diets. 
Simple sugars are also car. 
bohydrates and are easily 
digested and absorbed. They 
can cause the blood sugars to 
quickly rise, but then the blood 
sugar levels fall, and so will 
your energy level. Because of 
this, sweets and sugary 
beverages shouldn't be consum- 
ed before exercising. 
There is a myth that protein 
should be the athlete's fuel. 
be combined With grains, nuts, 
or seeds to provide all necessary 
amino acids. 
Extra protein is used as 
energy or stored as fat. Too 
much protein can be expensive 
and may even be harmful. This 
is the.case with ~ protein sup 
plements, which can lead to  
dehydration since protein re- 
'~ ql~ires additional fluid to be 
bull, they must consume his ~fiashed froni the system.Some 
This originated from the ancient, are meats, fish, poultry and 
belief that for athletes to have legumes. Legumes when corn- 
the strength and power of a sumed in a vegetarian diet must 
muscles. It is now evident hat 
complex carbohydrates -- not 
protein --  build muscle bulk 
and size by loading the muscle 
with glycogen. 
Protein is more important for 
healing injuries, growth and 
development. While it may be 
true that athletes need slightly 
more protein, chances are they, 
like most North Ameticaas, 
already consumemore than 
enough. 
Two servings of a high, 
protein £ood'dnily is quite ade- 
quate. Good sources of protein 
concern is being voiced about 
high-pr0tein effects on kidneys 
and urinarycalcium loss. 
s ing le  amino acid sup- 
plem~nts .are even riskier. They 
can upset your body's own 
carefully balanced amino acids 
Or may even be toxic. Many of 
these supplements have not 
been tested in human subjects. 
Their long-term effects are 
unknown. 
Would you change the fuel 
for your car to a new formula 
that has never been proven to be 
effective or tested for its safety, 
just because the retailer or 
manufacturer claims it will give 
you better Performance? Think 
about it. 
Fat is the most concentrated 
.form of "energy in the diet. It 
provides more than twice, as 
much calories per gram as car- 
bohydrates and protein. Some 
athletes may be able to afford 
the extra calories, but not many 
can afford increased risk for 
heart disease or certain types of  
cancer that comes with a high 
fat diet. ,, : ,~ 
Everyone can benefit by cut- 
tingback on fat when preparing 
eals and balancing high fat food 
choices with a low 'fdt food. 
Athletes hould be extra careful 
when they eat foods that con. 
tain fat. Fat slows digestion, so 
foods containing fat will stay in 
your stomach longe, resulting in 
discomfort during exercise. 
Everyone will benefit from 
having a varied diet of foods 
from all four food groups with 
the empliasis on breads/cereals, 
fruits/vegetables, and legumes. 
And such a diet may improve 
athletes' trength and stamina. 
Next week: 2"o drink or not to 
drink 
McEwan 
Ter'r  
Good 
Until 
June 6 
SPRING BLOWOUT SALE 
1987 CHEV CELEBRITY STATION WAGON ~.0,.s 
w~,,. a~o, ~ ~,, ,o~..~. ~o:.,,0.,) ,= ,~, .= ................... 7, 995  
1989 CHEV CAVAUER RS 2 dr COUPE .o. ~o,m 
• ,,, ..~...,~o.~,0,,~.2..o~.~.....~. . . . . . . . . . . . .  _~, .9 ,495  
' " " c . . . .  - ; " ; ' : " '  
1988 PGi~TIAC 6OO0 4 dr SEDAN ~.. , .s  
w.,,,~,,~,~,,~,,,~,..~,.,o...~o..,..,)~,.,. ................ 12,995 I 
1983 PONTIAC J2000 2 dr HATCHGAGK (,,~li,, 0 ,oo. 4,.~. 
~, .~-  , o. . , , . . . .~  ........ , ,  ............................. 595  
1988 FOH11AC SU:'==D 4 dr SEDAN i[~i~,O ~. 1o,m 
,...~.~.,.,,~.~,,~,.~o.,0,,.,,.o,m,.,.'...~.M... ............. 9 ,995  
1986 FOfig ESCORT 4 dr SEDAN ,~. e,m 
W,,o,a~o...~,.  ~ .~,  0o,~,.,~.0,~ ...:  ............ 4 ,495  
1984 ~U~K LESABRE 2 dr COUPE I:Ut~I'H1F-I~ ~. n,.~ 
°". o,7. 
1986 OLDSMOBILE CUTLASS CIERA 2 dr COUPE ~, . ,m 
• ow.,~,o~ ~,, o~. ~. w,~ow, ~. .  ~o ,o,33,).OW=T,.=. ...... 9 ,250  
1984 PON~AC BONNEVILLE 4 dr SEDAN ~=.~# ~o.-- 
~ow~, . . .m~oOO333~) , ,~W~_ ~ ss.oe 7 995  
"' SS,~ ............ ' 
1987 CHEV CELEBRITY 4 dr SEDAN FUnT'.~.". r~, ~o,.3 
1988 CHEV BE~E-TTA 2 dr ~PT$ COUPE • . .  ~ ,~, ,~ ,~,.,.~ 
0-,,,~,,., ~. ,  ~,.. ~ , ,  ~.,.,,.. ~o,,0~,o.,)..~,]~i~,...~"10,995 
i 
1988 CHEV CELEBRITY EIJROSPORT 4 dr SEDAN ~o, ~,~s 
~,.~,~.,.. ~.~.,..,.~.,.~,v,.~o.,0.3.,),~0~,,~J 2 ,995 .  
1983 GMC 3/4 TON P.O. 4X4 r FU~TH~.. ~o.~.-~ 
1988 FORD F150 4X4 FURTHER 
, ._.P,~ack, V8 auto, XL model, duel Uu~s. radio. [No. 89529-1) Ig,OWO~ 1 
1988 FORD F250 SU~CAB FURTHEH . 
Tan o~mks  ve auto ~. ~se  __L  REDUCTION. , ,~ .  1Us ,  
. . . . . . . .  ~ , .~ . .3~. , )a .~ sn._o_~_~=~14,995 
1987 FORD F250 4X4 
Red/wldte, duel tanks, auto. radio, VS. (No. 90064-1) IIt011f0lff pray.. 
1985 CHEV SlO 4X4 ~. t .s  
w,,,..~..-., w ,~, .e l .~ .  ~.,oo..~) mo.~ m .... 7 ,995  
1985 GMC RALLEY VAN FURTHER. r~. 1209s 
"NO 90121 REOUCTION4 4 ,~- -  BI3white, diesel, auto. am/fro tess. tilt, inL wipers, 8 pass. t . . j ~10,995 .00 .1  1 , ~ 0  
1985 VOLKSWAGON TRANSPORTER 3 dr. P.U. ~ s,.s 
• ue.~o.,o,~.~ ,.,,o~,.~ . . . . . .  7 ,995  
1988 GMC S-,IIMMY 4X4 2 dr. ,~. lO,m 
,,u,,,u,o,v~.,,,.~...~,,o.,.,)~. ,..,15,995 
1984 CHEV 112 TON 4")(4 P u . .~.~F.~ 
v3.,,~.,.~,~. o2,o.,) mow m ............ ~se,~S.o° .... 9 ,495  
1988 CHEV SlO P.U. ~ . , . s  
~,,,,v~.,,uto.~,o~,,.,~_-_~_~ ~ 9 ,995  
1988 FORD F150, 4x4 ,~, l~,m 
~,.,,, ~,,.~,..~....~o..,,~',),~..,.,. ... 12 ,995  
1988 GMC S- gMMY 2 dr. ~0.1~,-s 
~, ,w. , ,~o , .~,0 . , . , )  ~ , ~  . . . .  16 ,495  
r~. 13,995 
. .  ,11 ,995  
GET 
*10.9% uO To, Sl,000   
*Up to 48 months on selected new cars and trucks. O.A.C. 
Barren Bjorgaard 
sml  
Steve Butler 
Sales 
Greg Collier 
Sales 
Ted Hicks Graham Scott Jeff Brandenbarg 
Gales Sales Sins Manager 
McEwan 
Terrace 
) b r ight  spot  on  Hwy.  16  West  dlr.  no .  6693. 
OUT OF TOWN 
CALL COLLECT 635-4941 
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Feature 
This week's feature honze 
is a well maintained 1300 
sq. ft., 4 bedroom home. 
The Horseshoe location of- 
fers the owner easy access 
to schools and downtown, 
but those aren't t.h'e only at- 
tractive features that this 
! home can boast about. 
The rest o f  its many fine 
features  inc lude  2 
fireplaces, natural gas heat,  
formal  d in ing room,  fami ly  i 
room, doub le  carport,  fenc- i 
ed backyard,  2Vz baths,  i 
patio and paved dr iveway.  
This home is listed MLS 
and the asking price is 
$104,000. For more infer- 
' mationor your personal ap- WIGHTMAN AND 
pointment to view, please SMITH REALTY LTD. 
call and ask for HANS ~ Call 635'636! days at 
STACH at CENTURY 2] 635-5?39'evenings. 
:7. 
• , . :, [ 
.! 
7: .  t :: ) 
' ~i~ ' ~:: " 
F ;! .... J
THIS 2 STONEY I SEcLUD~~AN~ " ........ 
Bright Thomhill home providing mln view. 2 J Lal@backy~tbreaU1taklng. 1~l, storeyperfac~ 
fireplaces, gas heat, carpehog, eat.in kitchen, 4 J sited on 5 acres, Rrep~ace glow, 3 DR/I lh  
BRIDes 4 Poe, 3 Pce, down baths p~rtJaliy I baths, ALSO *L,arDe bees *Ca~eUng "Gas heat 
finished bacoment, recraom, dnck, °$83,500" I *Co~nWkltchac'O~lot sb'ee "PartlaOyfinLsh, 
(90099) Verno Fer9uso~ 635.3389, Lakelue ' I ,d  basement, Good value at this Pdcel P~lced at 
Realty 638.0268 J $105,000 MLS (900064) Bre~a. 
c 
r 
c 
SPLENDID ELEGANCE 
81eathtakin9 2 storey log RusUc. On 1.97 acres.a 
Country kitchen, 3 DR/1.4 Pce up, 1.2 Pce main 
balhs, lazgn vie• deck. ALSO "Gas heat ; 
*Amusement room "Great family area *Near , 
scbeots..shops "Pruit liens 'Family room. 
Almost 2 acres in town. (890141) VEnNE 
FERGUSON 635.3389 MLS *$109.500 ° 
...... TA  
• '!L N 
~.,m ¸ 
,, )~,4 ' ;7<:: ]il ' 
O A I l l l l l l I L " l ' l l " l l l  :< ' :  
TRANSPORTA T/ON !:::q 
- -SYSTEMS LTD._ i,: 
' "~ ~;:~ ~:: i.:~ 
iJ ............ I ' l  
lU l  
• HI BOY • LOCAL & LONG DISTANCE CHARTERS ! =~: 
• • VAN * SCHEDULED SERVICE ON HIGHWAY 37' N. ~ ~i 
• FLAT DECK • DAILY SCHEDULED GENERAL FREIGHT ;' ! 
• FORK LIFT SERVICE SERVICE FROM VANCOUVER ' 
• DAILY FREIGHT TO KITIMAT w DALLY FREIGHT SERVICE TO KITIMAT !/ 
K IT IMAT Member of TERRACE 
2728 632-2544 635, 
~UNITED or 835-7102 1 272 - 3 rd  Street  "/UNITED 
Kitlmat v . ,u , , .  3111 B lackburn  / 
Terrace / :(, 
i 
CUSTOM HOME 
Cozy hearth adds to this kflnck.out. 2 storey 
Formal dining room, eat.in kitchen, 4 BR/t fu 
bath & 1 half hath, main.level aundry finished 
basemenl, circular drive. "$96,500" (89014) 
JOYCE FINOLAY 639.2697 (EXC) 
COUNTRY SHANGRI.LA 
Very sharp Bench rural raised ranch.type 
charm. On 1.6 acres. Circular drive. Root cellar 
lots back onto Willow Creek, Ma ketable limber. 
Quick'sale: ~price'cul~" ' $116,5 O0 ' 9000081 
Brenda Er ckson 638.1721 
rm / 
...... ;~ ~: nOSSWOOU LOTS 
Do~e to store, level tree acreaoe rangin 0 from 
9.61 to 14,S3 acres. Exeenent |or hobby farm, I 
etc. Priced from $13,500 to $15,000, MLS 
(8900U82} Run. 
REVENUE PRODUCING UUPLEX i 
located in primo horseshoe arou~ on quiet ~aved I - i ~ ~. 
sheet. Immaculately maintained inside a~out  | Treed vacapt lot or1 Coltonwoed'C~scent and i 
and' consistently ~upgraded, F~tly fand.~aped l'backlng ~La~l  Sfi:eet, Thoroh~l's IXlme S'O~ 
wzitvha::Wn ~ ,e~e, and shru.b~ry for added |division. 'All services avalaM. Grea I 
~, y. , '~  qua,.y properr/Ior ulveshnenl o~ I netel~orbe~d for vn~. family t~Pi ~ UJ = l 
ras~nocn ,. one s,de n,~ ,ovnoue on the ot~, I(90~0941 Jack~ ~--~ G3-'~.'~'~7"7 " - -  ' - - i  
to sub~dize the nznrtgaoe. Call Jackie Exclusive I • " " I 
(900063J | 
tB 
Brenda Erickson 
i' ! 
Run Redden Jackle Collier • Gordon Hamilton Joyed Findlav 
. . . .  TERRA 
'" j I . 
.;:. : . . . . . .  ;. : = : ],~lM=r~ 1-  
i 
• 
MCDOnald 's  
[] I® 
C,  RRIER OF THE WEEK 
- Quarter Cheese or.Big Mac 
- Large Fdes 
- .  Rqular Soft Ddnk  . , , :  
; -Sundae ' : ~ -, *.,< 
Compliments of McDonald's 
in  a c lear  record  of  
del ivery and~ Job well  
done you've earned a ,  
FREE McHa~py MeaL ,  :! 
conoratutGtlonS::: 
Christopher Zenyk , . . . .  
i I   rERRA  STANDAI   ' 
'~, , ~ { , . ,  $1RVINGfH I~InACIAR|A  :. ! ' 
-r..,.z udm;~ -IlU[ Tun cleared U.4 acres on tho Dench. Carl 
-Fireplace •Much more • today about this home and property 
• Asking $112,500 MLS PdCed at $132,000:. 
' ' DUPLEX . . . . . . . . .  • 
This side by side two storey unit . RESIDENTIAL LOT 
p~'ovldes approX, i400 sq. It. of liv- ; [ABELLE AVENUE 
ing space in each unit Onygyears (;eta~i eady start on our 
old and in tug notch conditinn: ~1 - .~'~ - . .  . Y new 
bedrooms & 1V,' bathr'oo'~TI 'nome'jnLs size nas oasement and 
. . . . . . . . .  "-~ I sue.door already constructed. Plans 
' ' ' '- ' i .Crugeo, ua]l for more details, Pdce 
GREAT FOR SIZE & PRICE ] :Yeduced by $2,0O0 MLS, 
Over 1400 ~q, ft. plus full basement i ~ , TNORHHILLDUPLEX 
home. 4 bedrooms, 4 appliances, 2 I , ,_._ . . . .  . ~ ' . -- 
~.; . . . . . . .  ~, , , , -~ -~- :  -~. _L /rlOlO z,~ your cnance to own your oa l . l~  ~IUd3, ' * 'U  XOU ~ 511gO ony~l[O ; . 
serif . . . . . . . .  ~, r . . .  own nome and have someone dis . rig. VOry  Well maintained inside ~_f .~ _ . e ouf.,sk,ng $..O..,LS. 'or you, or 
LalXde. = ' J •I~ , , :  ~.1~.!.,,,~. Y• . _  i .  zerestedinan'.~ 
" Invesunent ~ J:acn .sloe ran "50 '  " . • .~ Is for: 
~,. S BUNGALOW ~ . :$550/mon!ll,.Located in P~se I of 
-1534 sq. ft. .4 bedrooms . ThomhelghIs ubdivision Call Hans 
~75'x225' lot .1 fireplace f~nam~e ,information or your per.r 
• 1 wondstove . s a ~appointment to view. 
Askng$59,O00 MLS • $84,900,MLS . . .; 
• N/G heat -61 'x176' lot 
Priced at $58,900 MLS 
GOOD BUILDING SITE 
A lot with access from two streets. 
]ires 34"x70". shop comes with 2 
14'x16' bay doors, finished con. 
crete flour, 3 phase wiring and a 
parts room, Situated In the Kit- 
,wanga area on a one acre parcel of 
land for ample parking area. A must Priced at lost $12,000 For Informa I tlon, call Shaunce. MLS to see. Call Shaunce today. 
. . . .  $7~,000 MLS, : , 
12X68 MOBILE . . . . . . . . .  
with eddlt on. Situated In mobile; NEW SUBDIVISION LOT 
h~e park, Asking $7,900, MLS : This 75'xl 18'. evoi.and cleared lot 
UNIQUE & SPACIOUS. ~ : in a fast.developing subdivision s a 
A great home for the creative mind. p_rime .Iocatl 
ed, Many unique and 'appealing 
features, Mufti.level design bu t Into 
-the side of a hill and capturing the 
pdvacy and solitude Drover 3 acres 
of natural setting which can be on.. 
joy~ from the multi•level decking;: 
Many sky:fights provide natural~ 
lighting, Se~rium and hot tub room 
enhances the master bedroomS'Ask; 
lug $83 500, For more Inform'pi 
tion on the many more features call 
Laud..~e.. 
prime l c tion to build. 'Access to 
natural gas, water, hydro and 
cablovision. For more info,'cali 
Shaunce today. $17,000 MLS ~. 
!Comfortable summer cottage;In 
secluded:area at'the south west~ 
,c~ner el Lakelse Lake. Vendor mayl. 
cued!tier carrying financing with 
reasonable down payment: Call Got- 
die Ol,~on for your appointment o 
view• Pdced at $34 000 MLS 
Stan Parker 
636-4031 
Jim Duffy 
036-6080, Laurie Forbes Gordon Olson .635-5 .382 038-1946 
ay. Shaunce. 
i ', IDEAL LOCATION 
Attractive 4 bedroom home'!only 
distance from downfow~l~, walking el: 
Offers~hlgh open cell ngs witl) cen- 
tral flrbplace, large rec room andj 
natural'gas heat, Great tamlly home~J 
For .further information carl Gordiel 
Olson, Reduced to $99o000, MLS , 
. THEpRICEIS:R] IT : ' I  ~ IGH 
i grow a Oocd garden; check this out 
:today, Partially cleared 6 acres with 
good soil, an old\bern & alcreek.j 
Call for more irt{ormatlon,. Only 
$18,000. MLS . . , , .  .i ' :1 
I 'm 7;, i 
Hans Stach Shaunce Krulsselbrink 
035-5730 eao-ea82 
k:: 
Ted Garne'r 
Gas.Go1 o 
I ,  : 
E 
Ardied ! : ( , , l~JPGoe[~J~ There is enough space tn the '/" 
~ O  Eneuite Bath to e i ther  exchange . .:; : 
:'r'' WS Add A the shower for  a whir lpool r , ' 
)uch  Of C/ass bathtub or r rearrange the layout .... . • • . . . . .  
to accommodate both a tub '~::: '" i ~: . '~'~" : :  ' : '  
and a shower. There are two '~' ~ : " '  ........... : 
i :DESIGN NO. WP-930: closets in the .halL.one for  
:/ Pz~ice Schedule 'B' ]Jnens and another for towels. 
The other,  two :bedrooms are 
The latest style from California above average in size and 
iils this' soft Mediterranean have bigclosets. 
'/stucco home ' with graceful The two-storey high foyer 
~; arched windows and intereating "with beautiful angled staircase 
/iToof s~pes .  The high vaulted, leads ou to 
' . :~!:~i'~ig~rn bay adds a touch be i i z 'oo~ leve~, wel l -appointed 
• ox class . • Notice the 
to both the inside many conven ient  features 
and outside of this design, o f  the Master Suite. 
• , , ,  • • . 
r[- 
• 0,.,N0 IZ -  
12-6,11-8 I I,I 
i~  ~ J810, 2556 ~1~ I 
I LIVINGROOM " 
. . . . .  
[ ,,~, T 
• / I  ~ Voulled~ ilirqS 
/ / '  I 
I' " - ' I  I 
: I t 
Main Floor 
Plans Include full 
unfinished base- 
ment...not shown. 
Depth: 46'-6" 
(~SNesplon 
;! [ 
Second Floor  - ~ h  
louse Plans Available Through 
. . . .  TERRACE 
BUILDERS 
CENTRE 
3207 Munroe, Terrace, B.C. 
636-6273 
S 
Second Floor: 776 so. f t .  
MEMBER 
- u 
"--ociate Broker Network 
i ENDENT L y OWNE N 
baths, 2 fireplaces, plus large living 
and rec rooms. Dble. garage plus 
carport. $123,000. MLS. 
.... FAMILY H0ME WITH .... 
CHARACTER ' 
1,613 sq. It, home in a very quiet 
area of South Terrace, 3 bdrms up 
w tha 2 IxIrm suite in bsmt. Nat. 
Gas heat and hot water. Dble paved 
driveway. Attached garage with pit 
and 2 pce. bath• Asking $84,900. 
EXCLUSIVE• 
Horst Gedlinsk 
638-8397 
INDUSTRIAL ACREAGE 
Located in Thomhifl off Queensway 
over 1 O acres of cleared, level and, 
zoned Restricted Industrial, formerly 
used as a 10g dumping site. Rail 
spur, Hydro and water available. 
Asking $65,000. MLS. 
1 ACRE VACANT LOT 
Beautiful 181x247 vacant lot, slop. 
ing to the rear. Well established 
trees. For more information, contact 
Terrace Realty Ltd,, your Royal 
LePage associate. MLS. 
35 THORNHILL ACRES 
Beautifully treed land accessed 
from Laurel Street and can be ser- 
viced by the Zeigler Water System. 
Property extends to Thornhilf Creek 
on the south.west comer. Asking 
$89,000. MLS• 
Terrace Standard, Wednesday, May30,,~ !900 - : :~:!57 
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HOME PLAN 
i 
TERRACE REALTY LTD. 
t635 Lazelle Avenue 
638-0,371 
If you drive a truck or operate a 
business from your home, this 
house is a definite must.see. 3 plus 
1 edrms, Nat. Gas heat on .38 of an 
acre. Large shop with extra high 
ceUino and attached garage. Just 
minutes from town, For more infor- 
mauon, call today. MLS. 
KALUM LAKE DR. 
ACREAGE 
Located Just past Dutch Valley 
16.07 acres, fronting on Kalum 
Lake Drive. Timbered with road ac- 
cess • 'into the property. Signs 
posted. Asking $39,900. MLS 
MOVE IN AND ENJOYI 
.,.10 ~.~. ft. and ful~ x ,,,,~,~u up 
and downstairs. Very well maintain• 
ed home with many attractive 
features: Brick fireplace, oak floors 
in dining room, 4 bdrms., good 
basement development and Nat. 
Gas heat. Asking $91,500. 
.... " ..... UUTU:"S-~MDUILT 
3 edrm, executive style rancher 
with top-el-the-line features will 
delight the most discerning pur- 
chaser, Vaulted ceilings, built-in ap. 
pllances, hardwood flooring and 
skylights make this a dream home 
to acquire. $155,000 MLS. 
COMPLETESET-UP 
1979 - 14x70 Northem Package 
Bendix Leader Mobile Home Very 
clean and re.carpeted. 3 large 
bdrms., Nat. Gas heat. Insulated 
and wired addition. 
'i 
CATHEDRAL ENTRANCE 
Located in the Horseshoe area. 
Listed at $82,500. 1,172 sq, ft., 6 
Ixfrms, 2 baths, full bsmt with suite, 
garage, 76'x132' lot in a GOOd area 
in town• MLS. 
P Y Use who I/ks h 
entedain - spacious dinlngreom, 
sunken fivinoroom with glass doors 
to back patio, kitchen with built.in 
appliances. 1,588 sq. ft. plus bsmt 
with rec room, extra Ixfrm and 
Workshop. $90,500 EXCLUSIVE. 
Rusty Ljungh Sylvia Gdffln Bert Ljunoh Joe Barbosa Ralph Gndgnskl 
635-6784 .638.0484 635-5754 636.5604 6384980 
Coast to Coast Real Estate Services 
Chdstel Gedlinskl" 
635-6397 
L 
CLOSE TO TOWN 
$27,900 buys you 3 ~rms, 2 
baths, plus bsmt In this ~Terrace 
condo. Large living area and 9x14 
master'bdrm. Call John Evans for 
fbrther details. MLS ' 
I 
PRICE REDUCED $91,500 
Cozy family home. Total of 5 Ixlrms 
or use one as a computer oom. 
Openess of the kitchen keeps the 
family close. Call Edka to view. 
635-6142 or 535-4773 evenings, 
MANY FEATURES i'[ 
~make this home a super deal. Kit. I 1 YEAR OLD HOME $89,900 
.chen eating area, built in l/ Special mode~nfeatures: 
dishwasher, fireplace, hot tub, 4 -2x6 construction .3 poe ensolte 
poe. ensulte, central vacuum .R4Ocelllno .European 
system, 5 bdrms, plus a large faml• .metal doors kitchen 
ly r®m, Walking distance to town, .twin seal windows • rose carpets 
Only $92,900. Call John Evans. Call Edka Pelletler 
MLS. 
VACANT LOTS I LET'S MAKE A DEAL 
Building lots In the Keith Estates are 3 edrm, home in the Horseshoe; List 
ranging from .7 acre to 1 acre from I price of $64,500, Excellent starter. 
$13,450 to $21,300. Call John home. Call Edka for an appt. to 
Evans, ~ view, 
HORSESHOE AREA 
This 4 level split is 1,890 sq, ft. of 
great family home. Newly fin. bsmt 
has undertloor heating and sound 
proof walls. A family room off the 
kitchen and den or 4th bdrm add 
that extra living space. Close to high 
schools, $99,500. Call Joy. 
HORSESHOEIN THE 70'S 
This 3 plus 2 Ixlrm home has 
spacious rooms recently 
recarpeted. Very clean home, Dou- 
ble paved driveway and carport give 
lots of room for parking on this 
/ux122 ft. ot" Call Joy, 
:VERY NEAT PACKAGE 
Immaculate home on Galr Ave has 
many extras Including aoarage; n.o. 
heat, tee room, 2rid bath rm, and 
lovely Irge, sunraom with south ex- 
posure, Listed at $86,500. Call Joy. 
PRUDEN & CURRIE (1976) LTD. 
- , - .  
I 
Oave Reynolds 
111-3111,, 
PRUOEN & CURRIE (1976) LTD 
Bck Evans 
63U./O|O 
.John Evans 
638.8082 
HEW FOR 1990 
and has just been completed. This 
home features 3 Ixl~s., full bsmt., 
carport, n.g. fireplace, n.g. heat and 
hot water. The kitchen features 
European style cablnets.~ 3 
bathrooms are a convenience. Ask- 
ing $95,500 MLS. Call Dave for  
more details. 
John Curde 
• i .1 
IMMACULATE BUNGALOW 
Check out this very appealing full 
bsmt. home near Jr. High School. 
N.G, heat and hot water, brick 
fireplace, sundeck, many extra 
features. Call Gordle Sheridan. New 
on the market for $78,000. EX• 
CLUSIVE. 
NEW OH McDEEK 
Consider this upgraded home on a 
60x394 ft. lot. 3.1xlrms., n.g. heal 
and hot water. Very well landscaped 
and Irge, Garden area. Asking 
$64,900. EXCLUSIVE Call Gordle 
Sheddan for Information, 
: LOTS OF LOTS 
Mountain Vtsfa..4 lots from 
$16,000 to $19.000. Map 
available. Call GonJta. Two lots 
Halliwell Ave. 67x288 cleared. 
Sewer lines in. Asking $20,000 
each, Call Gordld. 
3511 DOGWOOD 
Completely renovated 3bdrm home. 
Hot fob and weight room off ma~ter 
IxJrm. 2 baths, n.g. heat. Nicely 
fenced and landscaped. Asking 
$66,900. EXCLUSIVE, Call Oave 
now. 
. HANDYMAN SPECIAL '!~ ;~ 
Situated on 20 acres. Unfinished' 
home. Some cleadng done. Has 
hydro and phone and is tenant oc- 
cupied. Owner anxious to sell. Ask- 
ing $35,000. MLS Call Dave, 
ii 
I 
Gordle Sheridan 
036,4781 
Joy Dover 
036.7070 ~ 
HEW LISTING 
Choice location, executive styflng in 
this fVz storey 5 ~rm. home on 
Davis Ave, Excellent condition, 
good upgrading plus a new roof In 
1989, To view this home, call Dick 
Evans, Asking $129,900. MLS. 
HORSESHOE 
Over 1,800 sq, ft. of family living 
area in this 5 bdrm. home which 
was renovated and enlarged 5 yrs. 
ago. Two full baths plus ensulte. 
Large 90x122 lot. Paved drive and 
vinyl siding. Asking $89,900. MLS. 
.Call Dick Evans. 
OeJONG SUBDIV~ON 
Quite OO,~sib~i~l~ iSt  llll~lpffered 
In t o~r~l  old ~ m4i~.~A fine 
c om ~dQIIJilP~daJ~qOZPd va c y, 
Asking"r179,~00. Call tick Evans, 
GREAT STARTER HOME 
Nicely renovated 24x56 mobile 
home with a concrete basement, 
Located on a large lot in a quiet sub- 
division. New roof and siding in 
1986. N.G. heat.' Asking $61,900. 
MLS Call Mike. 
STARTER HOME 
on half acre lot in the Keith Estates, 
3 edrms,: no-bsmt, home with' 
separate garage/shop and cold 
room. Asking $52,500. EXCLUSIVE 
Call M l k e . . ~  
• ACREAGE AT 
LAKELSE LAKE 
Ideal for a homesita or recmatiooal. 
properly, Hydro & telephone ser- 
vices available. 5.42 acres - 
$19,000. 5.13 acres - $19,000 
and 4.9 acres at $21,000. For more 
Information, call Mike. MLS. 
4650 LAKELSE AVE' 635-6142 
• Erlka PefleHer '~ Mike ~lchardson 
838.4778 63S-5609 :
# 
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CALL 
638-SAVE 
ACTION AD RATES 
638-SAVE 
DEADLINE: NOON SATURDAYS 
Classified and Classified Display 
ADVERTISING DEADLINES: When a Mat holiday falls on a 
Saturday, Sunday or Monday, the deadline ia Thursday at 
§ p.m. for ell display and claaalned eda.. 
TERRACE STANDARD, 4647 LAZELLE AVE,, TERRACE, B,C. VSG IS8 
Ag ctasslffed end classified display Ads must be prepaid by either P..ash, 
Vlaa or Mastercard. When phonlng In ads please have you Visa or Master- 
card number ready. 
20 wonls (lhst InsorlJon) $3,45 IdUS 5~ for additional words. *(Additional Insertions) 
$2.30 plus 4, for edd~onal words. *$6,95 for 6 weeks (not exceeding 20 words, non. 
conmmmlal) 
OVER 30 CLASSiFICATIONSf 
1. Real' Estate 12. Motorcycles 
2. Mobile Homes 13. Snowmobiles 
3. For Rent 14. Boats & Marine 
4. Wanted to Rent 15. Machinery 
5. For Sale Misc. 16. Farm Produce 
6. Wanted Misc. 17. GaraBe Sales 
7. For Rent Misc. 18. Travel 
8. Cars for Sale 19. Lost & Found 
24. Notices 
25. Business 
Opportunities 
26. Personals 
27. Announcements 
28. Card of Thanks 
29, In Memoriam 
30. Obituaries 
9. Trucks for Sale 
10. Aircraft 
11. Recreational 
Vehicles 
Tm 
17e Tma~ Sunda~ rmnm ~dO~i to clu.~y ads 
urid~' appropriate headings and to set RUes tilers fare and to 
de~ page Io¢a~on, 
The Tern'ace Standard eswv~ I~e dg~t to revise, edJL 
cfassny ~ reject any adverOsmnt and to retain any answers 
c~ to the N+ws i~ n~ly se~,  aml to repay 1he 
r ,~  the sum p4dd far the idv~ent and box rental 
Box re~ go "Hotd" Imtn~tJms nm plckeU m wtb, dn r o 
days of exp~y ol m aiw~se~,~t wm i~ desb-oyed tWess 
~tmcems we rer~wL Those znswer~ Box 
Num~rs we re~ested not to s4md ~ of d~comw~ts to 
AM c~ms of a res  • zlv~q,~me~ts mm ~ re~ved by 
t~ I~ .~ witch 30 days zn~. t~ first pt~t.z1~. 
Ir I~ aomed by I~ advere~er teq~l~ space that lhe 
ilMilny Mele Tm Stan~ ~ Ihe evlmt of faaum to 
I~  ao Im'vwes4n~nt or inthe m~ of an e~'er ap~latlo 0 
in I~e advw'dsme~t ,,, I~ed  shag be I~mlted to t~ 
for the Pa'~azof me alvert~n~ space oCCOlx~l ~ me ~or .  
nlct Or ondtbKI lima rely, and that here sh~l bo no ilabiUty in,. 
al~ Ivont O~ltor t~  tho molml pldd fro, such adverUslng. 
1. Real Estate 
FOUR BEDROOM 1Vz bathroom, single house. 
Many ex~s. $55,000 firm. Interested parties 
only. Phone 635-4083 6pl 
REVENUE HOME DUPLEX. One three bedroom 
• with 2 baths and shoptstorage area, One two 
bedroom with full bath, 635-4200 anytime. 
6pl 
62.8 x 132 LOT ON CiTY WATER on Cramer 
Street. Paved, dead-end road. Ouiet location. 
Must sell at reduced price. 635-7456 0pl 
HORSESHOE BUNGALOW. 1040 sq, ft. Double 
attached garage, finished basement. IV= 
bathe. New carpet and paint. $92,500. 4725 
Tuck Avenue. 638-1481 6pl 
BUILDING LOTS FOR SALE in Thomhaights 
Phase 3 Sulxlivisloo. $17,950 or best offer, 
phone 635.2148, get yours before the GST. 
6pl 
TOWNHOUSE FOR SALE. New siding, all major 
household appliances (7) included, Assumable 
mortgage. 3 bedroom, 1Vz bath, $38,900. 
Call 638.1993 after 5 p.m. 6p3 
LOG HOME, 1620 sq, ft, on 230 acres, 100 in 
production, 3 bedroom, 1Vz baths, wood- 
electric heat. Drilled weft, shop, greenhouse, 
root cellar, Attractive setting just 15 miles 
west of Vanderhoof on Hwy. 16, $112,000. 
To view call 1-567-2823. 4p3 
FOR SALE BY OWNER. Large 5 bedroom home 
on 8.2 productive acres, seven miles north, of 
Vaederhonf, Four horse barn, two large 
storage shed, and a wood shed. Pdce for rapid 
sale. Phone 1.916-652-0986, 4p3 
LOT 65x120 water and sewer, paved, Asking 
$16,900. Reduced to $14,500, Must sell] 
Near hospital, school, quiet area. Call 
635.3986. 6p3 
FOR SALE - 3 IxIrm house in hospital area, 
woodstove, paved driveway, four appliances. 
For more Ioformatioo. Phons 624.2891 even- 
Ings~ Asking $49,000. 6p3 
FOR SALE BY OWNER, 12 acre parcel on 
Dover Road, 5 minutes n~h of Terrace. Treed 
lot on hioh ground. Access on three sides. 
asking $24,000, 635.4600. 4p3 
EXCELLENT BUILDING LOT in No. 1 residential 
area in town. Located In Caledonia Subdlvi. 
sign. Large lot (78x124), approx,, $27,900, 
635-2280 or 561-9432. 6p4 
LAKELSE WATER FRONTAGE. Unfinished new 
coostructlon. Frame house. 25x42, 2 storey, 
large shop (32x20), 635.2470 6p5 
20. Pets & Livestock 31. Auction Sales 
21. Help Wanted 32. Legal Notices 
22. Careers 33. Business Services 
23. Work Wanted 
1. Real Estate 
CHARMING RURAL VIEW HOME, 1400 sq. ft. 
2 + bedrooms on 3V~ level acres in North 
Usk, Underground hydro and phone. 6" walls, 
twin seal windows, large deck. Separate 600 
sq. ft. work shop/guest house wired 220 and 
greenhouse, chicken house, garden, fruit 
trees. Northern residence Tax credit. 
$47,000. To view 635-3793 2p5 
RURAL PROPERTY for sale, 40 acres 
undeveloped land on Skaarland road. Owner 
will camj financing with $4000,00 down, 
Balance at 10 percent interest, Carl 656-9639 
or 656-3928. 4p5 
PRIVATE & SPACIOUS & 
EXCEPTIONAL APPEAL 
If elbow room is what you need 
without giving up convenience, 
don't ovedonk this attractively land- 
scaped and private V= acre property 
with appealing family home, This 
properly shows much pdde of 
ownership and the quality of 
finishing Inside and out is very eye 
catching. Located on the bench on 
quiet .dead end street. Located on 
Marshall St. off of McConnefl on the 
bench. 
OPEN HOUSE JUNE 2 
1-4 P.M. 
Only $5,000 Downll 
WHY RENT? 
Cozy, 2 bdrrn home on 
prime, downtown residential 
street. Newly renovated in- 
'tedor, large city lot, 2 out 
buildings. Assumable 11.5% 
flrtancing. Private sale 
$59,500. This will sell quick- 
ly, act now, call... 
63S-1468 
FOR SALE 
Excellent revenue. Rental 
housing complex :includes a 
mix of 1, 2 and 3 bedroom 
housing, plus trailer pads on 
2 acres  in Thornhlll. 
$225,000. Phone:  
635-4453 
,+ CTION. AD S, i 
#BUY #SELL  P , 'RENT #TRADE 
i :,: " - . 
1. Real:Estate , . ,  3, For Rent 5. For Sale Misc. 
HOUSE FOR SALE on bench .area. Five DOWNTOWN SPACE For lease, Located "OR SALE two A.78 13" bias ply tires 9090 
bedroonns, two bathrooms, finished basement upstairs on 4600 Block - Lahefse. Good for thread loft, $15. Set of traction bars off '70 
1275 sq, ft. Close to bus and school, N,G. office space or storage. Call 635.7939"or Ter. chevelle $25. Carb kit & carl) for early 70's 
heat and water, City sewer, water. Wired and race Realty(Crystal) 638.0371, 6p4 toyota 1600 cc engine, Packaged. $10. Two 
heated shop with pit. Carport, garden shed, 1 
acre. All newly renovated. NeW roof. FOR RENT 3 bedroom basement suite. 14xSchromerlmsforchev, $10. 635.9036 
638.0231 , . ,  2p5 $650.00 per month. Includes hydro and heat. 6pm..9pm. 2p5 
Avail. June 1st. Call 635.4596 between SEGA MASTER SYSTEM comes with flang.OU, 
4,82 UNDEVELOPED ACRES. 10 minutes 10am..3pm. Ask for Karan. 2p5 salad hunt, F-16 ilOhtor, after burner and dou- north uf downtown. Year round creek::Arts. 
sisn well, $13,000.00 635.5870 8p5 FURNISHED ROOM for rent. Suitable for stu. ble dragon. Has paddles & light phaser, hardly 
dent or single working person. Board used, excellentcondltiou.Sellallfor$175.00 
FOR SALE OR TRADE, Newer 3 bedromn 2 negotiable. References required. Phone 0,8.Ophone 635-9036 6pm.-9pro. 2p5 
storey house 20 minutes north of Fort St. 635-9436 6p5 ~41NTENOO games for sale. Karate Kungfu - 
James on 30 acres, flowing creek. Fenced 
yard, corrals heated workshop, wood or e ec- 1 BEDROOM for rent, for a gentleman. Has kit- $30.00 Marfo.1 - $30.00 Golf - $40,00 
tdc heat on bus route. Horse, chicken and hay chen facilities. 635.5893 6p5 635.3823 6p5 
barn, Garden area assumable mortoage 2 BEDROOM basement suite. Fddge, stove in. f O' FIDREGLASS Roe. Ambassador 8500 CA 
$59,000.00. Cyndy at work 1-9"96.8204.4p6 cluded. Laundry facilities, storage shed. reel. E.C. Also 9"seely (english) fibre 01ass fly 
6ABINE LAKE FRONTAGE near Granlste $400.00 a month plus damage deposit - no red. Fly reel and line. All for $250.00 Call 
Spacious 3-bedroom home.]'FamilY'room, pets please. Avail. June 5, 635-3567 635.2463, tp6 
Sundeck, propane/wend heat. 26 year govern- lp6 CROSS STITCHERS Alda Cloth, Fiddlers Light, 
meat lease with purchase option. Large dock. SLEEPING ROOM for rent. In town DMC Floss, Blending Fllamdnt Books, Framing 
Sauna and hot tub at beach. G~Jest cabin. Call 635-7176 2p5 Hoops, Lanarts Kits. By mail Visa. Master. 
. card. 342 Klnchent Ouesnel V2J 2R4 $55,000.001-692.7625 eve's. 4p6 FOR RENT 2 bedroom basement suite. Fddge, 
992-8896 4p6 HOUSE FCH SALE on a largeJot~" Plenty ol stove, electricity included. Laundry facility, 
pdvacy in a clean, quisL nelghbourhood. 3 storage shed. $475.00 a month plus damage OVERSTOCKED ON MAT BOARD. Half price 
plus bedrooms 1% bathe,A955 sq. ft. living " deposit. No pats please. Avail. June 5, 1990 sale in effect on all Instock goods with over 
space. Beautiful rock f I:epface, ':gara'ge, 635-3567 lp6 100 colors to choose from and sizes up to 20 
by 32 inches. Nerthem Lights Arts and Fram. storage shed and lovely garden area. Nat. Gas FOR RENT 2 bedroom mobile home. Furnished lag, Houston. Phone 845-2570 4p6 
heat. Located in Copper Estates area, Marten unit includes natural gas, washer/dryer and 
drive, Vep/ unique and extremely cozy. cable. $goo.oO per month, No kids and pets. 1BMELECTRICTYPEWRITERforsais, works 
Pdvate sale. 635-9497 lp6 Call 635-4894 lp6 good. $25,00 call 638.7283 days and ask for 
FOR SALE BY OWNER Immaculate 2 storey 2 TWO BEDROOM basement suites, fddge, Rose. 6p6 
home on lhe bench, 1630 sq. ft. plus full 
basement. Features include: 4 bedrooms, 2 stove included. Laundry facilities, Storage sh- 5 (10'x12') roll up overhead garage doors. All 
ed. $400,00 plus $475.00 a month, Plus hardware included.' $300.00 each, Hanging 
bathrooms plus ensuite, roomy kitchen with damage deposit, No pats please. Avail, June gas furnace $200,09. Sun exhaust gas 
large eating area, oak cabinets, dishwasher 
• - and garbumtor. Living room with fireplace, ad. 5. Phons 635.3567 ,lp6 analyzer $1200.00. call 635-5407. 3p6 
joining 1urinal dining room. Large family room FURNISHED ROOM Including T.V,, laundry and HOTPOINT WASHER AND DRYER. $250.00 for 
with wood stove, sundeck, carport, eatural kitchen fa¢llitles. Available immediately. Ideal ,pair. Call 638-0154 after 5 p.m, lp6 
gas heat. Beautifully landscaped lot (70x120) for a working single person, Non smoker. PINE dining room set, 6 chairs, 2 leaves, but. 
with fenced private back yard abutting Tar. Viewing 635-6154 lc6 let and lighted hutch. $1200.00 635.6004 
race Mountain. Possession date August 1/90. THREE BEDROOM house for rent to profes= - 6p6 
Phone 638.8466 for viewing appoinlment.~ slonof couple. Nat. gas heat. Located 4621 9 PIECE OAK DINING rcom suite. Includes but- 
:,: 3p6 Straume. $550 per month. Call 635-5397.or let, lighted hutch, six chairs and two extra 
HORSESHOE FAMILY HOME. 1100 sq, ft. 3 635-7939, 6p6 leaves for table, E.C., 635-7068, leave 
plus 1 bedrooms. Downstairs finished. Must 
be seen, Assumable mortoage at 11V4%, Call message $1,850, 2p6 
635-9446 after 4pm. SP6 WOODLAND ONE WAY AIRLINE ticket from Vancouver to 
1340 SO. FT. ROME, 3 bedrooms up, one APARTMENTS Terrace, June17, 635.7758 after 6 p.m, 2p6 
down. Large master bed plus ensuite and 3/4 BEg, 21 cubic ft. deep freeze, 21" remote 
walk in closet. Central fire place. TdplQ drive COIBEI! OF KALUM & SCOTT control TV, hlde.a.hed, wood table and 6 
way. Comes w/dishwasher, fridge, stove and CLOSE TO TOWN AND 8CHOOL8 chairs. Call 635.3382, 6p6 
curtains. Asking $99,900, Ph, 635.5004 1 room $380. 2 room $450 & 3 room WESTING HOUSE WASHER $175.00, Dryer 
3p6 $520. Fridoe stove heat and hot water $125.00. White Westinghouse stove with self 
2 YEAR OLD HOME for sale by owner in Thor- included, Carpet throughout, Laundry cleaning oven $185,00. Whirlpool fddge 
nbeights Phase IlL Three bedrooms, two facilities, storage space. References re. $265,00. All in very good condition. 
bathrooms, oak kitchen cabinets, built-in qulred for 1, 2 & 3 bedroom apartments. 635.6785 6p6 
dishwasher, large sundeck off dining area, PHONE OFFICE ~35-5224 
Natural gas heat and hot water, lot backing If available $ MUSHROOMS MEAN MONEY : I 
onto parkland. Good assumable mortgage with Valuable how, when, where Information ji ] 
two years remaining, Must sell, price reduced on picking profitable wild mushroom. | 
to $87,500, Open house Saturday and Sunday Send $10.99 to: . I 
1-4, 2120 Cypress St. 635-2929 2p6 . _ Musltmoms Mien Money J 
314 ACRE VIEW LOT In exclusive new subdivi- 1986 =0 =s 748, Ne.m. ,.c,, v= lZO e FORD F250 sign. Call 635.2384, 6p6 I 
-~ • 4~(4,-6.py1,,. 4',slxl 
1990 FORD F'50 $1  4, 9 9 5 i989SUNDANcEPL YMOUTit 
4x4, V8, 4 spd.. cassette 4 door, auto, A/C and much more, 6 left to 
ONLY 4000 km choose from 
ONLY 
=19,995  11,995 
BE/ 
UNIQUE & SPACIOUS 
A great home for the creative mind. 
ed. Many unique and appaaling 
teatums. Multi.level design built into 
the side of a hill and captuflng the 
pdvacy and solitude of over 3 acres 
of natural setting which can he en. 
joyed from the mulO-level decking, 
Many sky.lights provide natural 
fighting, Solarium and hot tub room 
enhances the master bedroom. Ask. 
Ing $93,500. Located at the end of 
0rd Rd., first dght off of North Eby, 
OPEN HOUSE JUNE 3, 
1-4 P.M. 
2. Mobile Homes 
1970 PARKWOO0 12x68. gas furnace, new 
carpets, 4 appliances. Will pay transporting 
costs to Terrace, Asking $12,000, O,B.O, Call • 
632-2674. 6p3 
1982, 14x70 Paciflca, vinyl skirted, 5 ap- 
pliances, Vendor will carry financing... 
638.0800 or 638.1182. 6p4 
2 ACRES with older mobile addition and out- 
buildings in Kteanzasubdi,~lsioo. $24,500.00 
Financing avaitable. 635.2750 6p5 
3. For Rent 
3 & 4 BEDROOM TOWNHOUSES teatudng 
1150-1300 sq. ft, plus basement, 2 bathe, 
pdvate yard, carport and satellite T.V. 
Houston, Phone 845-3161, 31tin 
FOR RENT OR LEASE - Office space at 
ground level, 196~ square feet. Located at 
4639 Lazello Ave, Ph. 635-2643 or 
1-656-0305. 6p3, 
750 sq. ft. rental space. Suited for small 
business or office, Next tu AGK in Thornhgl. 
Reasonable rent, 635.3535. 0p4 
/! 
;i 
FOR SALE BY OWNER 
4806 DAVIS AVENUE + 
Executive three bedroom home In the popular Horseshoe 
area. Large foyer enters Into a completely redecorated dwell- 
ing. White rock fireplace separates front room with skylight, 
from dining room. Home hosts a beautiful sunken farn ly room 
with airtight freestanding fireplace. Three upstairs bathrooms. 
Full basement with completed recreation room and fireplace. 
Residence Is situated on a large landscaped lot Including 
mature maples, mountain ash and fruit trees. New shake roofi i 
natural gas furnace, hot water tank and venetian bllpda 
throughout. Approx. •10OO square feet, ~ i :' 
$130.000 I '  
Phone 035.2846 (Days) or 035-5372 (eVes.) 
For appointment to view ~.i:'/ 
4. Wanted to Rent 
WANTED TO RENT 3-4 BEDROOM HOUSE by 
responsible family of four, Terrace area. ASAP 
$750 mth, range. 635-4875 after 4:30 p.m. 
6pl 
WANTED HOUSE to rent at Lakelse Lake for 
the summer months. Call 635.7613, 6pl 
WANTED TO RENT 3 bedroom house In Ter- 
race for family of 3, ASAP Call after 4 p,m,, 
638.8469, 6p3 
PROFESSIONAL COUPLE with one child wan- 
ting to rent beach front cottage on Lakeise' 
Lake for the summer months, Call 
1,624-6371, 6p4 
'MANAGER OF'TERRACE Chrysler bedyshop 
requros 3.4 bedroom house or mobile home to 
rent by July 1. Please call 635.4837, ' 6p4 
WANTED TO RENT By professional man, one 
bedroom or bachelor suite, Non smoker. 
6. Wanted Misc. 
WANTED ANTLERS OF ANY KIND, in good 
condition. Will pay by the pound. 849.5260 
6p2 
WOULD LIKE TO BUY fddge in almond color. 
Must be in good condition and reasonably pric. 
ed. 635-3823 6p6 
WANTED good electric lyPewdter for office 
use. Call dudng the day (8 a.m.-5 plm.) 
638.7283. 6p6 
8. Cars for Sale 
1986 SUBARU. FRONT WHEEL Drive, tilt, 
cruise, AM/FM cassette, int. wipers, hallogen 
headlights, rear window defrost, Cleanl 
Please call 638.7263, ask for Jim, 6p6 75,000 kms, $9,000. Call 638.8654 even. 
lags. tin 
5. For Sale Misc. 
J,O. 350 LOADER. New engine, new tracks, 
etc. $1400,00 0.C,3 Crawler Cat, blade & 
bucket 80% new. $5500. 32 ft. house boat 
• lifetime aluminum .has everything & trailer 
419500, 82 lade 2.door auto • good cord. 
$1500, 14 ft. Td.hull speed boat. 50 horse 
monk, trailer $2800, Clean Okanagan Camper 
-hyd. jacks, $2000. New Kubeda rite plant & 
battery change $550. Ken Allen Box 161 
Granlsle, Ph, 697-2474. 19tin 
SET PIONEER CAP/TRUCK SPEAKERS. 3 way, 
lOOw par channel, Brand new. $150. Call 
Janet 638.7283 days, 52fin 
4 x 8 UTILITY TRAILER $600, Job boxes clw 
ladder rack for pick-up $400, To view 4931 
Lazelle. Call 638.1726 after 5 p.m. 6pl 
COMPUTER 386SX.16Mhz, 40 meg HD dual 
ddves, VGA 16 bit; $2,500 comes with soft. 
ware (approx. $1,000 value) on hard ddve. 
Plus Citizen 24 pin colour GSX140 pdnter; 
$600. Phone 630.2230. 6pl 
FOR QUICK SALE - Muskrat Jacket, Squirrel 
Jacket, Rabbit Jacket, Hudson Seal with mink 
collar, F.L. Black Persian Lamb, white Racoon 
Coat, $200 each, size 10.12,638.8589.6p2 
CHESTERFIELO AND 6 CHAIRS, Asking $400. 
Phone 638.1335, 9 a,m.. 6 p,m or 635.7047 
• after 6 p.m. • 8p2 
1984 NISSAN MAXIMA 4 dr., 6 cyl., auto, 
exc. condition. Too many options to list. 
$9,500. 1977 Porsche 924 $12,000. 
635.3557 6pl 
1985 DAYTONA, red, low mileage. Excellent 
condition. Extras., Asking $8,700. Call 
635.3565 after 5 p,m. 6pl 
1987 4 DOOR PONTIAC 6,000. ex.ceffent con. 
diOon, Great family car, $8,900, O.O.O. 
635.9193 anytime. 6pl ,  
1979 DODGE VAN VS. PS, PD. Captain and 
bucket seats, panelled, carpeted. 44,500 
oflglnal lady ddven kilometers. E.C. $4,900 
after 4 p,m, 638-8408 6p2 
FOR SALE 
1984 LTD • 
STATION WAGON 
Sealed bids accepted until 
June 1, To view contact... 
NORTHWEST COMMUNITY 
' COLLEGE LOCAL 272 
+• VISA 
8. Cars for Sale 
1976 TR6 2 door hardtop, new tires, Alpine 
stereo, CD's. Good 'condition, • $9,000, 
636-8849. 6p2 i 
1906 CHRYSLER LANCER, automatic, 4D 
Sporty Sedan, 32,000 miles. Exc,' condition, 
$7,700,635-7942. 6p4 
1984 PONTIAC FIERO 2M4. Ve!y good condl. " 
tion, great summer car. Newlclutch, battery; 
tune up, wheel alignment, $5,500 OBO, Call 
632-6357. 8p3 
FOR SALE 1987 VW Jetla GL Power steering, 
sunroof, 37,000 kin. Asking $!1,000, Call 
635"3434. • " :~: -~ .6p3 
1966 BUICK SKYLARK~ OOq~3~l+ bte. in mint 
cord. w/new mags. Sedoo~.lnquides odty ~  `;
$4700, 635.3567. ' 6~4' 
1967 CADILLAC DEViLLE convedibfe in GRC, 
$6,700. 635.3567. 6p4 
1988 T-BIRD turbo coupe. Like new. No 
winter mites. Call 842-5664. 6p4 
1980 OLDS STATION Wagon, All options, 
$3,500. Call 635.4796, 6p4 
1985 PONTIAC 6000 station wagon, 8 
passenger, cruise control, 63,D60 kin, Very 
good condition. 635-3302 evenings, 6p4 
1986 CHEV SPRINT. Extra clean, 2 door, hat- 
chbacl~, 5 sPeed, AM/FM, $4,900. ODO, 
635.5576 after 5 p,m. 6p4 
1960 OLDS OMEGA 2 door, auto, PS/P8, 
radio, good condition, $2.000. Call 635.9245. 
6p4 
1982 OLDS FERENZA SPORT COUPE; new 
paint; radiator; front brakes and mufflers; 
rebuilt crank & beadngs with' reconditioned 
head; sunroof; hatchback. Asking $3,950. 
Phone Houston 845-2683 or 845.7059. 4p4 
FOR SALE - 1983 MAZDA RX7 GX. One 
owner. Low mileage. Maya gold. 5.speed, sun 
rool, leather seats, cruise control, stereo, and 
more, Asking $f2,000. Will consider 
reasonable offers, Call Don or Robin at 
635-2964 evenings or weekends, 4p4 o 
1976 TRIUMPH SPITFIRE 1600cc 
stereo/cassette, yellow with black interior, 
convedJble. Summer driven, excellent asking 
$4800. Call 635.6824 6p5 
1977 0LDS CUTLASS SUPREME 2 door hard: 
top; 350 V8; auto, air condiDonlng, power 
everything, Runs well; 71,000 miles. $1500 
OBO, Call 845.7916 4p5 
1988 SUBARU D.L. station wagon, Silver 
grey, 15,000 kin. E,C. 638.1318 or 
635-2212 6p5 
1985 TOYOTA TERCEL station wagon. 4 door, 
5 sp,, standard, ps/pb, excellent cord: 
$6000.00 o,b.o, 798-2255 6p5 
FOR SALE 1978 Cordoba VS, No rust. Asking 
$2000.00 call 635-2109. Best offer, lc6 
1978 B210 DATSUN 2 door. Red in color. In 
good running cood. Asking $500.00 Call 
638-1541 after 5pro. 2¢6 
1988 FIREBIRD V6 TPI. 5 sp., standard, 
am/fm cassette stereo, Excellent cORd. 
$14,000.00 635-5004 6p6 
1988 MAZDA 626 LX excellent condition, 10 
w Km. Auto Sunroof, Cruise pw. AmlFm 
cassette. Still under warranty. Other extras 
$14,500.00 obo 635-7189 2p6 
t987 PLYMOUTH VOYAGEUR S.E. Seven 
Pass, PwlpL Excellent Condition. Asking 
$16,000. 638-0678 6p6 
1989 CHRYSLER 
NEW YORKER 
vg, auto, cruise, till, NC, 
P.W,, P,L. and much more 
,2 TO CHOOSE FROM 
=21,995 
9. Trucks for Sale 
1988 CHEV. EXTENDED CAB, 4x4, 112 ton 
and 8 ft. Skipper camper, c/w fddge~ stove 
and furnace, Steeps 4, $18,900, 842.5554. 
• - . :  6p2 
1980 CHEV 314 TON, 55,000 miles, Great 
runner, $2,700 OBO, 1988 F350 4x4] 
crewcab, 35,000 km, 351 teFI auto, boxliner, 
warranty$18,700060,635.gf21, • 8p3 
1987 JEEP CHEROKEE, excellent condition, 
4x4,, 5 speed OD trans. 42,000 mites, 
$16,500 OBO. Phone 635,3136. ,6p3 
1986 TOYOTA 4 runner, SR5, Excellent coo. 
dition, low mileage. Asking $14,500. Phone 
635.6535. , i16p4. 
1967 CHEV PICKUP 283, 4 speed possitrack., 
Call 642-5664, ~ 6p4 
1986 CHEV 4x4, 305, Auto, new tires; runn. 
ing boards, dual exhaust, tilt steering,' pulse 
wipers, etc, E.C,, $11,500. Leave message, 
635.3771, 6p4 
1966 GMC t/z ton 4x4 full size pickup. Deluxe 
interior, PW' and PL, cruise control and tilt 
wheel, 350. C,I,D. VB, automatic, extra clean, 
$11.995.00 Trades considered. 635.5336 
2p5  
1982 DATSUN PICKUP kingcab 4x4, Rusty 
body $1500,000,6,0. Call after §prn, 
635.6660 , lp6 
1980 CHEV V4 TON pickup, 42,000 kin, 350], 
New tires, In excellent co~lltisn. 635.4560 
evenings. • lp6  
, ONE LAZER CANOPY With slide windows for I E 
shortbox, smallpickup$350,Men,swestem . . . .  J STATE SALE ] 
=d,e, .b,de ,u,,.g0,. w,th dd,e, 1 957 CHEVY . 
bresstc~far, pad, $450. 845.2417, 4p3 : " | 87 JEEP I 
.OR SALE L0VEG.T, r-k,.0 chs,r, stereo, BELAIRE }1" .CHEROKEE 
"W, kitchen table, beds, and other misc. I 
In  excelentconditlon. 4X46 C I.  useh.,oms, 6305f98. Pho. alter3 Including o.g,nal.r, and ] .....J..,.. Y;;a.to.., mag ] p.m. or drop by at 4712 Straume Ave base. 
, moRt' ~ : 61)3 dins $7 500  Cam beaeen I w .ama,  mlullOlln, all I 
masy; i  : '  ' at | season • radials. Onlyl 
neeos to oe seen to ~e appreciated A steal at 
$1,250.060,030.1227. Op4 1 4711 Tuok Ave,, , I 18 ,000  km. I 
I ~ FOR SALE 8 acres sisndlng hay at Kitwanga~  , : '  Ter race ,  B.C.; l 
i : APprox.1400bales. $1 00perRa~ ~ col.' .11  036,1041{after 6 p.m. ' i  
] i i  ~ leet 635.2935 ' ~5 
! 
 TION AD 
uoo-oRVI: ::~ ~,: 
__.1 • • BUY P.'SELL RENT 1...'TRADE 
,~ks for  Sale 11. RecmHonal - -  ~'~~l f#p i ' , .~,==,~,,c...,.,.=,.=,, 
1989 DODGE 2000 GTX 19' MOTORH()ME GMC Frontier, bathroom; I ~ , ~ ,  *no expect ~ BC0¢~, ~N. I 
, I . , Arzwn.UNOTOWmX.The~=.O i Best built by Mitsubushl, auto, P.W., P,L. stove, furnace, 3 way fridge. Clean I ~",,~ = ~ ~=~ po~,, wl~, Is based m l 
ONLY 6000 km 635.5121. 6p5 , ,  I For fu~her ~fomat~e / 
16,995 9'/g VANGUAflD CAMPER. 3 way ,ddge, 3 ...evon o  l/turf,/ow.speed ,r/ps. I f 
burner stove with oven, furnace, toilet, On 76 
F250 S,C, with AIC .C/C, $6,500.635.7719 
PROFESSIONAL 15'/z FT. TRAVEL TRAILER. Call 635.3382 
for more InformaUon. 6p6 OPPORTUNITY 
1989 I)YNASTY CERTIFIED 
VT, auto, NC and much more 
11. Recreational oN,,1 Le r,, DENTAL  ASS ISTANT 
v,,,c,,, = 17 9 9 5 .oou, eo for progressive prevention oriented practice. Ex- 
LUXURY MOTORHOME FOR RENT. Travel in g cellent remuneration and benefits with opportunity for I~er- 
comfort, shower, oven, furnace, H/C water, 8oriel and professional growth and development through con. 
sleeps six. Reserve now. Daily, weekly, mon. tinuing education. 
thly. 638.1468 12p50 
MOTORHOME 1985 CLASS A PACE ARROW, Apply with resume to: 
27 ft., folly loaded, top condition, 60,000 km, Dr. J.D. Zucchlattl's Office 
454 chev. engine, $43,000 635.2697 6pl 4623 Lnkelee Avenue 
1986 TRAVELAIRE 5th WHEEL. 28 n long, Terrace, B.C. 
Used only once. Asking $22,000 Call 12. Motorcycles 635-2652 
635-5717 or after 6 p.m. 635.7017. Used on. 
lyonce. 6p2 1986 YAMAHA FJ-1200 Street bike, E.C, 
Asking $3,800 OBO, 635.6271 evenings and 
1973 21 ft. TRAVEL TRAILER, Hew hot water weekends. 6p4 
tank, lO01b propane tank plus 2 2Orbs tanks. 
Goedcondition,$4,5O0.Ca,1635.6790. 6p2 celfent1984 HARLEY DAVIDSON electra.glide. E X . c o n d .  Sedous Enquiries only. Call ~ C U S T O M E R  SERVICE  
WANTED A 12' to 14' travel trailer. Phone 632-4713 alter 5prn. 6p6 
,,. v,,,00c V,w,o REPRESENTATIVE CAMPER F0R SAMLL pickup. Fddge, stove Ddve. 120 0 kin. Like new. 638-0784 
and furnace. Excellent condition, also $3900. O.B.0. 6p6 
fibreglass canopy for small pickup in good There is an immediate opening for a customer set- 
condition. 1695-6696. 4p3 14, Boats & Marine vice rep. Pad-time, leading to full time minimum 30, 
OKANAGAN CAMPER. Fits import pickup, hour8 per week. ' 
stove, icebox, and furnace, Sleeps 2 adults 18' COMPION :- 90 HP Madner OB Econo Mix. 
and2 children $1,900, 692.3276 eves. 4p3 er. Depth Sounder, C.B. down riggers, rod Must have Grade 12, type 40 words per minute 
holders, skis, trailer, like new $16,000, 
1979 DIPLOMAT 20' HOLIDAY TRAILER, 638.0419. and be sales oriented, Salary dependant on ex -  sleeps 6, full bath. Hot water, 3.way frldge, 6p3 
stove/oven, TV antennae. Full awning, spare ' R-5 RIVER KAYAK clw floatati0n bags. Spray parlance. 
tire.~GoedcondlUon, 698.7381. 4p3 skirt and paddle. Almost new, $470, For appointment call: 
1974 TRIPLE E class A motorhome, 41,000 635-7842. 6p3 
FOR SALE 1985 4 wheel YFM ATV with 4 ft. boat, $3,000, 1-695-6419. 4p3 all ~p 11,1 ~-- tlat f,, list 
snow blade. 4 new tires and chains. Asking 22 FT. SANSSTE, ~nboard on Tandem ~,er. Monday to F r iday  
$2,000 OBO. Call 635.4552, 6p4 In excellent cond. $12,500, 635.7674 alter 6 8 . '30  am - 5:30 pm 
1978 FRONTIER 23 ft. motorhome, has bunk p,m Ask for Mike. 6p4 , ] 
i)eds. Its on a Dodge chassis, awning, good 12' SPRINGBOK ALUMINUM BOAT, 9,8 Ill) ,d l= ,gbL  j 
cued., $17,500, 40,900 miles. Cal l  Mercury outboard and new EZ Loader trailer. . JJAVCO 
849.5435. 6p4 Extras $2,500 OB0, 638-1227. 6p4 
1978 KENWORTH W9O0 truck and 1987 14 FT. INFLATABLE, deep-V, hard-botlom, 4609 Lazelle Ave., 
Bredex td.axle trailer. Both one owner. Good 4-seats, teering, 50 hp Johnson, trailer, fast, Our  peop le  make the  d i f fePence Terrace, B.C. 
condition. Must be seen to be appreciated, safe for channel or water skiing, $6,000. 
Phone 1.699.6460. 4p4 Phone 632-4381. 6p4 
1976 Dodge 23' Motorhome, 440 V8, cruise, SAILBOAT 22' WESTERN NOMAD. 4 berth 
stel;eo, roof.air awn!ng, m crowa,~e , fu =bath. Safe family cruiser Recent survey available. J ~ ~  ~C}"~OO~ ~)[STP~][CT  . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
newly renovated, Trailer hitch. Phone- ~(~,'~Re~'y"t'o~go.'(~ompieiewith gal;}an~z~, -~ • 
1.690.7436. Fort Fraser. 4p4 tandem traile'~ $15,000. 638-8358 evenings., ii ) ~ l~(  
1974 - 19V2 ft, KUSTOM KOACH: tandem ax. 2c5 ~'~0.  88  
le  holiday trailer; sleeps six; very good condi. 21' AQUARIUS SAILBOAT, trailer, 10 HP ~ C '~ER. I?~LC~')  
tion. Call Houston 845-2982 after 4:30, 4p4 Chrysler sail drive, sink, head, three sails 
SEVEN FOOT CAMPER, 1982Skippy (Import sleeps four, excellent sea.boat, .$8000,00 
o.b.o. 694-3594 or see at Kens Maflne, Ter- JOB VACANCY size) 3.way frid9e; stove; furnace; sink & race. 4p6 
water tank; hydraulic Jacks; boat loader. 
$2500.Cal,845.7916 4p5 20' ALl.CRAFT JETBOAT Hi.performance. SPECIAL SERVICES ASSISTANT 
302 w/Hamilton Jet, tandem trailer, canopy, Part-time HOUSTON R.V. RENTALS: 22 ft. motor home. see at Chinook trailer safes. Terrace, or call 
845.3550T° rent pleaSenlghts, call: 845.2329 days4p5or 694-3S94. $17,000.00 4p6 Applications are invited for a part.time Category I or II position 
depending upon qualifications, 5.5 hours per day, at E.T. Kenney 
Primary School. Category I pay scale ranges between $10.06 and 
$11.86 per hour. Category II pay scale ranges between $11.27 and 
$12.86 per hours. 
__CAREERS_  - 1. Demonstrated ability to work co-operatively under the direc- tlon of a classroom teacher and with other District profes. 
signal and school staff. 
FOR ADVERTISING CALL 638.SAVE 2. Advanced skills in Signed English (all applicants will be ex- 
.., pected to take a test of translator level proficiency in Signed 
English). 
3. Completion of appFopdate coursework or training in working 
Demonstrated empathy with children with special earning 
PITGH-IH *- needs. 
Applications (with resumes and references) addressed to: 
I . ac. Mr, John Fades, PdnclNI 
ceptlno applications for the E.T. KenRy Pdmary School 
position of 
TELL-RECEPTIONIST EXPERIENCED 
The ~JccesMul ~ l~n l  will IOO~e~ em 
LICENCED ,o,ow~. ~ A KISPIOX BAND - -  1 yr. Iorevlous grace related expe~ 
, IA - ~'~'"~'~o'~-'  COUNCIL -- Ability to deal effectively with the put~ Required by GM Dealer in -F~,~to*=k,~t,~w,~,,,~, ~.. ~ [L IW~ BOX 25, KISPIOX, B.C. VOJ 1Y(] 
Smlthers. Excellent working PLEASE APPLY WITH RESUME ~ -~_. _- -__". - - Phone 842-6248 or 842-6249 
conditions, excellent wages AND HAND.WRITTEN COVER 
and benefits. Contact Ed LET'rERTO: Position Available 
Wudrlck at O'Neill's Chev- TOLSEC '"AO.,.O SOCIAL DEVELOPMENT WORKER Olds. 3238 Kalurn St., Terrace, B.C. 
v8G 2N4 Two year term position until August 1992 847-2214 ,,,, ~ftn: LEONA KLEIN 
SALARY: 
$28,392 plus, depending on experience and qualifications. 
E ' i  VACANCY DUTIES: 
To read, understand, Interpret and put Into effect the Social 
HOL IDAY REL IEF  Development Program Policies In Klspiox. 
I THE CITY OF 
L_TERRACE J PAYROLL  CLERK To liaison with other agencies', a.g., R.C.M.P., School, 
Ministry of ,Social Services and Housing. 
To provide crisis Intervention services. 
"[.he City of Terrace requires an Individual familiar with ccmputerlzed To prepare monthly reports and financial statements. 
payroll systems to work dur!ng the period June 18 to Auoull 3,1990. To report to Band Council and Band Manager as required. 
The Individual will be required to verily accuracy and process data for Other duties as directed. 
the hi.weekly payroll r~ns, administer benefit plan, etc, QUALIFICATIONS: 
The preferred applicant should have two years' related work and book-  Understanding and.~xperlence In the Social Development 
keeping experience, have a working knowledge of computers, and be Reid. 
very accurate and detail oflented, Prefer degree in Social Services, but certificate will be con- 
sidereal . . . . .  - .  ~ 
Salary Is$14.791hour (1989 rate) and working hours are 8:00 a,m. to Knowledge of computers. 
4:00 p,m. Ability to work Independently, : : ,  
Applications will be received by the underslgnod no later than 4:00 Initiative to develop programs. 
p,m., Friday, June 8, 1990, *• * KnowledgeM Gitkean Culture, - 
PmHnld 01raotw : ..... Mm - -us t  have yard Driver's Ucanse and vehlcl 
CWIt el Tlgli~e ' : ,  . . . . .  ...>~:~ Mall applications to: ~ 
• ' :~= Klaplox Dand Counci l  ' I t l l  Ely 8trHt .~  .. 
~' ,,....., - , ,  u,,n eve ~ R,R. NO, 1, BOX 26 ~ ~:  ~ ~: : ;~: / :~:~:~ 
I:L OSINGDATE::June 8 VOJ 1Y0 ~' 1990 - i ; .  ~! 
Terrace Standard, Wednesday, May 30, 1990 - .  PageB9 
Wanted qualified 
JOURNEYMAN MECHANIC 
For tire & automotive centre, 
New shop with latest equipment. Full benefit package & at- 
tractive salary. 
Apply in person to manager. For appointmen,~ call: J i 
635-4902 i ii ! 
Kalum Tire & Automotive Supply 
/ 
• . 'i 
; I L l  il'l • | 
• v I ' 
IP 
Wanted: B.C. 
Vo luntee ,  .... arks, ,. J 
Park  Hosts  . . . . . .  ........... 
for  ~:~' 
LAKELSE LAKE PROVINCIAL PARK " 
B.C. Parks has opportunities available for park hosts at 
LAKELSE LAKE PROVINCIAL PARK for the 1990 camping 
season. The park host program is a vo lunteer  position. In ex- 
chan0e for free accommodation at Furlong Bay Campground, 
the host oreets other campers and provides information on 
the park and surrounding area. 
For further information, contact: .*i 
The B.C. Parks Zone Office at 798-2277 or 
write to B.C. Parks, 8keenalCharlotte Zone, clo 101 - 3220 
Eby 8treel, Terrace, B.C. V8G 5K8 
" Minlnster of Parks ec PARKS 
It's a real holiday. 
ALCOHOL & DRUG 
COUNSELLOR 
1 Locatlon:~. . 
Northwast Alcohol & Drug Service~,Tel-ra(~e. 'B~.C'I . . . . . . . . . . . .  ~-" 
Posit ion: 
A full-time counsellor is required to provide counselling, 
prevention, and community development services to 
chemically dependent individuals and their families. 
Counsellor will provide own transportation and-expenses. 
This position will be particularly attractive to those seeking 
a strong challenge in the addiction field and a working en- 
vironment offering autonomy and valuing professional 
creativity. 
Qual i f icat ions:  
Preference given to those who: hold a Bachelor degree in a 
relevant discipline; have knowledge and experience in the ad- 
dictions field; have knowledge and experience in prevention 
and community development. 
Salary: 
$2,534 per month (start) plus attractive benefits package 
including medical, dental, group RRSP, staff development 
and more. 
Send resume, including references, to: 
June Campbell 
Program Director 
Northwest Alcohol & Drug Services 
206 - 4630 Lazelle Avenue, Terrace, B.C. / 
C los ing Date: V8G 166 J 
Resumes must be received by closing date of June 6, I 1990. 
TECHNICAL ADVISOR 
BUSINESS DEVELOPMENT CENTRE 
The 16-37 Business Development Centre Society is seeking a 
Technical Advisor for its Business DeveloPment Centre (BDC). 
THE POSITION: 
The Technical Advisor will report directly to the Manager of the BDC 
and will be primarily responsible for assisting clients in counselling in 
the area of cash flow, marketing, merchandising and business plan.~. 
Completion of business proposals, loan applications, collections of ac- 
counts and all reports necessary for clients and the BOC's operation. 
THE PERSON: 
' i  
The person we seek must be highly self-motivated, have excellent 
communication skills, be creative and able to relate to diverse client 
group. Applicants should have demonstrated ability in: Financial 
Management including planning and preparation of a full spectrum of,  
financial statements, preparing business proposals, demonstrated ex- 
perience in business counselling and lending role. 
A Post Secondary degree In Business Administration, Financial 
Management, a related field such as bookkeeping or an equivalent mix 
of education and experience will describe our ideal candidate?Skills in
using business oftware, the ability to work with other staff and under 
supervision of the Manager and a volunteer Board of Directors; 
demonstrated time management, planning and self-supervision ability 
as well as knowledge of the 16-37 Region would be a definite asset: 
The position offers a competitive salary based upon educati0n and ex- 
patience. 
Further information and a complete job description may be obtained 
from the undersigned. 
Applications and resumes will be accepted b y : j . F .  Whitney, Manager " iii~iiiil 
16-37 BUSIflE$S DEVELOPMENT CENTRE " ~ ~i'~i*;'~ 
• No. 1014660 Lazldle Avenue, Terrace, n.c.Vee 186, 
• un,l 4:00 p,m. on Fr day, June 1st 1990 *'L* '!~'~'* 
Paoe BIO - Terrace Standard, Wednesday, May 30, 1990 
! 
: '^n , -  :. : " 
14,  Boats & Marine .i : 
• - - - - - - - - . . - -  . . . .  . ~-_ . . .~  
20. Pets &Livestock 23, Work Wanted • . 26. Business ~ ' 2 Personals + ~  
14' ALUM• BOAT with 9•9 Johnson and ONE PAIR DRAFT HORSE HARNESS; completo MOM WILL DO BABYSITTING In my homo, On " Opportunities' 6. 
Trailer, tarp, oars, seats, spare tire. with bridles; also three beehives; complete quiet street near hospital. Full and part.time. MOD'-~ METAPHYSICS ~ ~e,  ' 
$2800•00 firm 632.4713 after 5 p•m. 6p6 with brood G.nnnm . . . . .  ' " " References available, Phone 635-3864 6p5 ESTABLISHED DECORATING store In Central ' 6pl ~ E ~ l e r . ~ ' l  cover.Cal18-4-5.'+786'71'u"eysupars'nase:~ • FerappointmentpheneLaurelat635.7776• 1 632-4333+ I 
635-3362formorelnformation ' 6p6 l"Oypmn, . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  ' r,, BACKHOE SERVICE LeClelrEnt Ltr~ ~,,,~-'.' Interior for sale, .Attractive, affordable . . . .  | '  Openidaysawee~gpM_9AM I 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  ~ . . . .  o ~mu ~m~uuv size, white, both d going, backf Ilnol landsmmninn ~,,,,,,^u~ bus ROSS with 7 years of steady growth WANTEDfll OO overweight people We pa | Aoswedng machine 9AM - 9PM I 
- - - -  sexs• Readyto go soon Call 692.3722 635-6790 .~" " ' ' .~0"  Ownerwlllhelptrain•Phenel-567.2626days you to lose lO-291bs, ln3Odays.sa124hrs. | CONFIDENTIALIWGUARANTEEDli 11). Machinery anytime. + • 4p3 . . . . . . .  ' ' Y 
.... L .-"pu or 1.567•9692 evenings. 4p3 a day, 1.250.9451, ' 12p2 2 . . . . .  I m,~o~,m mr m me, m,~ +. I 
ATTENTION LOGGERS &CONTRACTORS. SlAMESEKlTrENSroadytege, Beautlfulpets~ 24. Notices . . . . .  GUlDEAREA, Bums Lake Area, Moosequete AGUYwhols4Olslo:klangforlawarmandln. I I 
Complete Machine Shop• Lathe 16' swing, Call 1.692.3722 anytime, 4pro PRO-LFE EDUCATION avalla I *,, .-----.., B• Black Bear, Mule Deer. $30,000•00 te!esting .o.uldoor typ I y: ' a part-time 
No. 3 Le Blond hedzental mill. Ddll presses, AVAILABLE TO . . . . . . .  : n.h,r, ,,~a.,,~ . . . .  h,.,.~ be ,,,, ~..?,mt,, 1-692.3526 ~ 4e6 fatneranolnmysparetimewil be by the rlver 
(1) arge; (1) small Gdnders (3), Hydraulic ~eecz nemos, registerer . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  vo,,,p,,o~, m~mng lerary, - • " somewhere flshin with m son ' ; • • . . . . .  Rotwelllerpupples quaff breedin Ex presses 100 plus (1) 6 plus (]), cumno• . . . .  ty g. cellent dealing with human lie ssues s ,,~h ~- -,.-- ~ g y and fdends ,~ ,~,ee . ,~ , ,o~.~H~. .~-a~,~,  
. . . . . .  - ,empermen, anpupsarefamfl rais ,, . . . .  ,~ . . . . . . . .  . . . . . . . .  "~ . . . . .  ,u.~,. Irs sort ofafamlly-oriontod socialevent, We LOSE weldng torch, power nacxsaw 195 Amp fo  " '" y ed.Forln. -~- 0-~ ,,,,,,~,,,,=,=. ozuuunz enqmnes have a end time t would s r ' rmatmn pnene 576-2068 or evenings welcome. Call 635-5427 er 638 0382. 5tfnc g . u e be nice to Welder, electric hoist. Track burner above 847-3110. share this with a nice lady in a similar situa. 
machines are complete with tooling and can 4p4 PREGNANT AND NEED HELP? Birthright c~ lion. I am an affectionate, sensitive, warm, In- 
be soan In operation $15,000. Complete FOR STUD- 2yr. old Boxer. Reglstared assist you wlth free pregnancy testing, matsr, t°lligent' n°n'chauvinlst' nen-"mach°+" nice +GHT 
1-G92-3276evonings. 4p3 through the Canadian Kennel Club. Fermore nilyandbabyclelhes. Manyotberservlcos_ . guyandl'mseeklngafrlend-notasowanL WEI 
MASSEY FERGUSON 135. Llkenew $6,500, 'nformatien635-3677after6p.m. 6p6 all free and confidential. Call '635-3907 V is i  Semeofmyotherlnterestsaregardenlng, XC 
845.2417. 4p3 anytime. 12p51 on skiing, reading, softball, bddge, writing 
poetry, bird-watching, and others. I believe In We need 30 overweight 966 C GRAPPLE c/w bucket blade. New MODERN METAPHYSICS: Progressive a simple, altruistic non.matedagstic, sort of 
Metaphysics course starts May 22, Tuesday spiritual lifestyle. I drink coffee, I smoke (and chains, spare parts, 6oo(I oendltien, with or 3191"801"18 to lose 10-29 Ibs. in 
witheut16,Bo8MZtoload. 1.695.6446. 4p3 DOG GROOMING i and Thursday evenings at 7:30 to pre. Established auto glass hopetoqult)Ilfyouflndwehaveafotlncom, the next 30 days with the 
1988 ARCTIC 2OT log trailer c/w scales 8'6" Reasenable Rates; 10 Years Experience I register. Phone Laurel 635.7776. 6pl repair service In Terrace [non reply to: Box 62, clo Terrace Standard, brand new Herbalife Diet 
spring loaded, bunks and stakes. 1988 JANE_TURNER 638"8018"  I SERIOUS ABOUT LOSING 10-65 Ibs. before 4647 Lakelse Ave,Terrace, B.C. VGG 1S8 Disc Program. 
Morn ing~orEven lno l - ?  i summer. We pay you fer gend results + Peedoss jeep. 1988 Arctic 20T log trailer& FOR SALE  1p6 
truck dOOlng. C/w scales 8' spring loaded . 978.3009. 6p4 , Total ly Natural 
bunks and stakes. 1977 Kenworth L.W. Cum- ~ Attractive, affordable Doctor Recommended 
rains big cam 1 NTC 400 RTO, 12515 trans, 21, Help Wanted 25. Business so then content withMy pleasure Guar.anteed Sat is fact ion 
SSHD 5:29 ratio. 1974 Columbia 40T Iowbed Opportunities and thankful unto me. 
8'6" by 22' deck. 1966 Hayes H.D. gravel WANTED SUMMER SALES AGENTS. Apply at FOR MORE INFORMATION CALL EARN $$$ 
truck. Cummins NTC 335 RTOO, 9513 trans, Oickle Dee Icecream. The Icecream bicycle FOR SALE OH LEASE - Twe restaumnts ln Fort . " WHILE  YOU LOSE 
SSHD. 5:29ratio. 1.692-3067. 4p4 people.635-3102 6pl St. James. One with lake view, licencei:l din. 635-7797 ~,, ,=, ,~ from the Bah-,', Holy .1-978-3059 TOLL  FREE ! 
C7A TREE FARMER SKIDOER. New transmis. NORTHERN MOTOR iNN - We are looking for Ing room and coffee shop; ere located next to  Wrltlnge. 
sien pdced for quick sale. Nugget Equip. Ltd. mature career minded individuals who want to a motel. 996-7510. fin We invite you to explore these 
Pdnce George. 562-6658 days, 560-5413 be a part efa growing team that takes great FOR SALE 20 unit campsite on Hwy. 37 N. 8; +'26, Persona ls  writ ings further by phoning 
evenings. 4p5 pride in their work. Expeflence is preferred but miles S of Klnaskan Lake er 60 miles S of 635-3219 or 636-9012 33. Business 
will train the doht individual who has a Dease Lake. With convenience store, ADVERTISE persenal messages in the Terrace 
WRECKING 550 Timberjack Graple Skidder. positive attitude and a desire te team. We of. showers. 3 summer cabins. 2 bedroom : kit- Standard. Cenfidentlality is assured. Phone Services 
We'llsellcomplete$38,50O.O0orpartsat50 fer competitive wages and an excellent chenette unit and4 bedreem home With 638-7283MendaytoFnday, ga.mto5p.m. STOP SMOKING 
percent of new cost. Esco grapple with frame, benefit package. We are now taking applica, werkshop. On 10 beautiful viewing acres. WANTED: 85 overweight people. We pay you 
pump, hoses and centrol $16,500.00, 305 tlens for the following positions: Come and talk to us. J. Taylor at Wlllow Ridge ferloslnolO.291bspermonth. 1OOpercent 
planetades, rebuilt transmission, near new waiter/waitress, tore clerks, bartenders, bar Resort or write Gen. DeL Iskut, B.C. V8J 1KO. guaranteed. Call 1-978-3016 tlll tree 24 hrs. ~ ~~~~J~i~ chains and tires, sixe 24.5x32. Phone waiter/waitresses, cooks/prep, cooks, 10p49 
964.0626. Pdnce George. 4p6 chambermaids, desk clerks. Ne telephene In. + 4p3 
quiries pleasel 14cl 
EQUIPMENT Two FULLY QUAUFIED HAIRDRESSERS re- LASER THERAPY CENTRE 
quired. Doris Coiffures, 4-5 yrs. expadenco, KERMODE FRIENDSHIP SOCIETY 
FOR SALE  638-1704. Needed immedlately. 8p3 + W,TH LASER THERAPY 
OUALIFIEDJOURNEYMAN, aute body man or Family Violence Workshop ,= ,e ,~,oo , ,vo ,  Pa in less  
John' Deem 7 ft. mower painter. Needed immediately. Wages accor- S ILVER B IRCH 
cond i t ioner ,  bet ter  than  ding to qualifications. Bums Lake Auto Body, June 6, 1990 Stop Smoking .............. $95 ,00  
newll - -  NO. 12 Massey 1.692-7065days, 1-692-3966evenings, 4p4 The last in a series of 3 workahopa on Family Violence. (Plus 2 follow.ups If needed) ELECTRICAL 
Ferguson hay baler. -- John REQUIRED IMMEDIATELY Bass player for The workshop will be at Kermode Fdendehlp Centre on June 6. Registra. Diet Control ................... $55.00 • Appliance Repair 
Deem side delivery hay rake. country rock band. 1-895.6469 evenings, tier beginning at 9 a.m., workehop beginning at 9:30 - Noon and from 1 - 4 " • Electrical Wiring 
4p5 p.m. For more InfoRmation Phone Leo 635-7286 WANTED BABYSITTER (preferably ive.in). For The primary objective Is to make participants aware of the factors that con- end appolntment call IVAN & MITCH 
or  798-2208 eves ,  more information call Karen at 635-4596 bet.. tribute to Family Violence and Improve self control end problem solving 1-800-667-4379 
wRen 10am-3pm~ 2p5 abglties. Terrace - June 11, 13, 15 July 9, 11 I - - -" -CALL' - - - - I  
IF YOU DONT LIKE WHAT YOUR DOING try NO COST FOR WORKSHOP - EVERYONE WELCOME 16, Farm Produce something eJse without leaving your present = 
job. For appointment phone 635-3484 lc6 
WE OFFER ALL YEAR round, organis raised WANTED someone interested in a meat cut- 
beef, pork, lamb, winter lamb, goat er ling apprenticeship. To start on part time [ 
ch[okens. On the hoof or dressed. Defive~ basis which will eventually lead to full time. 
:possible dependin0 on quantity. 1.694.3456. Must be able to work well with people and be ~ :: 
Phone before 8 a.m, 4p5 well groomed, Apply with resume to Copper. BLANKET CLASSIFIED :ADVERTISING 
17,  Garage Sales s_~o IV; 2891 Clark, Terrace. + 2C6 
WANTED an excaVator/operator, min imum TheseAdupp~lnthemorethan1501~t~qp~sdlheB.C.andYukonCee~nunltyN~m~ 
B.C. SENIORS GAMES SOCIETY, Zone 10 will 3yr. road building experience• Please call andnHchmomtlmnl,550,050hoem~endapo(enti~llwomHlimreadere. 
be holding a Giant Garage Sale on Saturday, Shiels Contracting Ltd. Box 139, Sandspit, $165. for 25 words $3.15 r each additional word) 
June 2, 1990 from 9 a,m: • 2 p.m., 4807 B•C.Phono637.5614 lp6 
Olson Avenue, Terrace, B,C. Anyone wishing NEED GOOD SALES GIRL. Experience in Retail BgSIIr=88 O ~  FOR 8ALE MB¢ to supp0d the seniors may leave article for 
i .r=U.WAmee ~ .mu, w+m.reo the sale at the above address or phone Business Drop resume at Young Ideas. Aclive Auto Broken, dlapoeaJ .MAKE$150/~.÷l~Xt~fui.time ~f lx turee .  WestemCan. T ra ln lon~anAi i  ~ " - - - - - - - - - - - -  
635-3352 after 4 p.m. for pickup. 2p5 Children Boutique. Skeena Mall. 2c6 ' agent lot Aclive BEI~ 8ervlee~. m lmur home. Open your o~en ~. ' s  .~ .  stdisplay. ~ Co~dombdum ~ GRAPHIC8 PROFESSIONAL 
roq.uked fo~ expend~ South. Repeaenlone, estate, legeb, stepamoNno~weioidlombual, s~.m~.  Free ca~doguesval I. Oovemmentlk=ens ~ weetomB.C.weoldynewepoper, WANTED 4 days a week, fully qualified ha i r -  cm'~,tmcke, m~e,  bo~s. non. Only $I,tM5. Info? ~lm. Nod~urn LIgMIng Cenlm, c~ical lo~ In~ Io mona.go Comp. Dopedment. GARAGE SALE - Washer, spin dryer, old dresser. Call 635-2753 after 6 p.m. 6p6 Cd  Mr. Prk:e (only), (604)4,14- (,103)233.8088(M.8.1). 4600EaslHnti.~_GL,Bomaby, mmut~.  Fre~ Mmt belur/compelent k lp~ fddge, misc. items. Sat., June 2 10 a.m. - 3 
p.m,, 4930 OIson Ave., 635-3048. lp6 WANTED IMMEDIATELY - Male vocalist for 1819. IX~476. B.C., V$C 2K5. Phone" I (604)681-5456. Or:. RMTI, 1120- .m4~_r and O~mput~r Orm~lm. 
MULTI-FAMILY GARAGE SALE. 10 a.m. rock band, aged 16-20. Phone 635.7385, BOAT8 Be .y~ur own besel Btr/from (504)~99..0666. " 780W.Pender, Vencouver, B.¢., ~enoremJmelo~~ 
_ _  _ nn~nu~actumr and retail woed- 
Saturday, Juno 9 at tho Usk Community HalL leave message. 6p6 Spore Fbhennenl 22' Boston cralt-toye, floweqp~z, enknal~, 8 & N Home 6hopping club, VGCII-~. / . . . . . . . . . .  ~20 6quarnkh, B.C, ~;~ 
Items include stereo, antique saddle, tiresand CARRIERS Whalor*Outrage.'Fullystandop elo. 50dltemntl~e~.Co~act ,1,.050cn~lltlne0uanu~eed. • 
J.J. Wood,dr, Box C-16, RR-~ much more. Turkey raffle, refreshments, cmwrtibte lop, 6'2" headroom v~ll~ll~4Hwy=Eest. Kalowna. ~- -now,orpre -aR~aRdi -  HOUSEWIVES, M~and ln .  
635.3487. lp6 with fl~lng ella. 1966-185hp temstedpemmlensededbln~dl. LE'r'SGETBIZZYI Multi-million ~.~(604)389.0950,~111m~ edelytolmlto~end01ftelorNa, ocw, rnstkmlflnnaeeka2rqore. Needed!  E~n,ud~co~, 0 ~u,i. ~ ., Vicloda, B.C., VSZ 3m. 
neur meter, recordng depth ~ Hwne P'a~/Plan. No in- sentativee in your area. Candi- 
19. Lost & Found ~ --,.d.,-Vm 71~hp,~n~,. .~_  e~n?~.ob.~m. ~m.  *.,.d. o, r~.y ~...k~.d =. e.m ~p ,o 
iT COSTS YOU NOTHING to place a Lost and / ~ '~ ~ Excellent oondttlen $29,750 t2. Phone (204)723-2828. OFRCECLEFIKRE(~JtREDtor etely Ior ptecement, Call 
(604)531,,4302. " .k~ Okanagan and C~ntml Inte- Boubh Land, Box 26, Tral',eme, Valley. Dealemhlp expertence r~yourecofldentfallrdervtew. Found Classified. Phone 638.SAVE before 12 Noon Saturdays. i, !~'. ., i' ~ dot, 1-842.2188 day= 1-849- Manildba, RO~2VO. 
22o4 evmmge (V.mm). . rmtomm. ~ In yearn0 mm 
LOST White and yellow Oold 16" Choker FRF.EIx~ldst. Concnaeerwo0d _61adamd-~l~rnebuoinea~ reeume Io: Box !)-156, ere The _ PEROONAILO - 
necklace, Honky Panky Sat,, May 19, bet- ~.or .ygurba~emenl? Befomyou ~cdlloe.lx~. EqulpmenL ~ lm F-~,PtOflable.Sell~mlalio~ ChHIIwack Program, 45860 
wren 10:30 p,m. and Midnight, 639.9753. oe(Xleget he facte. CafIFOON- ~ with ~ eke.  by rod. Books, newebtter~ 8padtne Avenue, Chlglwack, WOULD~ YOU LIKE I0 cerm- 
DATION FOCUS 1-800-663- tete.N/Cwsdedeopti¢lJY. Profit coumse. Wedr~Ip .  Ontds: B.C.,V2P6Hg. __+q~l, wlthunatlachedChdstkm 
Reward offered. Sentimental Value. 2p6 ROUTES 7774,6:30a,m,.4:30p.m.PDT Make an olter lo $,17,050. 3~ Bay0Ont, P7BSG3. URGENlI.YNEEDEO.7people r~?Oompenlonehlp or mar. M-F. LOST from Braun Street area New men's 15 e178 after4p.m. Pzu141rne, $400-$1400,3tangle rJaoe Write ASH~ROVE, P.O,. 
speed Krane Mountain Bike. Blue and white. OPEN .umBaom,omuNn.B  TmmyoumetitolhebesteweM& Futl'nme, l~O00-t4500. ~zllJ'dl uox2OS, Chue, B.C.,VOE1MO. 
ee~t nlmalbalb yoo'll ever e~d Free 1-g'/8.~066. " Rewardforretum.Cal1638.8217 2p6 230 -- Skeena, eUlLDIN~ SUPPLY LUMBER ' Redpe/S2.00. 8end 6A.S E Io ' - 8TARTYOURownlmpoWexp~l YARD. Death In foroes "re ' REALF..8TA'IrE family ~ Treasure, Box 499, 
Haug land ,  Ke l th ,  _ _ l~u~._ .m~.e~l lme.  No =:.Ex.oelentmume, Ma~d TeUma, B.C. VOJ2XO. " ~¢~oOIP~ RATOq'- Immedlme Km . . . .  a n d ~ - - "  
Blakebum. ."_.'2~. _ Xl~mence. Slr~e p/mmmee, f lee  o50 ~ ~ q~m, no expemnsed A.B...... ~ +~pa Pm~m~, 
' • Write 104 '  11111 +~m. ~rsei~chure: Wade etock, eElxox. 1+_lO,0OO. Cd e;~nware cat~ ,e: over I zac~ 0pereZor. _eome .U~I~. -. ommUon or__ ~'e • o50 - 
638-7283 p,oo=m . e. and ,~. trm., Dept. Wl, +}4o ~ (504)442-e~r~.. ~om ~Uee. . Rmmm~ m, mWe~.F~_  50o2, S~._,.Kamkm~.., e.c:; 
Ordado, M1H1H4.' "HAWAIIAN 6NOW; F.JljOy II vnl,Te~" "3~-~/~5~118~11"~, manabno, l~,VORrdJ~. I'110141: (604)374-3022. 
L~:[-~I--: I~:-~ '~';,~.~ .......... o~- 'am+~mmor~o~ ~ ec v ' ~ . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  , ~'I" 4B2. PHONE I~est_$1_~2,0OOiilahlOh,e.nddeck your o~1. 8rod Invselment 381~"  " SEPTEMBER DEPARTURE8 RE L~.X COUNTRY LIVING. 
23.  Work Wanted . . . .  ,._,...,,,..+.,,,.~,,o, th+, ,+-m.,.a,.ofm.-,..,,+,,,,-~ ' k ,N .  ;,p,,.+ .=. =, w-,,+, are,, -  . -  . . . .  ~ ~ ~em~. .~ i~ o hydro, 
~."~e_m..w.eeuPl~/q~.nlng ~ 24~ths - -~, '2~"~F.~ Intenmtlonal Agdculluml Ex- ,.u¢oeect:{~o4)373-2282. 
years, call 638-8619 6pl . ,=wmol~,. zoom. en~ training. IJBINICR~ neon.riB,, e r,.,,e,,, ,,,,,~ m . . . .  ~..,. ~--....~ dm~ge Auockd~ e~mz+ 1501- 
~, , ,  ee~emh.~ _e~d~. IBU~INEaaPEReONAI.a i ~" ;~ '~ '~ '~ 'P '~ 17^vo.S.W.,~z~z~,~.o,'r2T ..Slo~m,B.C. Parkllkepmge~y;" CAN'T DO IT YOURSELF? I'll do it for you. 
rmneo ~ ~;anaoa, ~ =urn . . . .  ~"~,,'- . ,~" . . . . .  OE2. .ouse, gerage, fruit trses, . Painting, plumbing, carpanhy, concrete, bdck- colic=: Mr. O. Che~o,, L O~.~~.n  ~:=._~;  =4 m~- ~ ~.~co-~.~,~m,~.  laying & oen0ral maintenance. Kevln Turner. 
849.5888 Serving Terrace & Thornhill 6pl (604)660.1200. - .... ~m~, /~r ,~uml l :~ l~ ~,6~.  ,~  e~xx~a~. Wo+'Ik ,+ home. Eam up m1500/ c~L~4.)ea2"67~_or.~_eBex 
• .m • da commotion Ta~ ~:~<,~aunoo/,Jln, u,G. VlE4N3. ~to .~mge~,~b,~ "....utZ~.._ ~50"~0.,r.mod. Nowdo.~w~k~R.~vo~ ~o~' -~,~ ~"..~.P~_. WILL DO SECRETARIAL WORK in my home. norm Ipady plan Best ~ ~u i~Prse 1-078-3061 c=rd . ,'- ,,,,,, ,,,,,* --,'...* . . . .  .,'-.-':-. - " .  " .~_" -  ~u=m,,~.,, 
Have dictaphone, typewriter fax and ~ ~ ....._..,,.._. ~ .~.=...., . . . . . . . . . . . . .  ]mu I.IM3MI- 
photocopier. Ca Joanat 635.6257. 6p4 ~C'~. - ' t~_m_ '__~' . l~ '~ ~XXXv,,Far~.~. - E~_._a~ldltoy==, ~=~x~l,_~=.m~ .en~.. . l~en~ ~p7-.~1 extenaleo 12 ~e.m. ~ ICB~ nnd INu~v~=w, 
,-.mHmmrmoney, ton4re~l.OOO. ~- ,  ~ ~ .eaum~. .Inthis .muer. WeNod ~ JoalA, Wenerl "" "" ~ ' - '  
HEED THOSE ODD JOBS DONE? Am expedenc. 288£dS70. I - . . °~ '~ '31-~1~,~ 'Pal" ~-/°~your¢o~'Prb~includ - PHYSIOIANSREQUIRr:rmTi~ .arm CAM"l,~-tawTe~rl~"~m2= I 
ed In all trades, reasonable rates, Call I .~  tm'exlre Av+.,NmlhVan. ~o l I~  llm ry, ' . M,m,.,..m. mzmJ le137~,  Iiimw & . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  " '  ~- - - " "  FIAISEOHINCHI 1124L~ maibgm ~ Bo~d of l)lmdom for the Two 5500,Vez¢o~t~er. Hnonmove 
. . . .  ,. offerpradedlxud. ,SC.V'/M2HI. Maod~(:erd.d~ ,m~l~+'m .~,,... , - - , . . .~  ......=..~ ..~ .,._ m,,~, nm~ue~nenqulrl~., 635.6537. "Will cost you nothing to chat." Incm~e We c~uver . ~ . O~Nd ~ I~z_! HIIs Heath ~ Centre hu  re- nof~e, NoYukone Idse 6p4 . ~b_ . ,  . . . . . . .  • - . - . . . , , .  , .M . .~  ,.~ .w  ,,,, . . . . .  pg.mOCK,. . , feed, delivery, ~ Nonnecoe . . . .  
WILL BRIGh'TEN YOUR HOME, Am well ex- Immmcuon.~u~Imelneome~. J EOUi i l~&i l0At~ma~nv ~,,~. ~,.,, M,~W~ Ept_~e~l+lnc. Mediod. Clkdc. Welm}.ml~01o "~BCoff.emdmel;3,500. Oa,u]r 
• zmu~ a=mmNd ~.  . . . . . . . .  ,,~_.,,.mou.v., n~n~~p,~, .~mo ,-,,~e~m;lOO,ooo.;e.N.. madud ~ NorlhVm'z¢ouve~ B pedenced In total house cleaning. Won't'you - . - . -~ ._ ;  . . . . . . . .  • J , .0. V"/P1V~. sureb~erom~llnalzcml~emo. .~eford  Lewoffk:eamGme 
.givemeacall,635.6537. 6p4 ~'~.~x~,~.  I .mo_.._cj,j,~m _r~_+,._,,,,~. "+ o+mmmm * .==,~_ . , ,ou ,~ _u~, v,,,co.+ ~..~o ~ 
RELIABLE HONEST WOMEN looking for eve, <+;o++ i +mm UL, ' = .po=nt. th ,,co, .,o. 
housecleaning job. Call 635.3577 and ask for ENER8 
Barbara. 8p4 B~]pll'.,o~n.  Stadyo~. mm I R~yWoed~=CampA'Ftjbl~- ~ , ~  C~eb~' l~. , . _ _ . .~  WAN'II~ 
PROFESSIONAL SERVICES. Consulting, ~.,~ .o.mmr msmne.N m none. I . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  .l.l.l.l.l.l.l.l.b~imteedon,'l,ll~rc~t~oo~ . . . . . . . . . . . . .  -,~_ ,.,~--,,,,-~,- WANTEO: F .~eeaw. ] , , , .  
.~  .o*w..~,~o_..Dmm IO'+, I ,,,~,,~,+=,,,,+~.%_~e CUreR. ~ ~ morn - - , ,k ,o~=;o~.  ~._"_.+'P~..'?;PP'..!"--'=PY.~." wl,~.- to ",,,,.~J,,-.;,--;,'G~. pdvate Investioations and technical security, ~ .w ~ Road, Bale I _._~"a.=., --~no°. u~.~__:H]Y*.Mod- W.slwn W~er F~-~+~ ~=~.~.um~p.. .wm)~mteo.  ~.~T, , - .E . ,T , , ,~ ,~,3 - . ,  
cousultingservloes. Phone 635.4936. 6p4 u'une,~uueeoe, HOX181, I ,~,~,,~o~TJ,t~.~..WF.8.T_COAST 20120-64thAve. i -~ ,~v.BC '  i.ne_.q~.r~.-mnm--ee~s..-m~ue~44~, t ree~m~dz~m~'~° J  
- /...'...~.2~=mrL'u. alOcostl - V3A4PT. * - - - r .  . . . .  N mm~, r~_ome,.'.~_~,Wl~l anVlea~,-~-, ' . ; , ,~.,~-.. .=~ 
I pmase Call 036-7320. There J ARTIST I M,,~o,~4o,~,~,.,~. / ,+,-=~.F=l.Tal.~,~. ~,,=:..,,o.=~,k=,~,= ~.~- ; : : . : :~ , ,~  
| 18averysadlltllegldawalting I " I~et~l~ ,BO J ~ HIEALIH _1~'. m)ol.mse.nndmautmstol ~_~.  ~z,,,,,~.~,~,ml~, - u  
|the return of her puppy. A I AVAILABLE | ~ --,r ~ooooo ~ ~o~.Z~oo m~=.b.,~u,~.,~ . 
|rewardlaofferedforBuffy,sl e Window palntlng for any i geoa~,~m~nt. F=~h~oO~NOmT~KeCmN~e~Lm ~..~..~,,~,n~._qum.~ow~. _~.~,m~Wq~._hueUng, z;v . . . . .  
[return. I occasion. : • I ~W'+I~KO-V.M+, BII~I. ~ w~ll.m~l~,~, IM. e...~, . . . . .  ;';7;'+':.-"r:" - - "  • --"~",...'------""--'"~--.~"'~"~: II . . . .  
• Illustrator + . . . . .  ~l i  I~w~l. ~,,,,,,h ~ ~. .~;mur ,+m.  ~m~Onm. ,n~. - - . ,~  ,,..,_. . . . . . . . .  • Graphics / I lmamtm'~=e.m~. . l l  ~* l~d ~- I~k~k.m, . I - .  ,.,TJ~-',°~n~.~-t~u~...z~. Mere'FREE Ihq:p4eg. ln l~ lmleda lp l~e I I_ . r~l~m~==.wyou¢~n 
II . . . .  ~""" '~ ' / I  ~;  ~o,e~'~"~-~ ~"-~.'~.."tFP.--~-w~: vrr~zM m~'~ato,,u~ _~wa~.~o: II_~P~_~_~.w~rddad~ 
• Poster, Card & Invitation :1  II " "  I I  Nod~Eq~l/"__T~el'a.~,~. U---~R~"~--Nm* I~.BC16, 260 Ex~ulbe Dkz~t~', lwe Hi l l  I I Pm~r+w~m : 
i II II ~, '+~"~'P ' , ,¢  ~..._~J~_.z~,v=~o~,~..e, mC , C,,e,.P.O.~ I1~~. . '~ .  ~V~ Designs All advetlJll10 "B~ Bl/y,l 20. Pell & Livoslock • Reasonable rates ~ ~ ;  ,t , ,  - . . . .  .,+ ,= ,  T .  
• '- t,i _ ,a~-7eoo. (4re}eaT.an44. I I  t ~H~2Z SPANIEL PUPS, tails dockedo dew class | For morelnforma!!on pieRRe J J '~  
removed, Great dogs for those who love the i s  ' :  
outdoors, $76 firm.: Ready June 16, 'J : contact : '  | 
635.3804 . . . .  6p! i |  K' Hlcke63~1782 | ~ r . . . . .  ' : ~ ~' "' ' 
~11 ' J . . . . .  +;!  . . . . .  
+ 
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,. !'~ " , .i ..... [ '" TERRACE,EXPERTS-- iN A :GLANCE ' l ..... - . . I : !  ,):il : 
• ' CiTY OF TERRACE 
(SENIORS ADVISORY COMMISSION) 
The City of Terrace has eight (8) Commi~10n p0altlons 
available on the newly formed Seniors Advisory Commission. 
Four (4) positions are of a two (2) year term and four (4) poai. 
tlons are of a three (3) year term. 
The Commission has been formed in the Interest of develop. 
ing and maintaining a quality environment for senior citizens. 
• The Cornrnisslon will be responsible for advisin Co meting'senior' ' g until, pro- _ ~ :_ .  ..s.servlces and developing new IdeaSrWhlch will 
enhance m quality of life for seniors in the community. 
YOU ARE INVITED TO SUBMIT YOU NAME 
(In confidence) to: 
The City of Terrace 
'~ ,." :' 3215 Eby Street 
TERRACE, B.C. rag  2X8 : ' 
ATTENTION: Mr. Peter Montelth;~: .~i 
Please provide your background, interests antireasons for 
wishing to become a member of the Seniors Advisory Corn. 
mission. 
Closing date for applications is: June 8, 1990. 
CFNR 990 AM 
., . ! .  . . .  
:BUSINESS OF THE WEEK: 
: un na 
TRANSPORTA TION 
=--SYSTEMS L TD.=_ 
:Dally freight service ox V~ 
,.. SINCE ~955 
I TEL: (6fl4) 635-2728 :i I 
131110LAKEBURNST., ERRACE, B.C. V8G3Jl i 
,. ~::,..-.-~.~ .,:,, 
SI: 
. . . . .  . ; . : : "  ".,,j, 
CANADA'S FIRST NATIONS RADIO 
=1,000.00 
BLACKOUT RADIO 
BINGO 
FRIDAY, JUNE 22, 1990 
8:10 a.m. 
NEID ENTERPRISES LTD  
SPECIALIZING IN ALUMINUM WELDING 
& MANUFACTURING 
CUSTOM BUILT BOATS -- BOAT REPAIRS 
ALUMINUM FABRICATION -- GAS TANKS - TOOL BOXES 
RUNNING BOARDS -- BOX LINERS - 10 FT. SHEAR 
=~=m~(~;~O0 TON METAL BENDING PRESS 
JIM NEID 
' 4575 LOWRiE AVENUE 
~. J / J  ~.....-- ~ I ' ' ' - '~  " TERRACE. B,C. VSG 3Y8 
on SPRING CLEANING 
CFRN 990 AM ' SPECIALS 
UCENCE NO. 761653 
CARDS AVAILABLE AT THESE LOCATIONS: $39.95 
Benson Optical Northem Health Care ~ORZ~ 
Northern Drugs Terrace Shell Car Wash J 
Sheflaid & Sons , East End Chevron I We'll clean two rooms & hall Call me for u hoist , ,aMy on~,m, P ely 
West End Chevron . . . . . .  "~ " "  ........ Agar Red & White " ~u~u ouL,= s I . . . . . . . .  ~ - -  . . . .  ~n:~.. , . . . . . .  pec alal 
B & G Grocery , 'j ~ " "+ ~ - " ' : "1  Wayside Grocery 
House of Slmolghets Gift Shop NORTHERN CARPET & UPHOLSTERY CLEANING 
REMEMBER, IF YOU DON'T PLAY,,,YOU CAN'T WINi , 635-3944 
MACKAY'S  FUNERAL 
SERVICES LTD. 
Terrace Crematorium 4626 Davis Ave., Terrace 
Directors: 
JAMES WESTERMAN &DOUG MAC FARLANE 
JEANETTE DE FRANE 
BrOnze plaques ~,A & monuments 24  HOUR 
Answering and Pager Service 
Terrace, Kitknat, Smithers 
A~umclat~on 
D  ANE 
FUN'/ L HOME 
BOX 247~J~rs~=B.C .  • 847-2441.= 
Professional counselll~ / %.-" ~ ;"Y I /~  
Memorial nzarkers" ~, ...... " i' ) ;  .... :.. 1. L.~ 
Grave covers ~ " ;*'*. ~ r_ F'~'~ 
32. Legal Notices [ 2 ~  A new h 
I'DavklSt°royamn°tl::s:°nsblef°rany / ~ SJD']rJ~tof i 
: :~  ncurred by anyone other than my~:15f 
this day, May 16, 
i 
NOTICE TO CREDITOR.~ 
IN THE MATTER OF THE ESTATE OF ROSLYN McCALL, 
Formerly of Terrace, British Columbia 
Creditors and others having claims against the above 
Estate are required to send full particulars of such claims 
to Crempton, Brown& Arndt, No. 3 - 4823 Park Avenue, 
V8G 1V5, Terrace, British Columbia, on or before the 1 lth 
day of July 1990, a~er which date the assets of the said 
Estate will be distributed, having regard only to the claims that 
have been received, i
Vivien MIIdrld Talt, Adminlstratrix 
. CRAMPTON, BROWN & ARNDT 
Solicitors for the Estate 
i : .  
:i INVITATION TO 
CONTRACTORS . . . .  
Sealed bids will be received by the undersigned for CONSTRUCTION OF 
HAZELTON EDUCATION CENTRE In Hazelton, B.C. for School District 
No. 88. 
Bids will be received on or before 1990, June 22 by 15:00 hours 
PacUIcTime at the office of The Secretary-Treasurer fo School District 
No. 88. 
~oouments will be available for CJP Architects, 301 Sixth Street, New 
Nestmlnster, B.C. commencing 1990, May 28 after 13:00 hours 
=acific Time upon receipt of $100.00 refundable deposit per document 
at, made payola to CJP Architects. Documents will be available to 
;eneral Contractors only. No partial sets will be issued.. 
:ach bid must be accompanied by a Bid Bond or by a Certified Cheque 
~ach in the amount of 10% of total bid price, as outlined in the Instruc. 
Ions to Bidders. 
Iocuments will be available for viewing at Construction Association. 
'fan Rooms In Vancouver, Burnaby, Terrace, Pdnce Rupert, Prince 
serge, Courtenay, Campbell River and NanaJmo.. . • 
he Bid Depository system will apply to those trades listed, in the In. 
~uctions to Bidders, which will be received not later than 1990, June 
0 by 15:00 hours Pacific Time, at Bid Depositories in Vancouver, 
~ince George, .cempell River and Nanaimo, 
~ds ubmitted will be deemed Irrevocable and will remain unchanged 
r a pedod of 30 days after closing date. The contract will be awarded 
ter full consideration of all bids, The Owner eserves the right o re- 
~-t any oJ:.all bids received, :~  
i: '+ ::: TheSecretmy-Treasurer : 
~' ~'~!i~:::::::i ~ :  : School 01stdet No; 80 - 
~: :::~:?,~i Tnrr~e, B.C.: VAG AEg :~:~i!:::: ~ ~1 
! 
let's talk 
p, ,o~ • Satellite Sales & Service 
• 4t4kUDLAN C~J~ dmlor" 
Northland 4.~0o~ o~, . , .  
Communications 638-0261 ." 
i I i 
SKEENA CONCRETE PRODUCTS LTD. 
Division of East End Holdings Ltd. 
, L v . . . . o ,  - 
PH. 638-1166 
Auto Glass ,~, Windshields 
Specialists , I  Glass Medic Repairs 
~' I.C.B.C. claims 
NOW AVAILABLE 
• Concrete Blocks • Sand & Gravel 
• Screened Top Soil 
• Surplus 2x4 lumber (any length) 
16* per linear foot 
3751 Old Lakelse Lake Drive 638-8477 
J 
* ~-Jreamstar. \VVluslc ",. 
~e 
* Cassettes $10. 95 
* Albums $10.75  
* Discs $19.95  ' 
CALL NOW635-6210 j 
and leave • message 
This space available to advertise " I 
your business or service centre! w=~.gs c=,~ r~-~.= 
Pom~ts .at Cu~o • I 
Call anyone of our Advertising Consultants todayl Family Portraits Posters | 
STA o,,.ou.,,.0 ~, . . ,~  
[ 4647Lazelle Avenue. 638:SA VE I 
I 
TRaNS caNaDa CREDIT 
¢o"~; : 'R°°zP°c I "  " -~ STEMs LTD. .  i 
a let & 2rid Mortoaoes Home Purchases , ..... 
l . • BBConsolidatlon Home Improvements • 
FLEXIBLE TERNS & COMPETITIVE RATES 
i .... "USE YOUR EQUITY"  .~ , 
' " ~ " ,." Darren M. Smith . ,i~ 
2'  4623 Park A~ Tenlcq . 03rP651o 
]J ] ] ] 
Dally f re ight service ex Vancouver : i :(i!i . . . .  
• TEL:(Sf14)635-2728 ' ' ' ~! ; i  i.;']!i:ii~l 
! -  I . . . . . . .  " ' .' ' .... - ' :  "~- -  I ' i311 BLAKEBURN$T., TERRACE, B.C. : :~f  l i' i :! 
r 
it ' 
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I " 1 What 's  VOLUNTEERSNEEDED for. 
"Child-Health Clinics" (Im- j 
: - ; "mun izat ton  Clinics" Tuesdays 
Tae Terntce Stendard of fer |  .; 9:30 a zn.. noon and 1.4 p;l~. 
What's Up aa I public ~rvlce "~;: ~/WsJghitlg and  measuring 
to Its mdea and those com- . children, no lifting necessary. 
mnnlly orpnlzatioas In the For :more • lnfo. phone .the 
: ~ Skeena Health Unit 638-3310. .= .  .... * ****  
3UNE 22, 1990 - -  Take advan~  
H on  our  • ro ll , 
THORNHILL " "(3der, Adam Hill,. Brainerd 
• - JUNIOR SECONDARy 
The criteria for determining 
H0noz: roll status at Thornhill 
Junior Secondary isas follows: 
Outstanding Achievement: 
G.P.A. = 3 .50 ,  •4.00; 
Mer i tor ious Achievement: 
G.P.A . . . .  3.25 ~ {13.49; tare of all the fresh fruits . ,  ~ '  ~BIO BROTHERS AND BIG [ 
available, Find out how to use SISTERS ere now underway. Honourahle Mention: G.P.A. 
all your fruit, all year long, -'The first A.O.M proved to be 
Terrace Women's Resource = 3 .00-  3,24. a success with enough people 
Centre 1:30 - 4:00 presem tb fill'all executive, and (3. P.A. (Grade . Point 
directors chairs. The next few Average) is based on::A=4; 
- - - * -***.._* .. months will be bus tr in B=3; C~F =2~5; C=2; C-=l; 
~m~:pau~s'~  h°~tt~f~l: ~:tt"wtflY-"f'unet~ 0 ~lybyysp~n~° andno D's 0r E's.. ':i " " ' 
, e ant i  Pall t do  it withou you and your. family Terrace "~0 ' ~ t 
, " " ~ ~y u; Anyone interested in : ~ . GRADE 8 !"" Women sResource Centre 7:30 becomin= a Bi - - 
p.m. S g urotner or Outstanding Achievement- 
• ****  Sister. or if yoo are wiiling just Jonathan Duffy, Sonja 
August 24 - -  26, 1990 -- to help please feel free to join 
Car, boo College celebrates 20 us in this worthwhile project. Hedberg  and Aaron Petovello. 
years of service with a Meetings are held every third Meritorious Achievement 
Homecoming Weekend. If Tuesday of the month. Paula Pocha and David Halley. 
you're aformer student or staff 
member, plan to visit the 
Kamloops Campus and join the 
fun. Activities will include a 
Bar-B.Q, dance, department 
sponsored events, music and 
entertainment. It's a family af- 
fair! For more info or to let us 
know you're coming, Call 
Aden at 1-800-662.2955. 
HERITAGE PARK is now 
open to the public ~ 5 days a 
week. Tuesday t~ Saturday 10 
a.m. - 6 p.m. For information 
regarding school tours, wed- 
dings, family portraits or large 
group tours• Phone Heritage 
Park 635-4546 or 635-2508 
TEAM PLAY HORSESHOE 
- -  There will be a horseshoe 
training program for anyone 
who would like to play. Come 
out Wed. evening or Sunday 
afternoon. It is fun and good 
participation. For more infor- 
mation call 635-2856 
*****  
THE OVEREATERS 
ANONYMOUS support, group 
meets every Wednesday at7:30 
p.m. at the Terrace Women's 
Resource Centre, 4542 Park 
Ave. Ph. 635-6510 or 638-0664 
for more information.  
Newcomers welcome• 
THE KINETTE CLUB OF 
'Terrace hold their meetings on 
the second and fourth Wed. of 
the month. Anyone interested 
in more information about he 
Kinettes or meetings please call 
Gail at 635-9253. 
"KITIMAT" & TERRACE 
BLIND & VISUALLY IM- 
PAIRED PERSONS. We have 
a white cane club in Terrace. 
When in town come and have 
coffee with us. We would be 
happy to welcome you. 
Located at Women's Resource 
Centre 4542 Park Ave. Thurs- 
day, 1:30 p.m. Info. contact 
Phyllis 638-0412 or Felix 
638-1285. 
CCB/TERRACE AND 
DISTRICT WHITE CANE 
CLUB needs volunteers to 
assist he blind and visually im- 
paired with crafts and recrea- 
tions (howling etc.) Also need- 
ed drivers to take members in 
and around town. We would 
really appreciate it. Please coo. 
tact Felix 638-1285 or Phyllis 
638-0412. 
• k* ,k  **  
Bergsma and Jason Bone. 
GRADE 9 
Outstanding Achievement - -  ! 
Josee Bane, lie and Christinei 
Todd. Medtorlous Achieve. 
meet .  Rodney Sanches, Keri 
Sauer and Bryan Trehearne, 
"Honourable Mention 
Gynette Gogag, Keri Fell, 
Steven Maxim, Share 
Palagian, Melanie Conrad, 
Danny Hall, Roe Thorsen and 
Joel Roesel. 
GRADE 10 
Outstanding Achievement - -  
Nicole Sanches, Chris Stoner 
and Jody McMurray. 
Honourable Mention --  Vaierie 
Devost. 
Three students received 
OSTOMY SUPPORT GROUP 
for any persons having an 
ostomy or needing one in the 
future. A chance to share pro- 
blems, concerns, information 
and receive support from 
others in the same situation. 
Call Terrace 635-5905 or 
Kit,mat 632-5951. 
AGORAPHOBIA &.  PANIC 
DISORDER support Soup. Do 
you experience high anxiety? or 
avoid crowded places? We 
meet every 2nd. and 4th. Sun- 
day of the month at the Terrace 
Women's Resource Centre at 7 
p.m. for men and women who 
share this problem. For more 
info. call 638-3325 
KERMODE's ALCOHOL & 
DRUG Program offers 
Wednesday nite videos, 7:30 
-8:30 p.m. at Kermode Friend- 
ship Centre (downstairs). 
Opened to anyone. Drop in for 
a coffee and a movie• 
*****  
ANYONE INTERESTED IN 
JOINING A SUPPORT 
GROUP for step and blended 
families, call Lee at 635-9055. 
TERRACE AA MEETINGS, 
635-6533, Men's Sue. nits 7 
p.m. Hospital Psych Unit, 4720 
Haughland. Sun. Women's 
8:30 p.m. Hospital Psych Unit. 
Monday nite 8:30 p.m. Blue 
Gables Corr. Institution. Mon- 
day nite 8:30 p.m., Knox 
United Church, 4907 Lazelle 
Ave. Tuesday nite 8:30 p.m. 
Catholic Church, 4830 Straume 
Ave. Wed. nite Beginners 7:30 
p.m. Hospital Psych Unit. Fri- 
day nite 8:30 p.m. Kermode 
Centre 3313 Kalum St. 
LOSSES, EITHER 
THROUGH separat ion,  
divorce, or death can be a time 
you may need additional sup- 
port. If you wish to be in a sup- 
port,re group, please join us 
the 1st. and 3rd. Wednesday of
each month, hi5 - 3 p.m. in 
the conference room at the 
Mental Health Centre. Call 
638-3325 for more info. 
** 'k*  t" 
SOCIALIZING SINGLES 
meeting every Friday evening at 
Women's Resource Centre, 
4542 Park Ave. at 7:30 p.m. 
Come out and join us. It's fun 
and coffee's onl For more info. 
call Ruth at 635-9551. 
Honourable Meni ion-  Mindy "A's" in all 8 courses: They Ride were Sonya Hedberg, Jonathon 
Duff), and Josee Bane,lie. 
• Congratulations also to the 
.following students who have 
fo r  " 
' , been selected as showing the 
~most improvement in achieve- 
• ~ ;taunt, attitude and work habits Sight during the 3rd term: Mindy 
'Grier, Adam Hill, Woniya 
Wrubel, Rachel Charbonneau, 
I Motorcycle riders from all 
over the northwest will be con- 
verging on Terrace the weekend 
of June 9 and 10as the local 
Roadrunners Club plays host to 
the llth annual Ride for Sight. 
Special events being organiz- 
ed for the weekend include a 
Rodeo-Show 'n' Shine, to be 
held at the arena parking 10t 
beginning 2 p.m. on the Satur- 
day; a supper, auction and 
dance at the Legion that same 
evening; a pancake breakfast 
Sunday morning hosted by the 
Thornhill volunteer fire depart- 
ment; and, finally, a ride to 
Hazelton for a tour of the K'san 
Village and wind-up lunch. 
However, although that.line- 
up ensures participants will 
have a enjoyable time while SP 
here,  co-ordinator James 
Gilham emphasized the main 
objective of the Ride was to col- 
lect donations for the R.P. Eye 
Research Foundation --  it 
funds research at many Cana- 
dian universities into' eye 
disorders that can lead to blind- 
ness . . . . . .  ~. ; 
Noting last year's event 
hosted by Vanderhoof-- raised 
more than $5,000 in cash and 
merchandise, he said the target 
was to exceed that figure this 
time. Donation books m:e 
available from most area 
motorcycle dealers or Ride 
organizers. 
For more information, con- 
~ tact Giiham at 635-9217. 
/Whe. you gofla' have'it, We'll degverltl 
"Or expediting service will save you~ company money" 
CHIMO DELIVERY 638-8530 
. . _~ 
" I our rL ,=o I 
Raymond ,eandette. Shawn I ~ims Cleaners Ltd. 635-2838 ! 
,Palagian and Marina Jurgeleit. 4404 Legion Ave., By the Cudlng Rink. 
..... ~:~ i~ 
HONOURING 
OUR VERY OWN 
KERMODE! BEAR 
.,. WITH A 
SPECIAL LIMITED EDITION 
COLLECTORS PLATE 
I ,t 
l! 
New York ! 
Steak with Sirloin Steak 
Seafood Forlatlere 
Neptune Selected prime choice 
Steak is broiled and gar- sirloin broiled to your 
nlshed with a saute of preference, garnished 
fresh scallops and with sauteed 
shrimp, Servedwilhfluf. mushrooms. Served 
lyrics and broccoli mor- with broccoli au buerra 
nay. and baked potato. 
. Fresh Fruit 
Cocktail 
Seasonal fruit marinated 
In honey end brandy. 
Chlldrens 
Menu 
Broiled chicken breast. 
Served with potato, rico 
and vegetable. 
I All dishes are prepared fresh while 
you walt, so relax and enjoy an 
evening of fine dining at Its best In our 
elegant new dining room. 
I ' 
d Reservations Recommended 
OPEN AT 5~00 PM 
MOUNT LAYTO~ 
HOT SPRINGS 
• RESORT LTD 
798-2214 
li 
"7/ 
" .ii . . . .  ' " 
Artist Glen Green has successfully capturedi:t~el ~i !i i I 
majesty and mystique of our world famOUs'; "~ i i~ ' :; 
. . . .  Kermodei Bear, - .~ '  !i!~-ii!ii!;!i:;iiii.!i~-!i 
Glen Green will been hand to autograph . . . .  ~; . . . . . . .  .., your 
Oo,,eo,or.o,.,e 
, , -  , : ; 
Ju 2 & 3 ne 
9a.m. -6  p,m. SatUrday, ,~• . . . .  une 2 i 
11 a.m., 2p.m. Sunday, June3 •i!i, I, 
A GREAT GIFT FOR ANY OCCASI( ~ ......... 
.... EXCLUSIVELY AT.,.. ~ ~ 
i 
' ', r . , IC . 
r iil/ 
• ~f i .... i ~,! ;~: 
,efface, B;C;~, -. 
; •• ~ :~i:i;~!~!!i~: ¸  /~:!ii ¸'~! 
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